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The Louvre pastels1 
NEIL JEFFARES 

 

ROM 7 JUNE UNTIL 10 SEPTEMBER 2018 the Louvre mounted a temporary exhibition of 
virtually its entire holdings of eighteenth century pastels. A catalogue of the collection, by 
Xavier Salmon, was published to coincide. I wrote a short piece for the Gazette Drouot (13 
July 2018), a review of the catalogue in Apollo (September 2018), and several blog posts 

which I have combined into this essay as a version of record. The post including errata has been 
referred to in the Louvre’s own collection database, Inventaire informatisé du département des Arts graphiques (“Inventaire 
informatisé” below). While I have updated and rearranged the material to some extent, I have 
rewritten as little as possible in doing so. As always my comments below are no more than 
personal opinions. 

I. The exhibition 
Everyone reading this will now know that the Louvre’s long-
awaited pastel exhibition has just opened (until 10 September), 
and I thought some preliminary impressions might be helpful. I 
have not yet had an opportunity to study Xavier Salmon’s 
catalogue raisonné of the collection whose publication coincides 
with the exhibition, and which doubles as a catalogue. I have 
seen it, but will confine this post to observations about the 
exhibition only. 

Anyone with the slightest interest must go to see the show. 
Most of the reviews that appear will inevitably focus on the 
great works in the exhibition, and tell us why La Tour and 
Perronneau are important. And rightly so – but all my readers 

know that already, or at least know that I think so. The music critic doesn’t have to take up space 
explaining why a Beethoven late quartet is important (perhaps a solo sonata would be a better 
analogy in this case), but launches straight into a discussion of the performance, not the piece. 
Which I shall do – after of course noting that a show which includes 20 pastels by La Tour and 
four or more by each of ten more artists (Vivien, Carriera, Lundberg, Chardin, Perronneau, 
Boze, Ducreux, Labille-Guiard, Vigée Le Brun and John Russell) cannot but be a triumphant 
success (which in those terms the exhibition certainly is). What could possibly go wrong? 

Curatorial performance has many dimensions. First is getting people through the door. Standard 
practice is to arrange all sorts of enticements – inviting prominent specialists (or even sociétaires 
des Amis du Louvre) to attend a vernissage might be one, while failing to organise a scholarly 
colloquium to discuss findings seems rather more important (unless there is one to which I also 
haven’t been asked). Neither the title “En Société” (apparently an afterthought, with unfortunate 
resonances with the title of the recent Rijksmuseum show High Society) nor the bizarre graphic 
immediately outside the exhibition seem likely to draw in many passers-by or give any intimation 
of what delights await: 

 
1 This essay combines material from several posts on my blog neiljeffares.wordpress.com as well as on The FrameBlog, all written in 2018. That 
listing errata to the exhibition catalogue was revised numerous times during the second half of 2018. This is the version of record, and may be 
cited as Neil Jeffares, “The Louvre’s pastels”, Pastels & pastellists, http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/LouvrePastels.pdf.  

F 

https://www.apollo-magazine.com/louvre-pastels-catalogue-review/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjRs_X3-o7cAhWRalAKHSXlARwQFggpMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Farts-graphiques.louvre.fr%2F&usg=AOvVaw2xB2532mrVuH9JQU0vnJPi
http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/LouvrePastels.pdf
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A story? 
Far more important of course is the “hang”. Here there are again many aspects. First of all, what 
is the logic or narrative? This exhibition is hamstrung by its association with a book whose own 
structure and compass are curious. While beautifully produced, intellectually it is essentially an 
update of Geneviève Monnier’s catalogue from 1972: so we follow the division into seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, with artists then ranged in alphabetical order. Of course that wouldn’t 
do here, so we start off with some chronological progression – Vivien, Carriera, La Tour etc. – 
but thereafter non-specialists are likely to get lost: confused by a wall which ends with Regnault, 
in an Empire frame, but dated 1765, while behind have been Hoin, Greuze etc. 

This could easily have been dealt with by the most obvious of solutions: print the date (whether 
known or estimated) prominently on the labels (or cartels in French). But there are no dates 
systematically given on the cartels. This is inexplicable. Sometimes they are discovered within the 
text. Sometimes they are given, but are simply wrong. How in the world a cartel labelling two 
pastels by Vivien as his “morceaux de réception à l’Académie royale… le 28 juin 1698” got past 
checking I don’t know. There are other such howlers in the wall texts (further examples are 
discussed below): Louis Vigée, we are told, continued to use pastel after La Tour and Perronneau 
– although he died more than 15 years before either. None of this assists in communicating a 
coherent story to the public. 

Another astonishing hole in the project is the complete absence of any explanation about pastel 
as a medium. There are no heuristic aids to tell visitors what pastel is, how it is made, how it 
differs from natural materials, or how drawing with coloured chalks evolved during the 
seventeenth century into painting in pastel. I would be personally sympathetic to this approach if 
I felt it marked the maturity of public interest in the medium, but I am surprised that a museum 
such as the Louvre felt it an appropriate level at which to present the subject. But even within its 
own terms the compass of the show, and that of the catalogue, share Mme Monnier’s definition 
of pastels as complete works, distinct from sheets with touches of pastel, as set out in the 
Avertissement on p. 31 of the catalogue – but then go on to confuse by including (but not 
exhibiting) sheets by Deshays and Natoire.2  

 
2 The Avertissement goes on to justify the exclusion of almost all reference to my website Pastels & pastellists (www.pastellists.com) on the basis that M. 
Salmon’s bibliographies do not cite dictionaries – despite the fact that he does cite, for example, Audin & Vial’s Dictionnaire…, and has extensive 
reference to Ratouis de Limay’s Le Pastel en France, 1946, which is nothing other than a dictionary with a few of the longer articles placed in the 
front of the book. Everything in that book will be found included or corrected in my “dictionary”, which has 15,000 reproductions in place of 

http://www.pastellists.com/
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Physical description 
Instead of dates, however, the cartels focus in obsessive detail on certain matters of construction. 
We told for example that one is in 

Pastel sur quatre feuilles de papier gris-bleu assemblées à joints couvrants marouflées sur une toile imprimée 
d’une couche de préparation de couleur rouge-brun tendue sur châssis 

while another is 

Pastel sur plus de treize feuilles de papier bleu raboutées à joints couvrants marouflées sur toile tendue sur 
châssis 

This is information of interest to specialists, but not I think to the general public, and is far 
better restricted to the catalogue. Sizes would probably be of more interest, but are not given. It 
would also be helpful if the information were consistently presented, and matched with other 
scientific descriptions – there seems for example little agreement on whether paper is blue or 
grey compared with recent publications, or whether there are 13 or 12 sheets on a particular 
work. What is of significance (unless you merely wish to evidence the curator’s close inspection) 
is where the joins are, which pieces have been isolated, why and when (for example, are the 
heads done on separate sheets and pasted into larger works where working in situ would have 
been awkward?). None of this is presented, in the exhibition or catalogue, although maps 
showing the joins turned the current Getty show (Pastels in Pieces, to 29 July) into a far more 
interesting report. Another particular point is the references to “gouache” which are probably 
simply wet pastel (whether applied with the tip of the pastel moistened, or ground into dust, 
mixed with fluid and applied with a brush). Again many of the pastels that have this are not so 
described, while others are. 

Frames 
The opportunity has not been taken to explore the frames in similar detail. This is to be 
regretted, as many are original and of very great interest (I may write more about this later). 
Others are later Louvre frames of Empire style which are to be expected. But there have been a 
number of less satisfactory recent additions. I don’t know why the Bartolozzi is in a Kent frame, a 
style that went out of fashion in England when Russell was born (perhaps this is less obvious to 
a French audience). A particularly unfortunate intervention is with the Perronneau Mlle Huquier, 
which formerly had an elaborate spandrel with curved corners which neatly concealed the tear in 
the lower left corner. That has now been removed and replaced by a bright straight-edged slip 
which serves only to reveal that the frame never fitted. This is a case for reframing completely if 
we want to see the whole pastel and enjoy it as Perronneau originally intended (many of his 
original frames were very modest and were widely changed c.1900 for more prestigious ones). 

Conservation 
What would also be of great interest is to have comments on the condition and losses which 
these works have endured. While the catalogue goes into meticulous detail on recent 
interventions, it rarely provides explanations as to why we have misread images (the nun’s nose is 
perhaps an example, J.46.2183). There is nothing in the exhibition, and little on a first glance at 
the catalogue, which reveals scientific examination of these works – none of the spectroscopy or 
other scientific analysis which the Rijksmuseum for example have applied to their pastel 
collection and which might allow us to detect the presence of fixatives or later interventions with 
anachronistic pigments. 

 
Ratouis de Limay’s 100 – and a great deal of information about the artists whose work M. Salmon catalogues which I suggest might well be of 
interest to his readers. 
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The catalogue also informs us that 11 restorers have worked on the collection for six years, 
which perhaps explains the obsession with descriptions of the physical construction. Of course 
we all want to see these works preserved to the highest standard, but this is a surprising amount 
of intervention not all of which I think it fair to say has been equally successful, but this isn’t the 
right place for a detailed discussion. 

But one intervention in particular raised my eyebrow. The debate about what to do with old glass 
has been raging for years (you can find more about glazing pastels in my Prolegomena, §§ IV.15 and 
V.9): it is more fragile than modern replacements (and so too risky to travel) but its appearance is 
prized by connoisseurs. For reasons that escape me for a collection that is not supposed to 
travel, there has been a fairly systematic campaign not of removing the old glass, but of putting a 
second sheet of Mirogard behind it. While Mirogard is definitely preferable to acrylic alternatives 
(Optium is particularly popular, but has many drawbacks), the double glazing solution seems as 
dubious as the wares normally sold under that name. The idea misses the point of what 
connoisseurs value – the integrity of the original object, the assembly itself being part of the 
work of art. It is indeed a curious interpretation of the ICON duty to “conserve cultural heritage 
[as] reliable evidence of the past.” Whatever the theory (or deontology as the French might put 
it), there are practical objections. The installation may require deepening the rebate, and will 
certainly result in a considerable increase in overall weight, putting unnecessary strain on the 
frames and increasing vulnerability to shock. But the most obvious point that this exhibition 
makes plain (particularly because of the positioning of many of the works) is that the assembly 
results in bizarre double reflections from the lighting equipment. Mirogard’s principal fault is that 
it reflects white light as green. With the double sheeting you see each spot reflected as two, 
slightly separated ghost images, one white, the other green. It’s a weird effect, and once noted 
very disturbing. It shatters any illusion of being in the dix-huitième. 

Lighting and hang 
Readers of this blog will know that I am not a great fan of directional rather than ambient 
lighting for pastels: raking light can cruelly expose any conservation problems (including after 
restoration). Here we must praise the fact that the colour temperature has been kept down 
(avoiding the harsh colour distortions resulting from some equipment), but the lighting and the 
points made above on reflections and raking light take me to what I think is one of the most 
serious criticisms of the hang. The exhibition includes 115 pastels (not the 120 promised – see 
below) plus four drawings. Of these, twenty-four have been skied – hung as a second row, at a 
level at which only someone as tall as the curator could see them. 

This was an extraordinary decision. Nor were the works concerned confined to the weaker 
examples: they include three of the very finest pastels in the show, La Tour’s Maurice de Saxe, 
Perronneau’s “Bastard” and one of the Chardin self-portraits. They are the ones that suffer most 
from the raking light and reflection problems. Even dirty glass (e.g. greasy streaks on La Tour’s 
Lemoyne) is painfully evident under these conditions (a good many of the pastels evidently 
recently bore sticky labels, approximately 1×5 cm, in the top left corner of the glass, the residue 
of which has not been cleaned properly). But housekeeping aside, it is a real shame that pastels 
of this quality that have not been visible for years (and presumably won’t again for another 
generation) should be exposed where they cannot be seen. 

Double rows in displays are not unheard of. In many ways this show sites itself intellectually with 
the great exhibitions of the past, the famous Cent pastels of 1908 or that of 1927, and it is true 
that the latter had a wall of Perronneaus in two ranks. But compare these hangs for elegance and 
symmetry: 

http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Prolegomena.pdf
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The current hang is dense, crowded and simply untidy. What a pity. 

Wall colour 
But nothing to the second and gravest issue with the presentation: the choice of wall colour. The 
second part of the show has a sort of crushed raspberry hue: it’s not unfamiliar in the Louvre, 
but I can’t say I like it much. M. Salmon’s previous choices, such as the crimson for his Versailles 
show, were far better. But it is the colour for the first rooms, and the final one, which I find the 
most baffling. Images on social media do not capture it well: cameras find it hard to locate the 
precise hue somewhere between light sage and mustard. I don’t know if this is the colour 
Germain Bazin called “vomis d’ivrogne”, but that is a more precise description than any I can 
muster without feeling queasy. 

This isn’t just a matter of design. What colour you paint the walls can have a transformational 
effect on the pictures you put against them, particularly when, as with pastels, their whole effect 
depends on colour. Balance, harmonies and the very essence of a picture can be destroyed. 
Those of you who recall the great Chardin exhibition at the Grand Palais in 1999 will remember 
just how magically these great self-portraits came to life: here they lie struggling for breath. If 
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Oscar Wilde and his wallpaper were fighting a duel to the death, this greenery-yallery would 
surely have hastened his demise. 

The cartels 
For many visitors who do not have the catalogue to hand, or cannot afford it, the cartels are the 
opportunity to tell the story, choosing something that will draw people’s attention to the 
significance of what they should find when they look at the work. Many of the cartels are banal 
and unhelpful. Others are hardly original. On Valade, all they can think of saying is: 

Valade fut avec La Tour et Perronneau l’artiste qui, entre 1751 et 1769, exposa au Salon le plus 
grand nombre de portraits peints au pastel. 

This comes straight from Ratous de Limay (1946), p. 81: 

Valade fut, avec La Tour et Perronneau, l’un des académiciens qui, entre 1751 et 1769, 
exposèrent le plus de portraits au pastel aux Salons du Louvre. 

Some errors 
I should perhaps highlight a number of mistakes in the cartels in the hope that they can be 
changed. They should have been reviewed by someone familiar with the subject. Apart from 
those noted above, there are some issues with names, foremost among which is the reference to 
“Jean-Baptiste Siméon Chardin”, a well-known chestnut. Pierre Rosenberg sorted this out in 
1979, but a quick reference to the online Dictionary of pastellists will remind you that Chardin’s names were 
simply Jean Siméon. The erroneous Jean Baptiste Siméon arises from an error in his inventaire 
après décès (18.xii.1779, AN mc/rs//921), but was the subject of a notarial deed of rectification 
(4.iii.1780, AN mc/lvi/248). If M. Salmon has found evidence that overturns this, he should 
publish it. There are other problems with names (I won’t dwell on the examples, which include 
Lenoir and Coypel, proving my contention that the hyphenation convention for forenames adopted by 
M. Salmon always results in inconsistency). Séguier has an acute. L’Effroi needs a capital E if the 
title is to be meaningful. Some of the foreign names are given in French, others not, some sort 
of. (For Fredrik I, born von Hessen-Kassel, you could try German, Swedish or French, but 
adopting the English Frederick seems odd.) 
Nor are dates any more successful. Mmes Labille-Guiard and Vigée Le Brun were indeed 
admitted to the Académie royale at the same time – but 1783, not 1774. M. Salmon has adopted 
my specific identification of the Rozeville couple (I am pleased to see how much of my work he 
has drawn on throughout the catalogue), but has decided to assign them new dates. But a few 
seconds on the Archives nationales website would show him that Marie-Angélique did indeed die 
in 1762, not 1787 (perhaps if he had explored the genealogy further he would have realised that 
her daughter-in-law was also a Colignon). Similarly it would not take long to discover that 
Couturier de Flotte died in 1780 (in Paris on 9 February), not as stated (an error drawn from 
secondary sources). (Incidentally the inventory number is RF 1697, not RF 1967.) Again a proper 
examination of this family would have revealed that his daughter Marthe-Lydie-Olympe 
Couturier de Flotte (1768–1836) married, in 1788, Jean-Pierre Dussumier (1761–1802), so the 
Louvre donor was far more likely to be from the Dussumier de Fonbrune family than the (as far 
as I am aware unrelated) Poussou de Fontbrune family. Perhaps as much attention should have 
been given to the provenance of this collection as to the conservation details. An analytical index 
of collectors would be interesting, but there is none here, as there was none in Monnier (readers 
can always resort to my index of collectors). 

http://www.pastellists.com/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/02/15/christian-michels-lacademie-royale-de-peinture-et-de-sculpture/
http://www.pastellists.com/Collectors.htm
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Another disappointment concerns the Rosalba little girl 
with a monkey, the future marquise d’Havrincourt, née 
Antoinette-Barbonne-Thérèse Languet de Gergy. It would 
be useful for the cartel to tell us that this is the “ritratto 
della figlia dell’Ambasciator di Francia” recorded in the 
artist’s diary on 13 May 1725. (My annotated transcription 
of Rosalba’s diaries is here.) But as she appears to be about 
8, not 2, M. Salmon cannot do that as he is under the 
widespread impression (floating round on the internet) 
that she was born in 1723. But in fact, as I explained in a 
previous post on this blog, she was actually born in 
Regensburg on 6 June 1717. 

Another surprising comment is on the Le Brun pastel of 
Louis XIV which, we are told with confidence, is the 
model for the frontispice for Colbert fils’s thesis, which 
Véronique Meyer, the great specialist in these matters, has 
specifically challenged in her definitive study, Pour la plus 

grande gloire du roi: Louis XIV en thèses (Rennes, 2017, p. 189). Even if M. Salmon wants to sustain 
his view, it seems odd to flatly state it without discussion. 

The Louvre’s collection 
What then of the Louvre’s collection viewed outside the context of the presentation in this 
show? Readers will know from my earlier blog that the Louvre has not always had the most 
enlightened acquisition policy. Let’s turn to the numbers in that context. 

As mentioned above, there are 115 pastels in the exhibition. The no-shows appear to be among 
the recuperated works which the museum holds on trust for the victims indefinitely. Two of 
these (by Perronneau) have recently been handsomely installed in the newly opened cabinet de 
pastels in Orléans, and it is unsurprising that they have not come (although cartels were prepared 
assuming they would): 

 

Among the other disappointments are the Labille-Guiard of Catherine-Flore Pajou and the 
disputed M. d’Albespierre. But the cartels for the MNR pieces are bizarre: the information is 

http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Carriera_journal.pdf
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/01/01/venice-and-paris-at-the-dawn-of-the-enlightenment-or-rosalba-in-paris/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2015/06/21/the-pastels-the-louvre-rejected/
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appropriate for a catalogue, but these look like legal documents, with “comme de” heading even 
when they are thought wrong. For example we cannot tell from the cartel whether M. Salmon 
does or does not agree with the attribution to La Tour of Carlin (REC 8; my J.758.138).3  

 

Restitution would be better served by explaining these works rather than setting out legal 
arguments which are of course freely available online. And perhaps they could have been 
integrated into the main hang. 

Of the 115 some 75 come from just 11 artists. But almost all of the works are French – hardly 
surprising, and entirely justifiable in terms of the dominance of France in the eighteenth century. 
Of course, although billed as pastels of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, this is 
essentially an eighteenth century show: the Vivien group at the beginning are all close to 1700, 
and there are really only three purely seventeenth century works in the exhibition. The final 
three, by Prud’hon, all have a definite dix-neuvième aesthetic and look completely out of place in 
the show. Whether they are actually made after 1800 cannot be determined from the cartels as 
no dates are given. Prud’hon appears in the Dictionary of pastellists before 1800 because most of his 
pastels were made in the eighteenth century, and all of them are there presented together. 

What is more remarkable is the nationality. Accepting Lundberg (in Paris for 37 years) and (more 
hesitantly) Carriera as effectively French, practically all the works are French school apart from 
the group of four Russells. M. Salmon is aware of this point, and hopes to rectify it by future 
acquisitions, “for example, of Cornelis Troost, Anton Raphaël Mengs or Hugh Douglas 
Hamilton”. Indeed. One might add Vaillant, Ashfield, Hoare, Cotes, Copley, Luti (why wasn’t his 
self-portrait shown?), Fratellini, Tiepolo, Rotari, Schröder and Roslin. So despite the certain 
victory in the exhibition stakes for a show with 20 La Tours, one has to concede that the Met’s 
2011 show had a better balance in terms of giving an overview of pastel as a European 

 
3 In the catalogue M. Salmon makes it clear he does not think it can be by La Tour. He is right; neither do I. In the 2006 Dictionary and online 
until now, I listed it among French school, noting a possible attribution to Louis Vigée. Because it was originally referred to as by La Tour, I have 
a brief cross reference in the La Tour chapter to the main entry. M. Salmon does not cite the real entry, but does cite my La Tour chapter where 
the cross reference is placed. Anyone reading this page of his book would conclude that I think the work is by La Tour, and that M. Salmon is 
correcting me when in fact he is following me. (Postscript: I have now moved the main entry from French school to attributed to Vigée.) 
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phenomenon. In fact there might have been an argument for omitting the Russells and making 
this the definitive study of French pastel in the eighteenth century. 

Except that is isn’t. There’s another gap right at the heart of this project, and while it would have 
been far easier to plug it is much less conspicuous and easily overlooked. This is that the story of 
pastel in France in the eighteenth century is far deeper than just the top names. While other 
countries had talented individuals (some of the names above), France had a system which led to 
a great many pastellists capable of producing wonderful examples. Few of them are household 
names, but the single example of the recently acquired Lenoir pastel makes this point clearly. To 
it one could have added (even on a very limited budget) examples of gorgeous work by Hubert 
Drouais, Glain, Lion, Pougin de Saint-Aubin, Davesne, Saint-Michel, Hall, Capet, Mme Gault de 
Saint-Germain, Berjon etc., not to mention better and more typical examples by Allais, Bernard, 
Hoin, etc. (Of course many of these artists are uneven, and most of their work is not of Louvre 
quality; but the examples that are should be embraced and promoted.) And although the Louvre 
is already rich in works by Vivien, all are in the vein of his official portraits: several recent 
examples, most notably the abbé Lalouette (J.77.248, now in Stockholm) which I discovered 
recently, would have provided a glimpse of the other side of his talent. 

Instead these are the only pastels in the show that have been purchased since Monnier (a 
Ducreux autoportrait was received by legacy in 1985): 

• Liotard, Mme Tronchin 1982 
• Perronneau, Tassin 1985 
• Greuze, L’Effroi 1986 
• Hoin, Tete 1987 
• La Tour, auto à l’index, 2005 
• Vigée Le Brun, Jules de Polignac 2007 
• La Tour, préparation dite de Mme de Pompadour 2008 
• Russell, Bartolozzi 2008 
• Lenoir, Lekain 2013 
• La Tour, Mlle de La Fontaine Solare 2014 
• Vigée Le Brun, duc d’Orléans & Mme de Montesson 2014 

The message (with the exception of the Lenoir, itself not a typical work) is more of the same 
rather than a conscious attempt to rebalance. The most recent examples, the two Vigée Le Brun 
pastels which I first discovered in 2013 and which I first published (although M. Salmon does 
not consider this worth reporting in his bibliography), are rather weak repetitions and arguably 
not really of Louvre quality (this was evident in the Vigée Le Brun exhibition in 2015, where the 
better version of the duc made the point, and again today where each of the four Labille-Guiards 
comprehensively trumped the Vigée Le Bruns.) 

I cannot pass over in silence one of the ironies in the hang, where the Louvre’s sole Liotard is 
placed between Valade and – yes – Perronneau. Was this a subtle allusion to the very French 
view of Liotard of one of M. Salmon’s precedessors, that “Ses pastels, tant vantés par ses 
contemporains et ses compatriotes, n’égalent pas le moindre ouvrage d’un élève de Perronneau”? 
(You can of course find the reference in the Liotard article in pastellists.com.) The opportunity 
to discuss this is not however taken. 

Attributions 
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Since the Louvre collections have been the subject of vast research it is hardly surprising that 
there are relatively few problems of attribution for the works in the show. I will mention only a 
few here. Of course like everything else in this blog I offer a personal opinion only. 

Inv. 24780 & 24781 /J.173.873 & J.173.874. Le petit dénicheur & La petite oiselière: I am 
surprised that the pastels Monnier catalogued as copies of Boucher have now been elevated to 
“attributed to” him. 

RF 29662 & 29661/ J.47.1124 & J.47.1125. The Rozeville couple (mentioned above) are here 
attributed to Frey on the basis of a vague compositional similarity to the Jacquemart-André 
pastel by him which M. Salmon admits is in a poor state of repair (while astonishingly 
considering that the Louvre pastel “a conservé toute sa fleur”). But comparing the face of the 
Louvre pastel with one of another Frey in better condition (J.329.133, identified by Laurent 
Hugues, left; Mme de Rozeville is right) shows why the technique is completely different from 
Frey’s whatever the compositional similarity: 

  

Salmon dismisses my proposed attribution to Lefèvre on the basis that his work is less 
“psychological”. Judge for yourselves whether there is (as I suggest) a similarity of facial 
expression (both the Louvre pastels share rather bovine, dim demeanours), of composition and 
of technique with the pastel by Lefèvre signed and dated 1743 (J.47.12, right; M. de Rozeville is 
left): 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/frey-mme-sophie/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/la-tour-mme-de-rozeville-louvre-29661/
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M. Salmon also provides no account of the social situation of these clients. Frey worked for the 
court; Lefèvre for a Parisian clientele, including people just like M. de Rozeville, who was an 
avocat au parlement de Paris. 

RF 4241/J.103.126. M. Salmon has previously published the pastel of Nicole Ricard as by 
Lenoir, several times. I’m glad he’s retreated to École française, noting merely similarity with the 
Boston pastel by Lenoir (who in fact has a completely different technique – as you can now see 
for yourself as the pastel hangs immediately opposite the Louvre’s new Lenoir). My attribution 
to Allais in 2012 remains I believe far more plausible. M. Salmon rejects this on the basis that 
Allais’s technique is more graphic, less modelled. But those are precisely the reasons for my 
attribution, together with the characteristic treatment of the hair and the use of black chalk in the 
passementerie, as is evident to some degree from the other pastel by Allais4 in the exhibition, but 
perhaps more clearly in this example signed and dated 1741 (J.103.221): 

  

 
4 REC 9/ J.103.186. I first reattributed this work to Allais, which had traditionally been attributed to Heinsius. I inserted a cross-reference from 
Heinsius to Allais in the Heinsius article. Bafflingly M. Salmon cites the cross reference but not the entry in the Allais article, making it appear 
that I retain the Heinsius attribution. 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/la-tour-albepierre-louvre-rec7/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/lefevre-homme-par15vi01/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/la-tour-nicole-ricard-louvre-rf4241/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/allais-dame-1741-wildenstein/
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Summary 
Much as we owe to the Louvre and to the many people involved in so large a project for the 
opportunity to see these wonderful treasures, I think it will be clear that I should have favoured a 
more accessible and collaborative approach in presenting it to the public. You must of course see 
it for yourselves. 

II. The Louvre pastels catalogue: errata and observations 
p. 31. The Avertissement is far too brief for a work of this nature. There are numerous 
observations below (concerning especially the selection of works, the terminology of attribution 
and the content of bibliographies) demonstrating the inadequacy of this note. It states that XS 
does not cite dictionaries (although the book does cite, for example, Audin & Vial’s 
Dictionnaire…, and Ratouis de Limay’s Le Pastel en France, 1946 – essentially a dictionary with a 
few of the longer articles placed in the front of the book – as well as numerous sources which 
contain no more than passing references in lists). Indeed XS includes very few mentions of 
Pastels & pastellists (www.pastellists.com cited below as “the Dictionary”) although it reproduces many of the 
pastels XS refers to. The few citations are given without the exact URL of the file or the J 
numbers which would take readers directly to the information XS mentions.  
For a fully searchable and sortable concordance of Louvre pastels with J numbers, see here; this 
includes references to the Louvre’s 1824 inventaire des dessins, which includes information 
about the early provenance of many items. (Abbreviated references to the numerous other 
bibliographic items omitted can be found in full in the Dictionary.) XS’s references to early 
inventories are not always easy to follow. It is therefore worth noting that the following 
inventories were taken, with the codes by which the documents can be located in the Archives 
nationales (incorporating the archives des musées nationaux): 

• Archives des musées nationaux, Château de Versailles et Trianon, 20150040/14: the two-
page État des pastels, peintures sur verre, gouaches, miniatures, aquarelles et dessins montés sur verre, 
placés dans les palais de Versailles et de Trianon et dans les dépôts prepared by François Lauzan, 
10.VI.1823. 

• Archives des musées nationaux, 20150162/66, 1DD66 (XS does not seem to cite this). 
Inventaire des dessins 1815–24. These appear to be working notes for the 1824 
inventory, but additionally provide locations for the pastels which are omitted in 1DD78; 
there are also minor additions such as the comment on the frame on J.316.106. The final 
page of the microfiche copy is missing, and a couple of entries are not completed (but 
may be found in 1DD78). 

• Archives des musées nationaux, 20150162/78, 1DD78. Inventaire général des Musées 
royaux. 2. Dessins et planches gravées, Tome 3. folios 48-57, “Pastels”. Carried out by 
comte de Forbin, Cailleux et al., 25.V.1824. 

• Archives des musées nationaux, 20150162/98, 1DD98. Inventaire. Liste civile. Musées 
royaux. Numéros d’ordre, 27032 à la fin [27896]. P.2037. nos. 27710-27713: “École 
française. Pastels”. Carried out by A. de Cailleux and the comte de Forbin, 15.XI.1834. 

• The manuscript Inventaire Morel d’Arleux includes some 13,150 drawings in the Louvre; 
although it came to an end with his death in 1827, the date XS refers to frequently as a 
terminus, it was compiled over a number of years, mostly before 1812.5 

 
5 See the notice by  Irène Julier and Lina Propeck in the online Dictionnaire critique des historiens de l’art. 

http://www.pastellists.com/
http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Louvre_Concordance.docx
https://www.inha.fr/fr/ressources/publications/publications-numeriques/dictionnaire-critique-des-historiens-de-l-art/morel-d-arleux.html
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p. 33. The Louvre does have the world’s finest collection of seventeenth and eighteenth century 
pastels. But Dresden is not the only other collection, nor is it correct that “seul le château de 
Versailles réunit un peu moins d’une cinquantaine…”: Saint-Quentin has more than 125, the 
musée Carnavalet 50, Orléans 43. Geneva more than 100, Stockholm 70, the Rijksmuseum 86 
plus a good many Dutch anonymes; Warsaw a great many (mostly Polish anonymes); the Yale 
Center for British Art 50. (In his interview with Alexandre Lafore in Grande Galerie, été 2018, p. 
51, XS goes further, stating that the Metropolitan Museum in New York and Getty possess only 
“quelques dizaines” – the Met actually has 50. The 2017 Petit Palais exhibition of work from the 
Horvitz Collection included no pastels.) 
History of the collection 
p. 34. There is little here about the displays in the Académie royale under the ancien régime. 
Guérin’s 1715 and Dezallier d’Argenville’s 1781 descriptions are not discussed and only cited 
indirectly (the latter in relation to Cars following d’Arnoult, although there are similar mentions 
of cat. nos 20, 21, 38, 95, 101, 103, 104, 117 and 126 which merit recording): they are useful 
sources of information about the works on display at the time (see e.g. cat. no. 126 below). 
Fig. 1: The Constant Bourgeois drawing (which is reproduced in my Prolegomena) has been given 
various dates from 1797 (an V) on in different sources, mostly 1802–1811 (i.e. a slightly 
retrospective view of a late 18th century hang): what now is the justification for an exact 1802? See 
cat. no. 38 below for the significance of this date. 
pp. 36–40. This would have been a good place to refer to Théophile Gautier’s beautiful essay 
“Les soirées du Louvre” (published in L’Artiste in 1858), describing a concert held in the 
“magnifique Salle des Pastels” which he describes in meticulous detail. Separated from the 
director’s apartment by one door, “chef-d’oeuvre d’ébénisterie”, the salle had been recently 
decorated by M. Desnuelles whose care and discretion in the choice of colours were particularly 
admired. The La Tour Pompadour is of course described at length. Among the other pastellists 
mentioned are Rosalba, Chardin and Nanteuil. This Grande salle des pastels (no. 14 in the plan 
in XS’s fig. 2, p. 36, but which readers may not immediately realise was on the northern side of 
the Cour carrée, where the Napoléon III apartments are now) seems essentially unchanged from 
then until when this photograph was published in La Renaissance de l’art français… in 1919 (p. 
239): 

 

http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Prolegomena.pdf
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Elizabeth Champney’s 1891 article described the contents of the Grande salle as “infinite riches 
in little space”. For those interested in such things, the discussion of the location of pastels on p. 
36, right hand column, merely retypes the description in Reiset (p. II): the names of artists, but 
not the specific works, are given. No mention is made of the English-language guide issued by 
Galignani (O’Shea 1874; reprinted at least until 1888 but omitted entirely from XS) in which 
each pastel in each room is listed, with the numbers from Reiset’s catalogue. Thus for example 
we know that the Perronneau in Room 13 was Cars (“fine”), the Labille-Guiard pastels in the 
Grande salle were those of Mesdames Victoire and Adélaïde, Frémin was “very fine”, while the 
late Chardins were “full of force, truth, firmness and delicacy, and equal to any by La Tour.” 

The wonderful passage from the Goncourts’ essay on La Tour (“La Tour a au Louvre une 
grande et magnifique place. …”) is printed but the reference is only given to the 1967 reprint of 
the 1882 edition: it is worth explaining that it originally appeared in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts 
(1867, pp. 350ff: freely available on Gallica), some 15 years earlier. As not all users of the book 
will read from cover to cover, the Goncourts’ specific comments on La Tour pastels should be 
indicated in the individual bibliographies: XS cites them only in the entries for Mme de 
Pompadour (to which indeed the Goncourts devoted a full discussion, and later a book); Orry; 
and a passing reference to Lemoyne in the list of 1763 salon exhibits. (I have indicated below 
some of the others.) 

It is a pity too to have omitted Champfleury’s text (published initially in L’Athenaeum français in 
1853, expanded into the 1855 monograph on La Tour) in which he devotes a chapter to “Son 
oeuvre au musée du Louvre” – it starts rather differently to the Goncourts: “Il ne faut pas juger 
La Tour au Musée du Louvre: on risquerait d’en garder une fâcheuse opinion.” While he praised 
the pastels of Mme de Pompadour, Chardin, Orry, the queen and the late self-portrait, those of 
the king, dauphin and dauphine “ne sont pas des oeuvres d’une grande valeur”. Later authors, 
such as Thiébault-Sisson in an overlooked piece in Le Temps, 1905 (which nevertheless contains 
an essential detail in the provenance of another La Tour pastel), expressed the wider view of the 
La Tours: “Le Louvre en a de superbes et d’exquis.” Rilke’s 1907 letter to his wife is also 
important. 

Such passages offer invaluable evidence about the evolution of taste. While it may seem pointless 
to catalogue such ephemera, they can  occasionally contain tiny facts that would otherwise be 
lost. Perhaps the most interesting omission from these early accounts is the lengthy chapter 
devoted to an “Examen critique des pastels du Louvre” by the artist Julien de La Rochenoire 
(better known to us today as the subject of a striking pastel by Manet now in the Getty) in his 
1853 book on pastel. His discussions of almost all the 18th century pastels then in the Louvre are 
often surprising: his elevation of Rosalba above even La Tour’s Mme de Pompadour is of its 
time (few today would rate cat. no. 41 as the finest pastel in the Louvre, or even consider it to 
“réunir toutes les perfections échues à cette divine Rosalba”), while he explains his preference 
for the Chardin autoportrait à l’abat-jour over that aux besicles because the eyes in the latter 
aren’t placed correctly – something which at least makes us look again. I have not marked up 
each reference below. Nor have I listed the numerous testimonies from other artists, French or 
foreign, confirming the importance of the salle des pastels in their development (they included 
the Texas painter Frank Reaugh who published a pamphlet praising the work of Russell, La Tour 
and Chardin “which may be seen in the pastel room of the Louvre, as fresh and bright 
apparently as on the day when it was done”: Michael Grauer, Rounded up in glory…, 2016, p. 72). 

One further episode in the history of this preeminent group of pastels is what happened during 
the second world war. The episode is discussed in Gerri Chanel’s Saving Mona Lisa, and I am 
most grateful to the author for sharing with me the documents she has found in the Archives des 
musées nationaux (sér. R6) and elsewhere. As far as I can see, XS mentions this only in relation 
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to cat. no. 90 (La Tour’s Mme de Pompadour sent to Chambord), but makes no reference to the 
unsatisfactory use of underground vaults at the Banque de France until 1940. It was recognised 
that most pastels were too fragile to travel to Chambord, and this nearer shelter was chosen for a 
small number of what were then considered to be the most important works. Some 23 of the 
pastels in XS’s catalogue (as well as some 19th century pastels) were consigned in August 1939: 
they included the three Chardins (cat. nos 42-44), eight La Tours (82, 86, 88, 89, 92, 94-96) plus 
the so-called Madame Louise (cat. no 81); four Perronneaus (113, 114, 117, 119); two by Boze 
(31, 35); and single works by Loir (101); Lundberg (104, but not 103); Nattier (110); and Russell 
(127). Surprisingly “Boucher’s  Mme de Pompadour” (cat. 28; a copy) was preferred over cat. 27; 
while nothing by Rosalba, Mme Roslin, Labille-Guiard or Vivien was listed. Conservation reports 
describe the damage suffered when the air-conditioning system broke down; the pastels were 
removed shortly after this was discovered. (See also cat. no. 79 below.) 

Catalogue numbers 
1. Le Brun Louis XIV étude 
J.468.114. Is this a pastel (see comment to cat. no. 4 below)? If not why is it in the book? If yes 
why was it lent last year to Salzburg, when the Louvre’s official policy is not to lend pastels? I 
could find little in this catalogue discussing that policy, the risks of lending or the history of 
works lent. The only exceptions (outside Paris, since 1972) appear to be cat. nos. 22 and 35 (no. 
99 did not actually travel to Geneva in 1992, although that is not evident in XS). 

“Expositions” for this sheet includes “Paris, 1845, n° 1099 ou 1100”, but not Paris, 1838 or 
Paris, 1841 which are quoted elsewhere. In fact the Notice issued first in 1838 was essentially a 
catalogue of works on the walls rather than of an exhibition, and the numbers are the same in the 
1838, 1841 and 1845 editions: but throughout XS the references to these various editions are 
given inconsistently (not detailed further below, although it should be noted that the group of 
royal portraits by La Tour are in the Paris 1838-45 catalogue as anonymes but omitted from XS). 
It is hard to see why these volumes are treated as exhibitions when Reiset 1869, essentially a new 
edition of the Louvre catalogue, is listed under Bibliographie (when it is listed at all – 
inconsistently – cats. 1–3, which are Reiset nos. 847–849, are omitted for example, while the 
Reiset numbers for cats 4, 5 are given). (Note however that “Paris 1869” is listed on p. 336 
among expositions, but appears just to be a subsequent edition of Reiset 1869, since the museum 
is now national instead of impérial.) Reiset numbers are also omitted for many other works in the 
book. Since many of the attributions, identifications and descriptions have been changed, the 
absence of a clear treatment of these earlier Louvre catalogues is regrettable (for example, it takes 
some patience to deduce that a “Nanteuil pastel” in Reiset, no. 1201, is in fact J.552.341, which 
doesn’t appear in XS at all, while two pastels – a second female head in the “Verdier” group and 
a second probable La Tour of a royal prince, either no. 1053 or 1056 from the 1838 catalogue, 
disappear without mention: were they miscatalogued or subsequently lost?). Reiset numbers 
continued to be the ones used prior to Monnier (for example in the wartime evacuation papers 
mentioned above), and these discussions cannot easily be followed without a concordance. 

It would also have been helpful in the lengthy bibliographies and exhibition lists had dissenting 
attributions and identifications been summarily indicated (e.g. “Smith 1920, as by Jones”). 

There is a further problem with Expositions throughout the book: although apparently 
exhaustive there are numerous omissions. For example a major exhibition of pastels and 
miniatures took place in the Cabinet des dessins, 26 novembre – 31 décembre 1963. No 
catalogue was printed (although the Louvre has a list of exhibits), making it all the more helpful 
for XS to tell us which pastels were included (and with what attributions: selection and 
description are important records of the development of knowledge and taste). But although this 
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exhibition is listed on p. 337, I failed to find any mention of their appearance in the individual 
entries of any of the 30 or so pastels included (even when recorded in standard catalogues 
raisonnés). 

2. Le Brun Louis XIV étude 
J.468.112. This sheet is placed after cat. 1, although in the text cat. 1 is stated to be later (as 
Reiset argued: indeed the sequence reverses that in Reiset and Monnier). Elsewhere however XS 
orders pastels by each artist in chronological order. 

3. Le Brun Louis XIV étude 
J.468.11. Bibliographie omits Meyer 2017, p. 189, fig. 72; she challenges the suggestion that this 
related to the Poilly engraving. 

The physical description makes no reference to the rather prominent rope mark running 
horizontally across the middle of the sheet. 

4. Le Brun inconnu 
J.468.137. Why is this in the book when Monnier did not include it, and it is clearly outside the 
scope defined on p. 31? The Louvre has many other Le Brun sheets with touches of pastel that 
are not included (and of course by many other artists, including Simon Vouet, a number of 
whose pastels have recently been acquired). The question recurs above (cat. 1) and below. If 
exceptions are to be made, I would have included the La Tour préparations (e.g. RF 4098, 
reproduced as fig. 53 but uncatalogued). 

5. Le Brun atelier homme en armure 
J.468.141. Monnier has as attributed; I have ?cop. A method statement for degrees of attribution 
would clarify the distinctions XS intends. 

XS repeats the traditional but misleading description of this sitter as wearing a cuirasse, when in 
fact he wears full armour. 

6/7/8. Le Brun/?Verdier têtes 
J.753.103 J.753.105 J.753.107. (The Washington sheet is J.468.149; I agree that it is by a different 
hand, as my classification already implies.) 

See note above re Paris 1838–45 Notice and missing fourth pastel in this group. 

9. Nanteuil Dorieu 
J.552.173. Perhaps it should be mentioned more prominently that this pastel has not been in the 
Louvre since 1994; that would help readers and might even increase the probability of recovery. 

The copy in Reims (J.552.177) which XS cites from Adamczak 2011 is in fact her R.14 and is 
discussed on her p. 76. 

10. Nanteuil Ligny 
J.552.238. The bibliographie omits Burns 2007, fig. 5; and Burns & Saunier 2014, p. 33 repr. 

11. D’après Nanteuil Turenne 
J.552.349. I relegated this to copy in 2006, well before Adamczak 2011. 

14. Simon Durfort 
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J.6786.104. In the last four lines of the entry, XS refers to the pastel of Menestrier (J.6786.108) as 
the only other surviving pastel by Simon. I’m not sure that it has been published except as 
J.6786.109, where I tentatively reproduce “=?m/u” (a warning that the information is not sound) 
an image found without details on the web purporting to be in pastel and corresponding to the 
engraving. The resolution is inadequate to determine if it is in fact the pastel or a trimmed 
version of the engraving. If XS has inferred its existence only from my entry he should have 
cited his source so that others can assess its reliability. If XS has independently discovered the 
pastel he should say where and reproduce it. 

15. Vivien artiste 
J.77.338. The bibliographie omits Sani 1991, fig. 6. 

16–18. Vivien trois princes 
J.77.182 J.77.196 J.77.158. 

The exhibition list includes “Paris, 1838 et 1841, n° 1050”: in fact all three pastels were 
catalogued, as 1048, 1049, 1050, and as anonymes (which should be noted). 

The Schleißheim versions are signed and may arguably be the primary works rather than the 
repetitions. The dimensions e.g. for the duc de Bourgogne are 101.5×82.5 cm given as 3 pieds x 
2 pi. 5 po. imperial (97.5×78.5 cm, presumably sight). Durameau’s 4 pi. 3 po. x 5 pi. 3 po. 
(138×170.5 cm) is simply wrong, and cannot (not “probablement”) be explained by his having 
included the frame (that would be 128×109 cm). 

19. Vivien Max Emanuel 
J.77.278. I published a long article about Vivien and Max Emanuel in The Court Historian in 2012; 
there’s an expanded online version http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Chevalier_Grimberghen.pdf. Neither is in the 
bibliographie. There is no attempt to catalogue frames or glass systematically (see my article on 
The Frame Blog for further comments). A conservation report of 12 February 1943 noted the presence 
of glass disease on this, as well as mould on several of the Vivien pastels. 

In XS’s Louvre lecture (YouTube, at 46 minutes 10 sec) it is stated that the frame was made by 
Vivien’s brother: as far as I am aware the only relevant document is the payment to Jacques 
Vivien of 174 livres on 7 November 1700 by the Bâtiments du roi for the frames on the three 
portraits of the royal princes (cat. nos 16–18). 

Cat. nos 18, 19. These pastels were both among the royal pictures lent by the king for public 
exhibition in the former apartments of Louise-Élisabeth, Queen of Spain in the palais de 
Luxembourg from 14 October 1750, an arrangement apparently intended initially to be 
temporary. The two pastels by Vivien hung in the Salle du Trône, along with highlights of 
painting from the French school. XS refers only to the Bailly catalogue for which he gives the 
dates of 1751 and 1766, as nos 48/49 and 55/56 respectively, on pp. 15 (Berry) and 15/16 (Max 
Emanuel) respectively. The numbers 48/49 correspond to the first, 1750 edition (published by 
Prault), where they appear on p. 26; this edition was completely reset for subsequent ones 
published by Le Prieur, up to 1779 when the galleries were reclaimed for the use of the comte de 
Provence (by 1751 at least three editions had appeared, indicating the popularity of the show). 
The original initiative seems to have come from Tournehem, while later editions credit his 
successor, Marigny. XS omits the contemporary critiques I have found (see under Paris 1750 for 
full details of the pieces), two anonymous and another by abbé Gougenot, both praising the 
Viviens: “Sans entrer dans un éloge détaillé, il suffit de dire qu’ils sont d’une grande beauté”, 
according to the abbé. A fourth letter, by Jean-Claude-Gaspard Sireul, appeared in the Mercure in 
December 1750, but discussed only history painting. 

http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Chevalier_Grimberghen.pdf
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXCjt_TmkqE&feature=youtu.be
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20/21. Vivien de Cotte/Girardon 
J.77.188 J.77.206. The joint presentation of these notices makes them inconvenient to read. 
Generally too the Louvre inventory numbers are often hard to spot, the sections called 
Historique covering a curious mixture of information that could be better separated out. The 
1838 exhibition numbers are 1841 and 1845, not 624 and 625. 

The glass on Girardon appears to have bevelled edges, and is presumably later. 

22. Anonyme italien femme 
J.1032.101. I have this as attr. Cristofano Allori, following Monbeig Goguel (whose name does 
not have a hyphen) and in accordance with the Inventaire informatisé. XS’s classification as 
anonyme inconnue may be safer, but a general reconciliation with the official online source is 
needed (I have not systematically listed the very large number of differences here). XS lists 
publications including Bucarest 2008 without indicating what attribution is given (this is a 
problem throughout the book where attributions are at issue): as that catalogue was also by 
Monbeig Goguel but was published after Forlani Tempesti it would be helpful to know whether 
Monbeig Goguel revised her view. 

23. Anonyme italien moine 
J.53.341 [revised]. This is a copy after Mengs of the painting of Giuseppe (or Pietro) da Viterbo 
in Munich (inv.. 554; Roettgen 1999, no. 214). 

24. Bernard Gosselin 
J.147.13 [revised]. There is extra support for the attribution to Pierre Bernard of this pastel from 
three small ovals I recently added to the œuvre. It is odd that XS has not consulted my biography 
of Bernard from which he will find that the artist settled in Marseille c.1774, not c.1764, when he 
was recorded elsewhere and continued to travel. It is hard to see how XS draws any conclusions 
about the dating of “aucune œuvre sûre de l’artiste” without referring to the Dictionary. While the 
chronological Bernard file http://www.pastellists.com/Chronologies/Bernard.pdf does indeed end in 1769 (it includes only 
dated pastels), the main artist article http://www.pastellists.com/Articles/Bernard.pdf does suggest that Mme de Saint-
Jacques belongs to the 1770s. It is unclear how XS reached the conclusion that all the certain 
works are dated to 1769 or before unless he assumed the Dictionary was complete: in fact there is 
an oil painting by Bernard signed and dated 1772 which I don’t list as it is not a pastel. It is of a 
Marseillais. 

On Gosselin’s year of birth, XS refers in broad terms to genealogists on the geneanet website (a 
compilation of information from sources of mixed reliability). He does not however cite the 
carte de sécurité issued to Alexandre Gosselin on 19 novembre 1793 when he was aged 47, 
making it impossible that he was born in “mars 1745”; 1746 is thus 90% certain. 

25/26. Bornet Gosseaume & mère 
J.171.105 & J.171.107. Mme Gosseaume’s year of death 1788 is mine, as is the Mercure reference 
etc. Although there is a reference to me in the entry, it is oddly placed. XS quotes one J number 
in the bibliographie, but wrongly (“J.171.165” will not find the pastels on searching). 

The bibliographie omits A. P. de Mirimonde, L’Iconographie musicale sous les rois Bourbons, 1977, p. 
55. 

27. Boucher Tête 

http://www.pastellists.com/Chronologies/Bernard.pdf
http://www.pastellists.com/Articles/Bernard.pdf
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Neither the identification of the sitter nor the status of this version are beyond dispute. It would 
have been particularly interesting to see an image of the signature which cannot be detected in 
the image of the pastel, and was not easy to see under exhibition lighting. 

28. D’après Boucher 
J.173.109. p. 79: “Jean-Claude Gaspard de Sireul” had no particle: see my article 
http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Sireul.pdf where the works mentioned are discussed. The bibliographie also omits 
Seymour de Ricci, “La collection du baron de Schlichting”, Revue archéologique, xxiv, 1914, p. 339, 
where the work is described as formerly Sireul’s. 
As noted above, this was the “Madame de Pompadour” by Boucher selected in preference to no. 
27 for wartime shelter in the vaults of the Banque de France. To follow these changing tastes it 
would have been helpful to note that Bouchot-Saupique 1930 has cat. no. 27 as “école de 
Boucher”, while 28 was “attributed” to him. 

29/30. Attr. Boucher Dénicheur/Oiselière 
J.173.873/J.173.874. These do not seem to bear the new attribution XS proposes. It would be 
interesting to know which Boucher specialists agree with the promotion: are they even related to 
Boucher at all? While XS recognises that it is uncertain that these are the pastels from the 
Blondel sale, he states that those were catalogued by Rémy as autograph works by Boucher 
(“comment imaginer qu’il se soit alors trompé?” he asks): but that isn’t the case. The catalogue 
mentions Boucher explicitly for the four preceding lots “par M. Boucher” and “par le même”, but 
gives no artist’s name for lot 33, while the next lot is by a different artist: 

 

So far from endorsing the attribution, one can read the catalogue as implying that Rémy didn’t 
know either. 

http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Sireul.pdf
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Among the oeuvres en rapport should be cited the pastels were those that appeared in the Jules 
Lecocq sale, Amiens, Ducatelle, 16–17.iv.1883, Lot 304 (unillustrated), where they were 
described as after Huet, not Boucher. This is particularly interesting in view of the rather good 
oil given to Huet in the New York sale (Sotheby’s, 28 January 2005, Lot 553) which XS cites 
without discussion, although the complexities of the repositioning of the two wooden fences in 
the backgrounds into the opposite pastel suggests that a longer discussion is in order. 

31. Boze auto 
J.177.101. The pastel is discussed in my article on the very similar portrait of Pierre-Paul Nairac 
http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Boze_Nairac.pdf. 

The conservation report of 12 February 1943 commented in detail: “Les taches grisâtres sur le 
visage paraissent provenir surtout de l’emploi de blanc dit d’argent pour des restaurations. 
L’étendue de ces taches est telle que l’aspect du pastel est devenu très désagréable et j’estime que 
l’on ne pourra l’exposer après la guerre dans cet état. Il faudrait donc voir s’il n’est pas possible 
de faire exécuter une restauration consistant dans l’enlèvement de ces “repeints sur pastel”, ce 
qui permettra de récupérer une certaine quantité de matière ancienne et ensuite d’ajouter le 
minimum de restaurations indispensables, exécutées cette fois à la craie.” 

32. Boze Mme Boze 
J.177.177. The “copie avec variants” listed in the œuvres en rapport has been deleted from the 
Dictionary as it is in my opinion a later pastiche (it shares the characteristics of a fairly large group 
of such pastiches apparently produced by a single hand, and mostly signed with fictitious initials). 

The description of the support in the left-hand column indicates that it has been primed with a 
ground substance (usually pumice stone), while in the adjacent text XS refers to the surface being 
rubbed with pumice stone, a quite different process. 

35. Boze comtesse de Provence 
J.177.313. It seems likely that this, rather than cat. no. 32, was the “Mme Boze” pastel sent to the 
Banque de France in 1939, as the Reiset number, 673, is cited with it in the memorandum. 

36. Carriera fille 
J.21.2378. Bibliographie: Toutain-Quittelier 2017b, fig. 120 is omitted here and from the other 
Carrieras. 

An explanation of the curious bright patch along the sitter’s left cheek (stumping, intensified by 
subsequent light changes or later intervention?) would be interesting. 

37. Carriera gouvernante 
J.21.0442. The inscription should be read “apud D. Crozat” not “apad”, nor is there any reason 
to question the D, no doubt for dominus. I think it simply means “chez le sieur Crozat”. 
38. Carriera Nymphe 
J.21.1727. p. 93: XS omits several items from my bibliography, most notably the important 
discussion in Anon. 1750, the “Lettre d’un amateur de Province sur le secret de fixer le pastel”, 
Journal œconomique, février 1758, pp. 63-65: see Treatises. This pastel and the Anon. 1750 text are 
discussed at length in my article on Loriot (online at http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Loriot.pdf ), which appears in 
the bibliographie on p. 342 as Jeffares 2015, but has apparently been deleted from the 
bibliographie on p. 93 for cat. 38. 

http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Boze_Nairac.pdf
http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Treatises.pdf
http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Loriot.pdf
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In the œuvres en rapport, pastellists.com is cited, followed by “On peut également ajouter…” 
followed by a work which is in fact in my list, J.21.1778 (and was from before the sale date). 

The frame on this work was evidently added after the date of the Constantin Bourgeois drawing 
(v. p. 34 above). 

40/41. Carriera Mme & Mlle Languet de Gergy 
J.21.054/J.21.0575. See my exhibition review and post for the girl’s date of birth, the mention in 
Carriera’s diaries and the apparent age which I have solved with the Regensburg birth in 1717. 

The headline to no. 40, “Anne Henry, épouse de Jacques Vincent Languet de Gergy (1667–
1734)” might appear to suggest that those are her dates; they are in fact his. Hers were c.1695–
1775. 

These were surely the pair exhibited in Paris 1802, no. 249. Only from the draft Louvre 
inventaire 1815–24 do we learn that no. 40 was exhibited in the Galaerie d’Apollon, while no. 41 
was hidden away in the Chalcographie royale; both were unattributed. 

42/43/44/45. Chardin 
J.219.103/J.219.115/J.219.136/J.219.13. 

On Chardin’s name (Jean-Siméon, not Baptiste), see my exhibition review. 

 

The inv. no. for 45, the autoportrait au chevalet, is given as Inv. 31478 (pp. 106 & 334) but the 
accession date shows this must be wrong. The Dictionary has RF 31748 (as given in the Inventaire 
informatisé), while RF 31770 is given erroneously in Chardin 1979. Incidentally the Inventaire 
informatisé reports “Cette œuvre n’est pas visible actuellement dans les salles du Musée” which 
is not helpful; I haven’t checked the 118 other works. 

Bruzard, who owned three of these pastels (as well as the Prud’hon, cat. no. 124), deserves to be 
fully identified: he was Louis-Maurice Bruzard (1777-1838), économe du collége Louis le Grand, 
and a copyist (see here). His posthumous sale ran from 23 to 26, not 24, April 1839 (Reiset 
unaccountably has June);  cat. no. 42 was Lot 57, not 37. 

Among the œuvres en rapport for no. 42 is listed the Orléans version (J.219.107), with Livois in 
1790 and inscribed verso “offerte à Mlle de la Marsaulaye, élève de Chardin, par son maître”. 
Although Chardin died in 1779, Salmon suggests that Mlle de La Marsaulaye acquired it after 
Livois and that she may have been a pupil of Chardin. But Félicité Poulain de La Marsaulaye (née 
1780), who married the vicomte de Rochebouët in 1805, was too young to have been a pupil, 
and the inscription cannot be strictly correct. The Dictionary has more steps in the provenance. 

As XS notes on p. 104, some of the records of Chardin pastel autoportraits (e.g. that in the 
Pigalle inventaire or that offered to Marcille and described in a letter of 1890) do not permit us 
to decide which (if any) of the Louvre autoportraits they relate to: but both appear in two 
catalogue notices, 42 and 43, on pp. 100 and 104. 

Among the œuvres en rapport for no. 44 is the Chicago version, which it is suggested may be the 
signed pastel of a “vieille femme” in the Jean-Louis David sale, while noting (as Pierre 
Rosenberg has) that that could equally well described the Besançon Rembrandt copy. It is worth 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/01/01/venice-and-paris-at-the-dawn-of-the-enlightenment-or-rosalba-in-paris/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/
http://www.pastellists.com/Collectors.htm#Br
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noting however that the same catalogue included two “Chardin” natures mortes, “pastels d’une 
qualité remarquable”, which are most unlikely to be correctly described. 

Omitted from the list of copies of no. 44 is that by James Wells Champney (J.219.139) which we know 
from an 1897 photograph of his studio where a number of his copies of Louvre pastels are 
visible (it gives an indication of the industrial scale of the copying of Louvre pastels): 

 

The Chardin literature of course is vast. However it is curious not to refer explicitly to Derrida 
(the Paris 1990 exhibition is indicated but the bibliographie only mentions Séverac). Ewa Lajer-
Burcharth and Hannah Williams are among the more recent omissions. Edinzel’s work is a 
Cornell University Ph.D. thesis of 1995; his forename is Gerar, not Gérard. Petherbridge 2010, 
fig. 194 reproduces the autoportrait aux besicles, and discusses it with the 1939 Giacometti 
drawing it inspired (also omitted from the oeuvres en rapport) which may be seen on the Art 
Institute of Chicago website (where it is absurdly described as after Maurice-Quentin de La Tour, 
particularly puzzling given that Chicago own a version of one of the Chardin pastels copied). 
Another omission is the passage in the letter from Cézanne to Émile Bernard of 27 juin 1904 
which itself has given rise to a secondary literature of analysis of what he meant (see references in 
Ben Harvey’s blog post, as well as the delightful Prigent & Rosenberg 1999: the book may look 
introductory but it is packed with thought and information). His self-portrait appears within the 
still-life of Chardin et ses modèles exhibited by Philippe Rousseau in the Salon of 1867. Chardin’s 
influence on other artists was not confined to the modern school: in the portrait of Jeaurat 
attributed to Étienne Aubry (Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco: see Rosenberg & Stewart 
1987, p. 107), the arrangement of clothing is strikingly similar to cat. no. 42, as noted by 
Puychevrier in 1862 (p. 27). 

Also omitted from the bibliographies is one of the more interesting early discussions of the 
autoportrait aux besicles and that à l’abat-jour is in Champfleury’s 1855 monograph on La Tour 
(pp. 88f) where the works are lavishly praised, and contrasted with La Tour’s own portrait of the 

http://www.pastellists.com/Suppliers.html#C
http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/artwork/26745?search_no=1&index=0
http://caad.msstate.edu/wpmu/bharvey/2013/09/26/cezanne-on-chardin/
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great master (see below). And while the splendid passage from Proust is quoted in the 
introduction (omitted however from the index), it is the passage from Reynaldo Hahn’s diary, 
relating his visit to the Louvre with Proust in 1895, that has the most interesting comparison of 
Chardin, La Tour and Perronneau (it is reproduced in my Florilegium). 

Perhaps finally one should note the exhibition in which the Louvre pastels formed the 
centrepiece: Paris 1957a. In the anonymous but curious review of “French portraits at the 
Orangerie”, The Times, 9 January 1958, which mounted a forceful British attack on “this pretty-
pretty school”, the Chardins (and one La Tour, cat no. 89) were exempt: 

it is difficult to come away from this exhibition without feeling that Chardin bestrides it like a 
colossus. 

46. Coypel Allégorie 
J.2472.333. The title was previously “rendant grâces” but is now just “rendant grâce”. The 
reference to Salmon 1999 should be to Salmon 1999a. 

48. Deshays tête 
J.2704.107. Again it is unclear why this sheet is included. 

The Kraemer jeunes filles cited as not by Deshays may be found in the Dictionary as copies after 
Boucher (J.173.242 and J.173.227). 

49. D’après F.-H. Drouais 
J.2818.185. For “Tauzia, 1879” read “Both de Tauzia, 1879”. 

It seems eccentric to headline this entry “portrait présumé  de Marie…, épouse de Pierre 
Grimod-Dufort, seigneur d’Orsay”, when at the time the original was painted Grimod had been 
dead for 24 years and she had been married to her second husband, Le Franc de Pompignan, for 
some 15 years. 

The entry assumes that the Caulaincourt painting has been correctly identified, which appears to 
depend entirely on a “mention” (by which XS presumably refers to what Join-Lambert & Leclair 
refer to as an “inscription sur le portrait” “mariée en 1747 à Dufort d’Orsay”, perhaps the words 
painted beside her head: but it is far from clear when they were added). XS does not state 
whether he has seen the pastel’s frame, which had (to judge from the old photograph, below 
right) an equally convincing inscription painted on the oval frame’s flat frieze “Marie Louise 
Albertine Amélie née Princesse de Croÿ…Empire Romain Comtesse d’Orsay” (there is also a 
Louvre plaque with Boze’s name attached, but the lettering of that is later): 

http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Florilegium.pdf
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The matter is made all the more complicated by the existence (which XS does not mention) of a 
(pseudo-)pendant in an oval frame of identical moulding (Galerie Pierre Brost, above left): an oil 
of Grimod’s son Pierre-Marie-Gaspard, comte d’Orsay (his face identical to that in the Valade 
pastel – XS’s fig. 31, see cat. 72 discussion below), but shown in armour, as a kind of fancy dress 
that matches the “en sultane” mode of the pastel). We agree that the pictures all date to 1772 or 
thereabouts, so in the absence of convincing alternative iconography the only discriminant is 
whether the sitter is 24 (Croÿ) or 41 (Caulaincourt). We know how hazardous that choice is, but 
my inclination would be the younger woman. 

[Postscript: Ólafur Þorvaldsson has kindly drawn my attention to the Drouais studio version (in 
oil) of the Louvre pastel exhibited in Copenhagen 1920, no. 81, which is of the princesse de 
Croÿ, shown this time in ordinary costume.] 

50. Ducreux auto jeune 
J.285.101. Although clearly by him, is this actually of Ducreux? The face is quite different from 
the later self-portraits, and the eyes are blue instead of the brown seen in the other self-portraits 
(oddly his description in the 1792 brevet for the Garde nationale says “les yeux gris bleus”, but 
the remainder “le nez un peu retroussé, la bouche fort bien, le front découvert, le menton pointu 
et fossette au milieu” agree with the other self-portraits but not this). The signature and date are 
not completely convincing, and the identification is based on an inscription on the back which is 
clearly 19th century. 

Omitted from the bibliographie is Salmon’s own article in Cabezas & al. 2008, p. 45, where the 
pastel is erroneously reproduced as c.1795/98. 

The question of the progression of Ducreux’s talent and the date of association with La Tour is 
indeed problematic (XS is not the first since Georgette Lyon to ask – p. 114), but I don’t think it 
is solved by postponing a meeting until Ducreux was 48 years old, when La Tour was senile and 
Ducreux could only have been shown his work (which he would already have seen at the salons) 
rather than see him working. Further XS overlooks examples such as the magnificent pastel of 
Weirotter (J.285.742) from 1769 which is not only of outstanding quality, but intensely latourien. 
One should also note the roll call of eminent families Ducreux portrayed from the start of his 
accounts (1762 on), suggesting that work was directed to him from a studio such as La Tour’s. It 
is for these reasons that I continue to believe it possible that Ducreux was close to La Tour by 
the 1760s. 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/ar-valade-grimod-cte-dorsay-galerie-pierre-brost2/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/dav/
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51. Ducreux auto vieux 
J.285.151. The donor of inv. RF 2261 (fig. 16) was not the hybridly spelled “Frédéric Anthony 
White”, but Frederick Anthony White (1842–1933), a well-known British amateur. On p. 114, 
left column, I published the Louviers pastel (J.285.149) as probably the Salon de 1796, no. 145 
(=?J.285.148) in 2012. 
XS says nothing about the expensive, elaborate and surely later châssis à cléfs on which this must 
have been remounted, standing in contrast to the very loose weave of the original canvas. 

52. Ducreux Madame Clotilde 
J.285.272. Here in particular the location of the Louvre inventory numbers is particularly 
confusing, placed at the end of often long Historique paragraphs which contain provenance and 
conservation information. 

p. 117: J.285.276 is correctly cited for a work which is in a private collection (not exactly “non 
précisée” but accorded the proper discretion for a collector), but inexplicably states that it faces 
left. 

56. Ducreux Joseph II 
J.285.413. See my Gazette Drouot article. XS does not report that the Louvre pastel (second from 
right below) is a copy of the figure of Joseph from the famous Batoni painting of 1769 (detail, 
far left: Vienna, KHM, sent there by Batoni from Florence on 27 June 1769, as reported in the 
Gazette de Vienne, 12 July 1769 – a few months before the date XS gives for the Ducreux). This 
has been in the Dictionary since the first edition in 2006. 

    

Kernbauer & Zahradnik 2016, which reproduces most of this group and the versions in Austria, 
is omitted from the bibliographie; it includes another pastel copy of the Batoni, no doubt by 
Ducreux as well; the sitter’s right arm is altered (far right). There was at least one more version, 
given to the comtesse de Brionne and lent by her for the Cathelin engraving published in 1774 
(second from left): in that version Ducreux follows the Batoni more closely, including the full 
display of the stars of the Austrian orders on his coat. In the Louvre and Klangenfurt pastels the 
drapery is changed (and more of the cordon bleu of the Saint-Esprit is seen), no doubt for the 
better reception at the French court. Perhaps Ducreux’s failure to paint the emperor from life 
bears out the statement in Michael Kelly’s Reminiscences (1826, i, p. 207) that “Joseph had a 
strange aversion from sitting for his portrait.” 

It seems likely that this is thework listed in the draft Louvre inv. 1815–24, no. 26, as anonyme, 
jeune prince portant cordon rouge et bleu, then located in the Chalcographie royale. Several 
other Ducreux pastels are also among the anonymes inconnus listed cryptically in the inventaire. 

Among the other œuvres en rapport omitted is a drawing from the Louvre itself: Jakob Matthäus 
Schmutzer, inv. 18783. 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/batoni_joseph-leopold-1769-khm-gg_1628d/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/cathelin-ar-ducreux-joseph-ii-lettres/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/ducreux-josef-ii-louvre-34899/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/ducreux-joseph-ii-klagenfurt/
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p.122 left column, top line “jeune portraitiste formé par Maurice Quentin de La Tour”: 
presumably this phrase was written before the discussion on p. 114 implying a later date for 
Ducreux’s association with La Tour. 

p.122: discussion of the two KHM replicas: XS reports his change of mind about the identity of 
GG-8732, but there is a further confusion about GG-2123 which has been inventoried in Vienna 
as of Maria Christina. 

57. Ducreux dame âgée 
J.285.31. Salmon 2008 in the bibliographie here does not appear in the bibliographie on p. 345, 
but it is of course a reference to his contribution to Cabezas & al. 2008. 

59. Mme Filleul, comtesse de Provence 
J.316.139. It is reproduced in Boze 2004 as “attributed to Filleul” and mentioned in articles by 
Laurent Hugues and by Gérard Fabre, although I believe the original suggestion came from 
Joseph Baillio. I published it as by her in 2006. Blanc 2006 is also omitted from the bibliography. 

61/62. Frey Rozeville couple 
J.47.1124 & J.47.1125. The proposed identifications (on the basis of the fragmentary 
inscriptions) are mine. On their dates and the attribution to Frey, see my exhibition review and my 
Gazette Drouot article. Here is the signed and dated Lefèvre pastel for comparison: 

 

M. de Rozeville’s dates were 1706-1768, not “1720-1730? – 1791-1820?”, while Mme was 1727-
1762, not “1725-1787”. (These are found in baptismal records, inventaires après décès, placards 
de décès etc.) 

63. Gandolfi garçon 
J.337.101. On costume/date grounds alone Ubaldo would seem more likely. 

The reference to the exhibition “Paris, 1983” leads to a different event on p. 337 (the “Institut de 
France” exhibition). 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/
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64. Gautier-Dagoty Crébillon 
J.3408.102. p. 134.”Longtemps négligée &c.”: the pastel is among the anonymes in Ratouis de 
Limay 1925 (p. 47). It was sold to the Louvre in 1839 as by La Tour, and a report was obtained 
from M. Cailleux (Archives des musées nationaux). 

XS properly credits my discovery of the 1777 text, but misspells the title: it is Annonces, affiches, 
nouvelles et avis divers de l’Orléanais not Orléannais. 

Jacques-Fabien Gautier’s dates, given by XS as 1710? – 1781?, can be found in the Dictionary, as 
Marseille 1711 – Paris 1785 (he was born on 6 September in the parish of Les Accoules). 

65. Gounod Duvivier 
J.3546.103. In historique, Nocq was the biographer of the subject (Duvivier), not the artist 
(Gounod). 

66. Gounod marquis de Wailly 
J.3546.11. The suggested identities cited by XS in his last paragraph are those proposed (with all 
necessary reservations) by me where the Dictionary states: “…traditionally described (based on an 
illegible inscription) as of ‘Mr de Wailly, …général’, it could be of Vincent de Wailly, receveur 
général des impositions d’Amiens. It does not much resemble the Vincent caricature of the 
grammarian Noël-François de Wailly or the Pajou bust of his brother the architect Charles de 
Wailly.” Since there was no “de Wailly, fermier general”, one cannot rule out a non-financier 
since the reference is wrong. Further “fermier” in the inscription is completely illegible and may 
be an erroneous interpolation. 

67. Greuze L’Effroi 
J.361.21. The title would make more sense as L’Effroi, a personification, and the title it was given 
when it first entered the Louvre (Paris 1990 cat.) and in earlier sources (I could find no general 
statement about titles of works, many of which – including “autoportraits” – must be new). The 
bibliographie omits Munhall 2008, no. 10, fig. 34. The provenance is out of sequence, with the 
1892 sale preceding the 1875 one (curiously the same error is found in the Dictionary, where the 
text was corrupted inadvertently). 

The arms are reproduced too small to be deciphered (the rather coarse screening is a criticism of 
all the reproductions): but from a larger photograph they can be blazoned as: “De …, au 
chevron de … accompagné en pointe d’un [loup, renard, chien?] contourné de … , la tête 
contournée, et d’un soleil de … naissant et rayonnant en chef à dextre, au chef de … chargé de 
trois coquilles de …”. They bear a comital crown, but nevertheless are not to be found in any of 
the standard armorials (d’Hozier, Borel d’Hauterive, Jougla, Rietstap etc.). It seems possible they 
may be bogus. 

68. D’après Greuze jeune fille 
RF 35773 [no J number]. Should this xixe  copy of a Greuze oil painting be included in a 
catalogue of the Louvre’s xviie–xviiie pastels? 

69/70. Anonymes 
J.361.347/J.9.5148. The entries for these works are hard to follow. Alphabetically they are linked 
to Greuze, although only one is in fact connected (XS suggests the other is too). As they are not 
the same size they are not even pendants (Reiset 1869 has only one of them, no. 1406; the no. 
1957 which XS prints as in Reiset 1869 is a reference to Both de Tauzia 1879). The inv. nos. are 
reversed: in fact 69 is 34898 and 70 is 34897. In the list of œuvres en rapport for no. 70, XS 
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includes a sale at “Roseberry’s” (for Roseberys); the same typographical mistake is regrettably 
found in my entry for J.9.5148. XS also includes a third version from an internet auction in 
Dijon, Sadde, 30 juin 2017, Lot 2: but this lot was an unrelated drawing by Arthur Gueniot (there was no 
pastel in that sale). 

XS includes no list of copies for no. 69 = J.361.347 in the Dictionary, where one will be found. To 
these should perhaps be added Adèle Lemaire, whose application to copy the pastel Jeune fille 
pleurant son oiseau can be found in the Archives des musées nationaux, sér. DA 5, cabinet des 
dessins, 2 mai 1870; we do not know if her copy was executed. 

71. Hoin Tête 
J.4.229. “Claude Jean-Baptiste Hoin”: his baptismal name was just Claude (see Dictionary for 
discussion). My entry should have been cited since I suggest a possible earlier provenance: [=?F. 
de Ribes Christofle; Paris, Petit, 10–11.xii.1928, Lot 37 n.r.] 

72. ?Høyer, Christian or Frederick 
J.85.11335. See my Gazette Drouot article. XS cites an early version of my reidentification of this 
portrait based on my detection of the Elephant order. In fact it is now (since 2017) J.85.11335 
[olim J.83.1016] of Christian VII, as we know from the engraving of it by John Sebastian Miller, 
who may have done the pastel (“ad vivum” in the legend), but which I include as English school 
as there are no other recorded pastels from his hand. It was published in the London magazine for 
August 1768 to coincide with Christian’s trip to England. (There is no c in the Danish spelling of 
Frederik, and no K in the French spelling.) 

  

p. 145 fig. 31. XS reports of this pastel, published by Méjanès under an attribution to Drouais, 
that “Jean-Jacques Petit en a légitimement rendu la paternité à Jean Valade” and cites a 2017 
publication. But in fact the work is reproduced (in colour) as by Valade on p. 529 of the 2006 
print edition of the Dictionary, and remains there online (J.74.228; where a reference will also be 
found to Olivier Ribeton’s 1992 suggestion of Valade). 

https://sadde.auction.fr/_fr/lot/arthur-gueniot-1866-1951-etude-d-apres-le-discobole-au-repos-encore-appele-le-12271263#.Wx5Y4yAnZPY
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/miller-christian-vii-london-mag-viii1768/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/boze-after-comte-dorsay-louvre-25043/
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Given that Ribeton, Jeffares and Join-Lambert & Leclair 2017 all concur that this is of comte 
d’Orsay it is strange that XS now qualifies this portrait as « présumé » (v. cat. 49 above). 

73. Kucharski Mme Barbier-Walbonne 
J.438.104. Why is Kucharski’s first name Aleksander given in Polish form when other names (e.g. 
“Stanislas Auguste”) are not? 

On Kucharski and Stanisław August, see my article “Polska i jej elity na tle popularnosci portretu 
pastelowego w XVIII-wiecznej Europie”, Rocznik Muzeum Narodowego w Warszawie, vi, 42, 2017, 
pp. 137–55. 

Mme Barbier Walbonne, whose death is given only as “avant 1837”, died on 31 October 1818 at 
Bernes-sur-Oise. 

“années 1808–1810. Elle pourrait être un peu antérieure.” But is XS claiming it is eighteenth 
century? If not why is it in the book? In the comparative example repr. as fig. 32, XS gives its 
details from two sales in New York, Christie’s 10 janvier 1996, lot 251, and Christie’s East, 25 
novembre 1997, with the lot number for the second sale omitted. This is exactly the form and 
(careless) omission that occurred in my entry for J.438.205 (until June 2018; now corrected). 

74. Labille-Guiard Bachelier 
J.44.118. This is no. 784 in Reiset, not 783. 

On the donor (of this and Vincent), Monnier only gave Mme Nannoni; see 
http://www.pastellists.com/Articles/Bansi.pdf for her biography. 

A general problem with bibliographies is the inclusion of references to books which do no more 
than repeat the lists of an artist’s salon exhibits. Thus de Léris 1888 (whose list of course includes 
Pajou too, although he is not cited at cat. no. 76). This too is what is found in the source which 
de Léris obviously drew upon, Fidière 1885, at the cited p. 43; while two pages later there is a 
significant discussion of the pastel itself: “fine et spirituelle…d’une exécution très habile et d’une 
charmante couleur.” 

75. Labille-Guiard Vincent 
J.44.276. Bibliographie omits Denk 1998, fig. 38; Prat 2017, fig. 423. List of œuvres en rapport 
follows my J.44.278, which was my identification. The copy sold in 2012 was identified by me. 
The suggestion in the provenance that this was the picture in Mlle Capet’s inventaire, and that 

http://www.pastellists.com/Articles/Bansi.pdf
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“M. Ansieux” was “[?Jean-Joseph Eléonore Ansiaux (1764–1840), peintre, élève de Vincent]” are 
mine (unacknowledged). (Note that [ ] in my entries usually means information I have added to 
previously published data.) 

76. Labille-Guiard Pajou 
J.44.232. Quincay needs a ç. 

My bibliography includes also Renard 2003, p. 147 repr.; XS omits all reference to this work 
(which includes Perronneau, Huquier, p. 68 in Renard; Perronneau, Cars, p. 84 in Renard; 
Lundberg, Boucher, p. 101 in Renard; Mme Roslin, Pigalle, p. 114 in Renard), Chardin, auto à 
l’abat-jour, p. 122, Loir, Belle, étude and pastel, pp. 132 and 133, Boze, autoportrait, p. 139). 
Similar publications are cited, e.g. Julian Bell’s 500 self-portraits. 

Expositions: omits Paris 1963 despite being listed in Passez (see note to cat. 1). 

Quotation from Pahin de La Blancherie: it is unclear that this was about the portrait of Vien, not 
of Pajou. The source quoted is Ratouis de Limay 1946, where however different spelling is given 
(e.g. “complettement”). The passage in its full context (and with single t) may be found in the 
Dictionary, at http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Exhibitions_1776_1800.pdf (p. 10 of the current edition of the pdf), where you 
can see that the passage comes from the Nouvelles for janvier 1783, the month before Pajou was 
exhibited. 

On the composition, see my comments on cat. no. 126 below. 

The pastel, its frame by Claude Pepin and his death on 13 January 1782 are discussed in my 
Prolegomena, omitted from the Bibliographie. This would have been a good case to discuss 
pastellists’ relationships with framers. 

77. Labille-Guiard Beaufort 
J.44.136. This was not in “Paris 1927, no. 75” in either the livret or the catalogue commémoratif. 

78. La Tour auto (Neilson) 
J.46.1009. Is this entry out of sequence? It is far later than the following items, even if the work 
of which it is a replica is early. The argument can’t be that self-portraits are brought to the front 
(although this would explain the sequence of the late Ducreux, cat. no. 51), as cat. no. 91 is far 
later. 

XS appears to have made extensive use of my research on Neilson, including my discovery of the 
pastels by him in a Scottish collection, identifying Dupouch etc. Incidentally they were, but are 
not now, at Amisfield; they are in a different house. The information he presents is not in the 
Curmer biography or the Christie’s sale catalogue. In my Neilson article (until I corrected it in 
June 2018) a typographical error gave Curmer’s first name as Alfred when in fact it is Albert. On 
p. 339 XS prints my erroneous Alfred. 

However XS has simply repeated the erroneous provenance inferred by Christie’s (and followed 
too by me until 2018) based on the inscriptions rather than independently verifying them. In fact 
Antoine-Marie Lorin died in 1859, not 1871; and the H. Lorin who received the pastel on the 
death of “Antonin” was not Antoine-Marie’s son Henri (1817–1914) but the latter’s nephew 
Henri (1857–1914), brother of the Henriette-Louise (1852–1930) who married Paul Gautier de 
Charnacé. For the steps see my Neilson genealogy. 

http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Exhibitions_1776_1800.pdf
http://www.pastellists.com/Genealogies/Neilson.pdf
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Omitted from the bibliographie is Maurice Tourneux 1904a, where the pastel is discussed on p. 
36, and reproduced p. 13; it was then in the Lorin collection. It is curious that it escaped B&W’s 
catalogue, but it was not unpublished when it emerged in 2005. 

79. La Tour Mlle de La Fontaine Solare 
J.46.2926. I have all the “œuvres en rapport” listed here, not just one as the text suggests. The 
identification of the source of Stanisław Leszczyński’s pastel is mine. (There is e.g. no mention 
of the association in the Voreaux 2004 catalogue of Stanisław’s work, where the pastel is 
included as no. 19, p. 190f.) But there are other related works: the curious Mme d’Authier de 
Saint-Sauveur, whose condition precludes a determination of its status but seems most likely 
“wrong”; the autograph Mme Restout recently acquired by Orléans; and the obvious pastiche, 
J.9.6183. 

In the historique, XS notes that the pastel was seized by the Nazis before January 1941. In fact, 
in common with other pictures from Jewish collections, it was first required to be deposited in a 
vault (no. 63 in this case) in the Banque de France (along with the 23 Louvre pastels noted 
above). It was then transferred to the Jeu de Paume on 29.x.1940 before being taken to 
Germany. 

80. La Tour Frémin 
J.46.1819. Bibliographie omits Denk 1998, fig. 15; Williams 2015, fig. 5.2, as well as the 
Goncourt (1867, p. 350: “la coloration puissante”). It is worth citing Lady Dilke’s assessment 
(1899, p. 164) with which I concur: “the Louvre collection is of the highest value and contains at 
least one of Latour’s finest male portraits, that of the sculptor René Fremin.” 

Since Mariette described the pastel shown in 1743, hors cat., as of Frémin “jusqu’aux genoux, fait 
en sept jours” I have two J numbers, J.46.1818 and the Louvre’s J.46.1819; XS may well be 
justified in conflating them. This may or may not be related to the other puzzle: the pastel is 
mounted on a châssis à clés, of a kind very rarely used for 18th century pastels (although the 
exceptional size might explain it), and has had a batten attached to one side to extend the work, 
apparently to fit into the present frame. It is tempting to assume that this was done around 1852, 
a date that appears on some newsprint used to line the back. Photographs in the file demonstrate 
that the batten was applied outside the canvas, which folds between the stretcher and the batten. 
That would seem to preclude the original state having been bigger – unless there were an earlier, 
more radical transfer onto the stretcher. That would explain why the canvas that projects from 
the back has been fixed less tidily than one might expect. But such a transfer is difficult to 
reconcile with the exceptionally high finish of the work. And while one should not take the story 
of its being finished in seven days too literally, it might suggest that there was an earlier, less 
finished version. 

To understand this fully it is necessary to establish the detailed provenance (this genealogy may help). 
XS omits the steps between Frémin’s posthumous inventory in 1744 (as cited by Rambaud) and 
the acquisition by the Louvre from “Mme Piot” [recte Piat: she signs “fe Vor Piat”] in 1853, noting 
only that it might be the pastel that had been offered to the Louvre previously. In fact Louvre 
documents now in the Archives des musées nationaux etablish that the pastel passed to Frémin’s 
grandson Alexandre-César-Annibal Frémin de Sy (1745–1821), mousquetaire du roi, who left it 
to his sister, Mme Noël (her name is omitted from all standard genealogies, and her youth 
suggests she can only have been a half-sister of the marquis de Sy: in fact detailed research in the 
parish registers at Sy confirms she was the illegitimate daughter of one Marie-Charlotte Noblet, 
the 21-year-old daughter of a local carpenter in Sy, and bore only her family name, as Adélaïde-
Cécile Noblet, until her marriage to Laurent Noël). (Since César-Annibal was an émigré during 
the Revolution, his wife – who had remained in Sy – dying, his château being demolished and all 

http://www.pastellists.com/Genealogies/Fremin.pdf
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its contents sold, it is likely that during the Revolution the pastel had remained with his father’s 
widow, who survived until 1817.) 

It was Mme Noël who offered the pastel to the Louvre, first in 1829, again in 1834; she was told 
that the pastel didn’t suit the Louvre, the sitter not being a celebrity. After her death in 1844 it 
passed to her daughter Marie-Catherine-Clémence Noël (1808–1854), who had married Victor-
Louis Piat in 1832 (hence “femme Victor Piat”). He was a worker in the clockmaking industry, 
but lost his job around 1850 and failed to obtain further employment. With three daughters to 
support Mme Piat wrote a series of increasingly desperate letters to sell the pastel to the Louvre, 
eventually dropping the price by a third to the 2000 francs for which it was finally acquired 
18.xii.1853. She died the following year. 

The condition report obtained more than 18 months earlier provides key information about the 
pastel: it was in perfect condition despite the fact that the frame had suffered “quelques ravages 
du temps et du différentes déplacements du tableaux”; the dimensions (sight size) were 90×73 
cm, and it corresponded exactly to the 1747 Surugue engraving (the aspect ratio of the print and 
pastel in its current form are both 1.23, while without the extension the ratio would have been 
1.27). It being unlikely that the family had reframed the work, the spatial arrangement in the 
print indeed suggests that the extension has been in place from the very beginning. 

Oeuvres en rapport: XS notes that the pastel was engraved by Surugue (who was born in 1716, 
not 1710, although the error is found in several reference works). On 22 décembre 1743, months 
after the pastel was exhibited, and two months before his own death, René Frémin was parrain 
to Surugue’s daughter Marie-Élisabeth, baptised at Saint-Benoît. She died soon after. 

The adoption of the spelling “Fremin”, without an acute, is curious – pp. 160, 162; but with the 
accent in the index, XS’s previous works (Debrie & Salmon 2000, La Tour 2004) and most 
modern sources. 

81. Attr. La Tour, Religieuse 
J.46.2183. See my Gazette Drouot article. The entry is very confusing, starting from the beginning 
“L’œuvre est entrée au Louvre comme attribué à Maurice Quentin de La Tour”: in fact it was 
given as by him. It was rejected by Monnier but when I saw it with Jean-François Méjanès in 
2004 we both thought it had more potential and agreed on at least reinstating it as “attribué à” 
La Tour. Looking at it again, and allowing for a curious problem with the nose (perhaps 
explained by earlier restoration) I now think it is probably autograph. XS appears to think so too, 
but has inexplicably retained the “attribué à” qualification. A tweet by the Louvre suggested that 
the attribution to La Tour was recent, to which I responded with some of the above. The claim 
that the pastel entered the Louvre as an anonyme was repeated in XS’s Louvre lecture (available 
on YouTube, at 6m00 in); further it was claimed that the misidentification as Madame Louise was 
“généralement retenu” even though I rejected it in the 2006 print edition of the Dictionary. The 
exhibition history omits Paris 1888 – and Paris 1963 (see note at Cat. 1 above), where indeed the 
identification was questioned (“portrait présumé de”). The historique given by XS, which starts 
with “Georges [sic] de Monbrison”, is incomplete; reference to the Dictionary when XS was 
writing would have extended this back to 1851, and another researcher (Ólafur Þorvaldsson) has 
recently kindly drawn my attention to the 1863 sale. Subsequently I noted that the pastel had 
been lent to an exhibition in Paris in 1874 (as of “Mlle de Charolais, fille de Louis XV, en 
carmélite, très-beau pastel de Latour”) by Maurice Cottier, the painter and collector who co-
owned the Gazette des Beaux-Arts. Cottier probably bought it at the 1863 sale. After his death it 
passed to Monbrison, who was the nephew of Mme Cottier. The full provenance should be: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXCjt_TmkqE&feature=youtu.be
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Baron de Silvestre; Paris, 11.xii.1851, Lot 234, anon. René Soret; vente p.m., Paris, Drouot, 
Perrot, 15–16.v.1863, Lot 152 n.r., as by La Tour, ‘très beau pastel d’une conservation 
remarquable’, ₣360. Maurice Cottier 1874; desc.: le neveu de Mme Cottier, née Jenny Conquéré 
de Monbrison, George Conquéré de Monbrison (1830–1906), château de Saint-Roch 1888; sa 
nièce Laure-Augusta-Marianne de Monbrison, Lady Ashbourne (1869–1953); don 10.vii.1920 ‘au 
désir de sa mère’ [Mme Henri-Roger Conquéré de Monbrison, née Élisabeth-Louise-Hélène 
Hecht (1848–1912)]. 

Since it was given in memory of Lady Ashbourne’s mother, that name should be given. 

During the war, this was one of the pastels damaged while stored in the vaults of the Banque de 
France. “Un très léger point de moisissure sur le portrait anonyme de Madame Louise de France 
a été retire par Mr Lucien Aubert”, according to a contemporary report; it is not clear if this was 
the spot on the nose mentioned above. 

82. La Tour Le dauphin 
J.46.2126. 

It is unclear why XS now refers to Louis le dauphin as “le dauphin Louis Ferdinand”. It is not 
the form given in the almanachs royaux or in Jougla de Morenas, in XS’s previous work, or on p. 
331 of XS (where the normal style is given). 

There is no discussion of the curious appearance of the face, which presumably is the result of 
some form of rubbing. 

83. La Tour Orry 
J.46.2431. 

Omissions from the bibliographie include Champfleury 1855, p. 89; Graffigny 2002, vii, p. 115 
repr.; and James-Sarazin 2016, i, p. 521 repr. 

On Duval de l’Épinoy, Mme de Graffigny etc. discussed p.168 one should cite my essay 
http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/LaTour_Duval.pdf, not simply pastellists.com. My other essay 
http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/LaTour_Rieux.pdf would also be helpful. 

The copy in Sierre mentioned in the œuvres en rapport is J.46.2433, repr. in the Dictionary. 

There is no suggestion for the maker of the frame in stuc doré with the curious mark DL. The 
question is discussed Pons 1987 p. 42, of which there is an illustrated version online in 
https://www.theframeblog.com/2017/07/12/18th-century-french-frames-and-their-ornamentation/. Is this not (as Bruno Hochart suggests) the 
Sieur De Launay, quai de Gesvres recommended by Petit de Bachaumont for his composition 
frames at this time? 
84/85. La Tour Restout/Dumont 
J.46.2687/J.46.1681. Why combine the entries? In the discussion of the Revolutionary history, 
XS omits the crucial note in the 1796 that the works were now “sans bordure”, the 1793 
inventory having noted that, in view of the damage inflicted by the artist, “on peut compter que 
les glaces.” Why aren’t there sections for the œuvres en rapport? There are many in the Dictionary, 
including of the full versions and the preparations. A more consistent approach to œuvres en 
rapport (which are sometimes just cross-referred to the Dictionary, sometimes set out in full, 
sometimes embedded in the text) would make the book easier to use.  

Specifically the Flipart engraving of Dumont and the Moitte of Restout are only mentioned in 
passing, and the possibly preparatory drawing for the former in the Walker Art Gallery not at all. 

http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/LaTour_Duval.pdf
http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/LaTour_Rieux.pdf
https://www.theframeblog.com/2017/07/12/18th-century-french-frames-and-their-ornamentation/
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Nor are the 1756 oil copies of both by Tadeusz Kuntze (not Kuntz) in Wilanów (although XS 
mentions his copies after the Lundberg morceaux de réception which are less important). These 
provide crucial evidence of the appearance of the pastel for La Tour’s radical changes. 

Among the omissions from the bibliographie is Denk 1998, figs. 22 and 23 (her work is cited for 
the Chardins, but has many more pastels). Further the description of both pastels in 
Chennevières 1888, p. 333, “en assez fâcheux état”, is worth citing also for his outrageous 
suggestion that “si détériorés qu’ils soient par le temps et l’abandon, j’imagine qu’un adroit 
pastelliste, — et il n’en manque pas dans notre temps, — les pourrait remettre en état de figurer 
dans la série de nos portraits d’artistes.” 

86. La Tour Lemoyne 
J.46.2015. The incomplete bibliographie omits for example Denk 1998, pl. VI; McCullagh 2006, 
fig. 8; Williams 2015, fig. 5.5. 

A far more extended discussion of which salon etc is required, including of my classification: I 
published the Dormeuil version as not autograph in the online Dictionary (J.46.2011) in 2013. But 
I think it likely that it is a copy of the lost La Tour rather than (as XS implies) a pastiche (a 
derived work with alterations) after the Louvre J.46.2015. There are three points XS does not 
discuss. First, there are differences in the face: notably the cleft chin and tighter jowls in 
J.46.2011 indicate that J.46.2015 does show an older figure, albeit probably not as much as 16 
years older (but the pastel shown is 1763 was probably executed in the 1750s). Second, XS does 
not mention the Valade painting in which the head (including the wig) seems to be copied 
directly from J.46.2011 (or the lost autograph prototype J.46.201, quite possibly the Joly de 
Bammeville pastel J.46.2023). Third, an examination of Lemoyne’s workshop sale in 1778 (see 
http://www.pastellists.com/Collectors.htmL ) reveals that he owned other copies after La Tour pastels (the strongest 
hope for the Dormeuil pastel was the provenance). 

87. La Tour Maurice de Saxe 
J.46.2865. All the copies and more are of course in the Dictionary. XS and I disagree about status 
of some versions. XS discusses the Pannier version, which he regards as autograph, and 
mentions the Christie’s 2015 sale but does not state that it was there classified as “attribué”. XS 
does not disclose which pastels he has examined de visu (the Dictionary does disclose this, using 
the symbol σ). 

For “Prohengues” read Pierre, marquis de “Prohenques”; B&W’s error has been repeated in 
numerous secondary sources, obscuring the identity of the maréchal de Saxe’s executor. 
XS’s bibliographie omits Jeffares 2015e, fig. 11. 

88. La Tour Louis XV 
J.46.2089. The bibliographie omits Fumaroli 2005 and Fumaroli 2007. The presentation of the 
œuvres en rapport (here and in other entries) doesn’t assist in determining whether the sales refer 
to the same or different versions. In the discussion of the Liotard versions, the pastel in Vannes 
which R&L include was discovered by me in Vannes, and first published by me in the 2006 print 
Dictionary. The copy in the musée Garinet is in oil, not pastel. Among a number of omissions 
(listed in the Dictionary) is a pastel copy in La Salle University Art Museum, and the version listed 
(with the queen photographed) in Schloß Seifersdorf in 1904 (see further under cat. 89). 

In XS’s Louvre lecture (YouTube, at 46m30s) it is stated that the frame for this and for the queen 
(cat. 89) were made by Maurisan, and his receipt for frames for pastels of these subjects is 
mentioned on p. 164 of the catalogue. But according to Pons 1987 (p. 48), only that of the queen 
could correspond with the works in the Louvre: the 1748 invoice covered works by La Tour and 

http://www.pastellists.com/Collectors.htm#L
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXCjt_TmkqE&feature=youtu.be
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Nattier, “dont un par M. La Tour” [my emphasis]. Indeed the entremilieux of the frames for the 
king and dauphin were “d’un losange et entrelas et de bandes très délicatement travaillé”, which 
are not found on the Louvre frames. If XS has new evidence, he should give his source and 
explain Pons’s error. 
As XS has repeated (on p. 176f) his previous discussion about the provenance of the other pastel 
of Louis XV now deposited in the Getty (fig. 40), it may be worth correcting this at some length. 
(The online version of the Dictionary was amended to follow Salmon’s 2007 Metropolitan Museum 
journal article, but I will shortly correct it in line with this discussion.) The pastels of Louis XV 
and Marie Leszczyńksa in the Delaherche sale, respectively lots 176 and 177, were described in 
considerable detail in the catalogue: 

 

This makes if quite clear that they were copies of the pastels in the Louvre (the king’s ermine 
mantle is not present in the Getty pastel, and the frame described is a copy of that in the Louvre, 
quite different from that of the Getty; the queen’s frame is also evidently a copy of that in the 
Louvre, which differs from that of the king). These were no doubt the pastels that appeared in 
the Sichel sale, where they were respectively lots 32 and 31 (not 31 and 32 as in XS, p. 176); 
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but it was there, not in 1910, that they were separated, with the queen being bought by Perkins, 
while the king was acquired by Bourdariat. At this sale they were “école de La Tour”, a 
euphemism for copies; they were of different sizes, and had different frames. It isn’t clear if they 
were reunited by the comte de B… whose sale took place in 1910; it seems more likely that these 
were a different pair, now described as pendants, both 65×54 cm, and the attribution upgraded: 

 

The annotation in the sale catalogue is ambiguous, but is consistent with the statement that 
Mannheim bought Marie Leszczyńska (as he died three weeks later it would have been back on 
the market very rapidly), while this version of the king was bought by the great-grandfather of 
the owner of the Getty pastel in 2004. But that pastel cannot have been the one in the 
Delaherche or Sichel sales. And that pastel copy and that of the queen, missing from the œuvres 
en rapport, are significant perhaps because of the trouble that had been taken to copy each of 
the two different frames. One speculates if they might even be among the copies recorded by 
Durameau in the magazin at Versailles in 1784. 

89. La Tour Marie Leszczyńska 
J.46.2269. The bibliographie omits Fumaroli 2007, repr.; Tarabra 2008, p. 294 repr.; Grison 2015, 
fig. 7; Perronneau 2017, fig. 12; Goncourt 1867, p. 350f has a passage that should not be 
overlooked but appears only on p. 38. See also the 1958 Times review cited above (Chardin, cat 
no. 42-45). 

The œuvres en rapport refers to the Dictionary, but incorrectly states that I have omitted an oil 
copy sold at Sotheby’s Olympia, 20.iv.2004; I have not – it appears between J.46.2294 and 
J.46.2297 (oils don’t get J numbers but do appear in the sequence). The copy in the mBA 
Bordeaux (inv. 1431) is not a painting but a pastel (XS repeats Monnier’s error). The version 
listed in Nancy in the 1895 catalogue does not appear in the 1897 edition. 
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The version said to be “conservée à Berlin (ancienne collection Cassirer, vente, Londres, 23-24 
mars 1926” is my J.46.2291, sold in Berlin, at the auction house Cassirer & Helbing, 23–
24.iii.1926, Lot 416 from the collection of Graf Brühl – apparently the one photographed in 
Schloß Seifersdorf in 1904 (left). Given Brühl’s importance in the Saxon court this and its 
pendant, Lot 415 from the same sale (which Monnier and so XS didn’t mention), are of some 
interest: all the more so because the frame, which is just barely visible in the photo (and which I 
originally mistook for a Dresden frame), appears also to copy the Louvre frame for Marie 
Leszczyńska: 

 

See the discussion above (cat. 88) for the Delaherche and Sichel copy: on p. 179, XS writes of 
the Delaherche version “il ne semble pas s’agir de la version du Louvre”: this seems to suggest 
he thinks it is of a different model – but the Delaherche catalogue description above follows the 
Louvre version precisely. We have no evidence of what the frame  on Graf Brühl’s Louis looked 
like, but it seems quite likely that at least two sets of contemporary copies of the La Tour pastels 
were issued with the frames as well as the pastels being copied. 
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Among the oeuvres en rapport, XS lists a copy of the La Tour by Tocqué at Gatchina. This again 
is taken from Monnier without identifying her mistake. She cited Serge Ernst, Gazette des beaux-
arts, April 1928, p. 244, where the Gatchina painting is stated to be after the large painting in the 
Louvre: but this of course is after Tocqué’s own painting in the Louvre, inv. 8177, sd 1740, and 
commenced 1738 (ten years before the La Tour), as comte Doria pointed out in the Gazette des 
beaux-arts just a few months later (September 1928, p. 156). Gillet 1929 reproduces the Tocqué 
and La Tour on facing pages (8/9). 

La Tour, tête de Marie-Josèphe de Saxe, inv. 27618 bis 
J.46.22251. The recently discovered first attempt at a portrait of Marie-Josèphe de Saxe (as the 
paper size indicates, surely an abandoned work rather than a préparation) is mentioned and 
reproduced in two places (p. 179, fig. 41 and pp. 198ff, fig. 55). This has perhaps distracted 
attention from the chronological problem it raises, which isn’t adequately dealt with by XS’s 
statement “On ne sait si ce fut La Tour qui utilisa lui-même sa préparation pour doubler son 
carton ou si cette opération eut lieu postérieurement.” The problem is that XS relates the 
unfinished head to the 1761 portrait of the dauphine, while he also considers that the pastel of 
the queen was that exhibited in 1748. It is scarcely likely that a completed pastel, exhibited at the 
Salon and delivered to the royal collection, would be returned to the artist’s studio a dozen years 
later to have a new backing fitted. 

The problem seems insoluble, but thanks to two discoveries Ólafur Þorvaldsson has been able to 
propose an ingenious solution. Although at first sight the unfinished head (fig. 55) appears to match 
closely cat. no. 94 (and indeed the related preparation fig. 54, as well as the large Saint-Quentin LT 
17), you might think that it looks a little younger, before dismissing that as a subjective and 
unreliable judgement. But there is a crucial (and objective) difference in the hair on the left side 
of her head. In the 1761 work this is swept back in a series of curls which are all concave up: in 
the unfinished head, however, they are concave down, indicating a series of tighter, smaller curls 
from a previous era. The discoveries are of two miniatures which share this feature, one in the 
Habsburg collection in the Miniaturenkabinett at the Hofburg, which is somewhat perfunctory 
(and hitherto misidentified), but the other, in the Wallace Collection (set in a later box), gives us I 
think a pretty clear idea of what La Tour’s very first pastel of the dauphine must have been like: 

 

https://www.photo.rmn.fr/CS.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&VBID=2CO5PCAY9V32O&SMLS=1&RW=1152&RH=525
http://arts-graphiques.louvre.fr/detail/oeuvres/2/213454-Portrait-de-Marie-Josephe-de-Saxe-dauphine-1731-1767-max
http://www.bildarchivaustria.at/Pages/ImageDetail.aspx?p_iBildID=10054520
https://wallacelive.wallacecollection.org/eMP/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=64144&viewType=detailView
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The miniature is in Reynolds 1980, no. 30 repr., as anonymous, but recognised by Guy 
Kuraszewski of Versailles (letter of 1975 in Wallace Collection archives) as of Marie-Josèphe de 
Saxe at the time of her marriage in 1747. It is evidently after the lost La Tour, and shows the 
dauphine in almost exactly the same pose as the 1761 pastel, ignoring the 1749 composition 
entirely. Commissioned in 1747, and finished by the following year (as XS notes, p. 198), it must 
have been in La Tour’s studio at the same time as he was preparing the pastel of the queen (cat. 
no. 89) for exhibition at the salon. 

90. La Tour Mme de Pompadour 
J.46.2541. I have numerous additions to the inevitably incomplete bibliographie, ranging from 
Gautier 1858 to Guichard 2015. It was reproduced as early as 1851. By 1890, when an American 
called Hamilton McKay Twombley thought he had bought the original for $2250, Alfred 
Trumble, editor of The collector, discussed the swindle in several articles, pointing out that copies 
were available for as little as 1000 francs. The copy XS says I have omitted is in fact there 
(J.46.2568), and has been since before the sale (20 October 2017), but no doubt there are many 
others out there. 

It is surely of interest to cite Mantz (1854, p. 177), writing just 100 years after its completion, 
describing the work as “un de ceux que le temps a effacés.” Less accurate is Champney 1891, 
who thought “the head cut out during the Revolution”. The omission of Professor Goodman’s 
monograph on The portraits of Madame de Pompadour (2000) is odd. Champfleury 1855 prints in full 
(before adding to it) the full two pages of Sainte-Beuve’s famous discussion, from Monday, 16 
September 1850 (the citation in XS is the first page only in the 5th edition of the collected 
Causeries), but it was Arsène Houssaye who first wrote extravagantly about the pastel (1849), and 
probably inspired Saint-Beuve. 

The most significant omission however is the correspondence of Mme de Graffigny, specifically 
her letter of 8.VII.1748. Even if we believe La Tour’s claim to have destroyed the first version of 
the portrait, it is perfectly clear that XS’s account (“La première mention du portrait date de 
1752”, p. 184) is far too late. 

A general problem is the treatment of salon critiques, which are not explicitly listed in the 
bibliographies. Several are discussed in the main essay, but there is no reference for example to 
the Gautier-Dagoty Observations… (1755), which is omitted from all standard bibliographies until 
I published it online in 2015 (you can find the full text in my exhibitions). It contains important 
observations on the significance of the original glass which had to be removed at some stage 
after 1942. The standard spelling (p. 184) of synérèse (synaeresis) is with an initial s, not a c (as 
the etymology requires).  Guiffrey 1873 reproduced accounts for the workmen and carpenters 
employed to relocate the pastel overnight during the Salon of 1755 due to the reflections in the 
glass exacerbated by its initial position. 

Also omitted is the discussion of the portrait in two letters by Prinz Wilhelm von Preußen to the 
marquis de Valori, 23.xii.1755, 17.i.1756; these relate both to the perceived likeness of the work 
and to the role of the image as a diplomatic tool (Wilhelm being offered an unrecorded copy). 

XS speculates (p. 182, repeating exactly Monnier’s text, drawn from Cordey’s 1939 transcription 
and his question) that this may be the “tableau peint sous glace, représentant la dite Dame de 
Pompadour, sans bordure” in Mme de Pompadour’s posthumous inventory, but with necessary 
reservations – it is inherently unlikely in view of the weight of the original sheet (evidently 
present in 1755 and 1803 on, until c.1942) that the pastel could be under glass without a frame. 
However XS should have consulted the original manuscript rather than relying on Cordey; 
Marigny’s copy is now at INHA. Although the (exhausted) notary has carelessly omitted the 

http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Exhibitions_1751_75.pdf
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word “dans”, the next word is clearly “sa”, not “sans”: I think item 288 correctly transcribed 
includes “un Tableau peint sous glace representant la ditte dame de Pompadour [dans] sa 
bordure”: 

 

(In case you think this is some obscure notarial convention, this is what “sans Bordure” looks 
like (item 1245): 

 

The writing for the pastel is rather smaller than for the large painting of her (item 168), evidently 
considered more important by the notary; but the most puzzling thing is its location – among an 
industrial quantity of pieces of glass (nothing else is inventoried in the room), suggesting it was 
effectively in storage rather than on display. You don’t get the full impression of this from 
Cordey, who cannot bring himself to transcribe these pages from item 288 preceding the picture. 

91. La Tour Préparation 
J.46.2608. See my Gazette Drouot article. The Bibliographie omits Dayot 1904, p. 321 repr.; 
Dreyfus 1909, repr.; MacFall 1909, repr.; New York times, 9.vi.1912, repr.; Gazette Drouot, 
21.iii.2008, p. 113 repr.; Prat 2017, p. 233 n.r. 

Expositions: Paris 1908a, no number, repr. p. 39: XS confuses this with a quite different pastel, 
no. 51 in Paris 1908a, which is in fact J.9.6645 (Éc. fr., Allégorie de l’Architecture). 

It should be noted here that the technique is quite different from the La Tour preparations of 
the “second category” as defined in the entry; it is unusually highly finished and has a dubious 
inscription. In 1883 it was simply a “tête de femme”, and in 1922 it was sold as of the “Comtesse 
de X” even though Roger-Milès (as was his habit) had given it the nom de fantaisie of la 
Pompadour in 1908. When Haldane MacFall reproduced the work (again as of an inconnue) the 
words “La Comtesse” were clearly visible; they may have been obscured subsequently, perhaps 
in order to present the sitter as the marquise de Pompadour, as she appears in Roger-Milès and 
B&W. But the face is so different to hers that I do not think we can retain even “présumée”. 
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The postscript from letter from Kaunitz cited here as though unpublished has appeared 
frequently in print since it was first published by the Goncourts, Madame de Pompadour (p. 214 in 
the 1888 edition). 

92. La Tour d’Alembert 
J.46.1218. Omissions from the bibliographie include Denk 1998, fig. 11; Conisbee 2003, fig. 13; 
Tarabra 2008, p. 91 repr. Also overlooked (I am grateful to Ólafur Þorvaldsson for pointing this 
out) is the letter from d’Alembert to Mme Du Deffand of 27 janvier 1753 which sheds light on 
the commission: “Latour a voulu absolument faire mon portrait, et je serai au salon de cette 
année avec la Chaussée, qu’il a peint aussi, et un des bouffons italiens: je serai là en gaie et triste 
compagnie.” 

XS relies upon Gasté’s 1896 article for the sitter’s legacy to Condorcet, although Gasté thought 
the will itself was lost. It is not (it was deposited in the Archives nationales on 29.X.1783, where 
it may be found under code MC/RS//504, together with d’Almbert’s posthumous inventory, 
carried out in his apartment at the Louvre, 1.XII.1783, MC/RS//505). The documents are of 
some interest as they indicate the obscurity into which La Tour’s work had fallen, even though 
one of the executors who assisted at the inventaire was Watelet. Most of the pictures, including 
the La Tour, were found “dans la chambre ou led. feu d’Alembert couchoit & ou il est décédé”. 
The pastel was valued together with another undescribed oil painting, 20 livres together, and fell 
into the residual estate, which did indeed go to Condorcet. But many of the other portraits were 
singled out: in the valuation Mlle Lusurier’s oil portrait was explicitly described, and specifically 
bequeathed by d’Alembert to Remy; Watelet was given d’Alembert’s portrait of Descartes. Pride 
of place however was given to another portrait – a portrait of Friedrich der Große “en Grand & 
en Pastel”, which had been valued at 120 livres in the inventaire, and was left to Mme Michel 
Camus Destouches, née Jeanne Mirey (it reappeared in her posthumous inventory a few years 
later). The artist isn’t named, but might perhaps have been Cunningham. 

Gasté’s 1896 article omits some of the material from his 1893 contribution to the Bulletin de la 
Société des beaux-arts de Caen, notably its appendices. Both editions include the statement from 
Harou-Romain himself that “elle me donna encore un portrait en pastel de d’Alembert” in a 
letter of 30.V.1819: this must surely be Jean Harou-Romain rather than his son. The 
correspondence in Appendix II of Gasté 1893 spells out the connection: Mme Condorcet’s letter 
to her friend Marie-Aimée-Caroline-Antoinette Cauchois (1775–1841), Mme Jean Harou-
Romain, agreeing to be marraine to her expected child, in a letter of 11 thermidor an XIII 
(30.VII.1805); Sophie-Clémentine-Cornélie Harou was born three months later, 26.X.1805. It was 
evidently Sophie-Clémentine, who married Numa Danjon, rather than her brother who 
eventually received the pastel before it passed to her son Daniel Danjon.  

There are more œuvres en rapport than listed. But the most interesting question concerns the 
preparatory study J.46.1238, formerly in the Doucet collection, and which bears a striking 
resemblance to the Louvre pastel: indeed the orientation is far closer to that finished portrait 
than the Saint-Quentin préparation LT 13 (J.46.1227; fig. 52). XS dismisses the Doucet sheet as 
not of d’Alembert because it clearly relates to the second Saint-Quentin préparation LT 42 
(J.46.1235): this latter subject has blue eyes, and so cannot be d’Alembert whose eyes were 
brown. But there is arguably a different possble explanation. LT 42 is itself rather odd: it is 
exceptionally weak, and has a number of atypical features (such as the green outline). I have 
previously defended it as just within the artists’ range, but the condition makes it hard to judge, 
and the sharp strokes could have been added by a determined copyist. While apparently 
belonging to the “ancien fonds de l’atelier”, the documentation leaves room for doubt. And if 
that sheet is set aside, there is no longer any objection to J.46.1238 as of d’Alembert. 
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93. La Tour auto vieux 
J.46.115. Bibliographie omits Denk 1998, fig. 85; Ewa Lajer-Burcharth, Necklines, 1999, p. 36, fig. 
14. It also does not list, although the passage is cited at the end of the entry (and repeated in 
extenso on p. 38), the Goncourt brothers’ wonderful description of this pastel. Omitted too is 
Champfleury’s description of the late autoportrait (pp. 92f in the 1855 edition): he preferred it to 
La Pompadour, and thought it “le meilleur des pastels de La Tour”; his description of “son 
sourire un peu satyrique et un peu comédien &c.” may arguably have inspired the Goncourts’ 
“fantôme ironique”. 

The provenance of the work is indeed rather confusing. XS cites Fontaine’s list (of pictures at 
the magasins de Versailles), which he reads as implying that the work was in the former 
Académie royale, but is then unable to find any confirmation of that in other Académie lists. But 
Fontaine explained (Fontaine 1910, p. 119) that this list is “l’état des portraits d’artistes ou 
d’amateurs deposes dans les magasins de Versailles assez peu de temps sans doute après la 
suppression du musée des monuments français…comme…nous ne trovons pas, pour beaucoup 
d’oeuvres, d’indication de provenance, il est naturel de penser qu’elles étaient arrivées 
directement de Paris.” Further the La Tour entry, which occurs on p. 124, is unnumbered (so it 
was not included in the inventaire of an II), and Fontaine adds a footnote: “Jamais il n’y eut, 
semble-t-il, à l’Académie, de portrait de La Tour par lui-même.” 

94. La Tour Marie-Josèphe de Saxe 
J.46.2242. See discussion of inv. 27618 bis above. 

95. La Tour Chardin 
J.46.1436. Bibliographie omits Denk 1998, pl. VII; Williams 2009, fig. 4; Lajer-Burcharth 2018, 
fig. 2.86; and the Champfleury 1855 (p. 89) discussion where the pastel is contrasted with (“fort 
éloigné”) the two Chardin self-portraits the author so much admired; nevertheless “il a de la 
physionomie”.  

The conservation report of 12 February 1943 commented on “les zébrures noirâtres qui 
balafrent la figure et lui donnent un aspect très désagréable paraissent dûes à deux causes: des 
restaurations au blanc dit d’argent qui ont noirci et d’autre part l’usure qui a fait apparaître 
l’ébauche en ton grisailles. Il semble qu’il soit impossible de remédier à cet état.” 

96. La Tour comte de Provence 
J.46.2624. Bibliographie omits Versailles 2006b, fig. 61. 

97. La Tour Deschamps 
J.46.162. The reference to the Chicago version in œuvres en rapport cites only B&W; the 
Dictionary, under J.46.1622, provides more information about its history. 

The discussion on p. 206 of XS is based on an old assumption that Deschamps was a first cousin 
of La Tour, so that his grandfather would be Jean de La Tour as XS states. In fact, after 
painstaking research leading to this pedigree http://www.pastellists.com/Genealogies/LaTourPedigree.pdf which I published in 
2016 (see also my essay La Tour’s family), it is now clear that Deschamps was La Tour’s second 
cousin. Deschamps’s grandmother Marguerite Garbe, Mme Pierre Caton, was sister of La Tour’s 
grandmother, Marie Garbe, Mme Jean de La Tour. Although he refers to one document I 
published, XS appears not to have read my work on the family; and when he cites Besnard & 
Wildenstein 1928, pp. 74-5, he does not cite my hugely expanded and heavily annotated revised 
edition http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/LaTour_chronology.pdf . 

http://www.pastellists.com/Genealogies/LaTourPedigree.pdf
http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/LaTour_chronology.pdf
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The pastel in the Louvre version is surely the one recorded in the posthumous inventory 
(10.I.1775) of the sitter’s sister, Marie-Jeanne, Mme Maculerc, who died in Laon (in her brother’s 
house, attended by him but not by her husband) on 22.IX.1774, among other family portraits in 
oil, “un autre petit tableau de forme quarré peinte en pastel sous verre represente led. S. abbé 
deschamps.” 

98. Lenoir Lekain 
J.478.182. Bibliographie omits RED, “Art in France”, Burlington magazine, xiii/64, .vii.1908, p. 233 
n.r. (“a fine pastel portrait”); and Neil Jeffares, “ ‘Why bother with Joseph Boze?’ Pastels in The 
Burlington Magazine”, https://burlingtonindex.wordpress.com/2014/01/29/pastels-in-the-burlington-magazine/ , 29.i.2014. 

Lenoir died in Évreux in 1798, not Paris in 1791. 

99. Liotard Mme Tronchin 
J.49.234. Bibliographie omits Baud-Bovy 1903, p. 30; Plaut Weinreb 1995, p. 399, fig. 4; 
Rosenberg 2007, pp. 667f n.r.; Burns 2017, p. 27 repr. To it may now (September 2018) be added 
Jeffares 2018k, fig. 3. In the exhibitions, “Genève 1974, no. 13 (non exposé)” is cited – but this 
is from a separately numbered iconographical appendix, not the exhibition list. The bibliographie 
also omits the delightful reference (cited in R&L) in the Arikha exhibition catalogue (Madrid 
2008, p. 33, repr.) where the artist mentions that the work inspired him to return to pastel in 
1983: 

One winter afternoon, during the first months of 1983, I was present at the arrival and 
unpacking of a crate at the Cabinet des Dessins of the Louvre. It contained the pastel-portrait of 
Madame Tronchin by Jean-Etienne Liotard. Its impact was such that I rushed to get pastels on 
the very next morning. I had not practiced this medium since the early ’50s. 

XS discusses the provisions of Mme Tronchin’s will, taken from Galiffe’s footnote. He omits 
however the point of the story: the elder son, having married a rich lady, was cut out of his 
inheritance – until his younger brother protested that they should be treated equally. 

The magnificent frame deserves comment: it is surely original as it is one of a number of similar frames 
made for Liotard in Geneva. 

100. “Lips” Lavater 
J.92.1438. I regard both attributions as rather speculative (what does “attribué à X ou à Y” mean 
in a system where “attribué” means “more likely than not”? I could find no avertissement 
covering XS’s use of such terms). XS cites the Dictionary for “le seul autre pastel de Lips que nous 
connaissons”; the other work I list J.4916.101 is even less like the Louvre pastel. Has XS found 
any example of Lavater himself using the LG monogram? The Dictionary suggests Longastre (see 
the Dictionary article for why; the connection is certainly worth discussing) or Swiss school as 
alternatives to anon. German where they should remain. 
101. Loir Belle 
“Alexis III Loir” was a second cousin of the pastellist, third in a line of orfèvres.  

J.495.106. “A la technique unique”, and repeated in XS’s Louvre lecture (YouTube, at 22m20), where 
XS suggests that this is the only pastel on copper known. The technique was developed and 
extensively used by Luttrell and infrequently by Faithorne, H. D. Hamilton and J. H. Schmidt. It 
is notable that Loir travelled to England and may have come across examples there (see also the 
discussion of cat. 155 below). The bibliographie omits Denk 1998, fig. 53. 

102. Lundberg Catherine Opalińska 

https://burlingtonindex.wordpress.com/2014/01/29/pastels-in-the-burlington-magazine/
https://theframeblog.com/tag/liotard/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXCjt_TmkqE&feature=youtu.be
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J.503.1398. This has been in the online Dictionary as of Katarzyna Opalińska since 2010. Salmon 
1997a, p. 113f, has this as attr., inconnue, and so I first published this correctly, but am omitted 
from the bibliography. 

103. Lundberg Natoire 
J.503.1518. 

104. Lundberg Boucher 
J.503.1091. 

Bibliographie omits Dezallier d’Argenville 1781; Ananoff & Wildenstein 1976, reproduced as 
frontispiece; Michael Levey, “A Boucher mythological painting interpreted”, Burlington magazine, 
cxxiv/952, July 1982, pp. 438–46, fig. 59 and Lajer-Burcharth 2018, fig. 1.1. There is extensive 
wet pastel on the Boucher in particular not reported in the description. 

105. Lundberg Frederick [sic] 
J.503.1197. I reproduce two versions of the later work cited, possibly the same. In the 
expositions, Paris 1994 should be Paris 1994a. 

106. Lundberg Vergennes 
J.503.172. The tentative identification of this as =?J.503.1722, the inconnu in the saisie d’émigré 
of 1797, was my suggestion; XS claims “Nous pensons qu’il faut le reconnaître parmi…” without 
crediting me. 

107. Luti Autoportrait 

J.505.101. We can identify this sheet as the anonymous pastel listed in the Louvre inv. 1815–24, 
no. 44, described as “un artiste”, “sans cadre, et désigné par ces mots, genre de Troy” as the 
word “pictor” appears in the inscription, even if the name Lvti was not picked up. 

108. Montjoye Homme 
J.543.114. My discoveries of Montjoye’s biographical details are credited, but the url cited, 
www.pastellist.com [sic], won’t even take you to the home page. 

109. Natoire tête 
J.553.107. Why is this sheet with only touches of pastel in the book? 

110. Nattier jeune femme 
J.554.194. Here XS includes a reference to Jeffares 2006, p. 389. I can add that the pastel was in 
the sale of Beurnonville and others, Paris, Drouot, Pillet, 20–21.v.1873, Lot 112, not reproduced. 

The standard spelling is Maupeou, not Maupéou. 

111. D’après Nattier, princesse de Condé 
J.554.303. Monnier has as inconnue; my entry is correct. 

112. Perronneau Huquier 
J.582.139. In the exhibitions, XS gives “Paris, 1927, n° 96 et 74” which is unexplained. In my 
entry I have “Paris 1927a, no. 96, pl. li-74” which is my system (explained http://www.pastellists.com/Paris1927.html 
) for indicating the numbers in the livret and the catalogue commémoratif. To be consistent with 
the system XS adopts for the Paris 1908a exhibition, the 1927 livret numbers should appear in 

http://www.pastellist.com/
http://www.pastellists.com/Paris1927.html
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the Expositions, and the catalogue commémoratif should appear under Bibliographie, as Dacier 
& Ratouis de Limay 1927. 

XS’s bibliographie omits Jeffares 2015e, fig. 12. 

The identification of Huquier fils as André-Prosper (1741– ) was made by me before 2012. 

113. Perronneau Mlle Huquier 
J.582.1393. To bibliographie add Dilke 1899 and Перова 2006, p. 15 repr.; as well as the article 
by Florence Ingersoll-Smouse (La Revue de l’art ancient et moderne, xli, 1922), where she cites the 
Louvre pastel as inferior to the National Gallery girl with a cat (most of us regard the latter as a 
fake). The reference to Vaillat 1908 should be to Vaillat 1912 (La Société du XVIIIe siècle et ses 
peintres), and p. 233 should be 232; XS repeats the errors in d’Arnoult (Vaillat 1912 also 
reproduces cat. no. 90, and discusses cat. nos 114, 119). I question the status of the Huau 
version; I can find no evidence that he was the “heir of Huquier” on which the attribution of this 
badly worn version depends. 

I have already commented in my review on the unsuitability of the present frame: it is not even the 
one visible in the photograph of the salle des pastels of 1919: 

 

114. Perronneau Homme dit Bastard 
J.582.1059. I have several additions to bibliographie, including an 1873 article in the London 
Standard; Gimpel 1963 and 2011; and Adair 1971. The provenance is complicated: prior to 
Wilson, it belonged briefly to William Tilden Blodgett of New York, as it was included in a list of 
25 pictures he bought according to a list prepared by Gauchez and Le Roy, Paris, 10.vii.1872, 
where it was no. 23. 

116. Perronneau Couturier de Flotte 
J.582.1266. Inv RF 1697, not 1967 

Jean Couturier de Flotte died in Paris 9 février 1780, not 1779. 

The provenance confuses Henri Dussumier de Fonbrune with unrelated Henri Poussou de 
Fontbrune (see my exhibition review). Add Les Donateurs du Louvre 1989 to bibliographie. 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/
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117. Perronneau Cars 
J.582.1155.The bibliographie omits early discussions by La Rochenoire 1853, p. 62f; E. & J. de 
Goncourt 1867, p. 13. 

I agree with d’Arnoult about the status of the two copies XS wishes to promote to répliques. On 
p. 244 XS correctly refers to Cars’s mother as Marie Barbery, as I have in J.582.1154 (and 
highlighted in my important discussion https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2017/06/24/encounters-with-perronneau-archival-and-other-minutiae/); 
while Arnoult 2014 erroneously had Babuty. 

118. Perronneau Tassin de La Renardière 
J.582.1758. Add to exhibitions Portraits français, Galerie Charpentier, 26.vi.–3.x.1945, no. 80, 
where it was reproduced. 

119. Perronneau Van Robais 
J.582.1782. In many of the provenance discussions reference to the genealogies in the Dictionary 
would simplify the narrative. 

120/121. Pillement paysages 
J.592.249/J.592.248. Bibliographie omits Gordon-Smith 2006, fig. 265/266. The pictures were 
left by Mme Paul Mottard, née Laure-Anne-Marie-Henriette Bonehill (who had died in 1944). 
Here (and on p. 102) it is odd to describe the Horvitz pictures as in Wilmington, the place of 
incorporation of a holding company, rather than Beverly Fields, Massachusetts, where the works 
are kept. 

122/123. Prud’hon 
J.604.159/J.604.161 

124. Prud’hon Mme B 
J.604.128 

It is unclear why these are included as they seem to be nineteenth century. 

125. Regnault Gardel 
J.613.101. XS has acknowledged my 2016 solution to the biographical confusions – but still 
omits me from bibliographie. To it should be added Benoît Dratwicki, Antoine Dauvergne (1713–
1797), Wavre, 2011, p. 382 repr. To the exhibition list should be added the Rameau exhibition at 
the BnF, 1964-65 (no. 354). 

126. Suzanne Roslin Pigalle 
J.63.142. Although Mme Roslin’s forenames are frequently given as Marie-Suzanne, official 
documents while her mother was still alive name her as Jeanne-Suzanne, and it is safer to call her 
just Suzanne (see Dictionary article). 

The article on Roslin published in 1856 was not by Henri (or even Henry) de Chennevières, who 
was not yet born, but by his father, Charles-Philippe. In it mention is made of Dezallier 
d’Argenville fils’s Description sommaire of 1781, an overlooked document with much interesting 
information about the display of works in the Louvre. It describes the portrait of Pigalle as one of 
seven pictures displayed on easels in the Galerie d’Apollon (the preceding work was Loir’s Belle, 
suggesting a possible source for the confusion in attribution in Reiset). 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2017/06/24/encounters-with-perronneau-archival-and-other-minutiae/
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Omissions from the bibliographie include Los Angeles 1976b (the influential exhibition on 
Women artists 1550–1950), where it is reproduced on p. 41 (the reference on p. 40 to Labille-
Guiard’s Pajou is also omitted). The passage in Pilon 1927, p. 90 (“reflet féminin de La Tour, 
Mme Roslin marchait, de la manière la plus heureuse, dans le sillage du maître”) is typical of the 
patronising remarks that do not find favour today. 

The pastel today remains one of the most striking works in the Louvre’s collection, much of its 
distinctiveness arising from the dramatic di sotto in sù composition rare in French portraiture of 
the time, but practised repeatedly by Alexander Roslin from the 1750s, particularly for subjects 
connected with the arts: his own self-portrait (Louvre, 1766), the architect Adelcrantz 
(Stockholm, Akademien, 1754). Dandré-Bardon (1756) and Marigny (1761). The present 
exhibition hangs the picture close to Mme Labille-Guiard’s own morceau  de réception, executed 
just 12 years later in 1782: Pajou too is shown in a similar perspective (Labille-Guiard used the 
trick again – but I think just this once – in the pastel of Vincent). Was this her tribute to a fellow 
woman artist? 

Valérie Luquet has kindly pointed out (Twitter, 1.ix.2018) that “ce cadre porte l’estampille ‘E.L 
INFROIT’ et est accompagnée de celle de la Jurande des maîtres Menuisiers ébéniste ‘JME’.” 

127. Russell Mary Hall 
J.64.172. The identification of the sitter was set out in detail on my blog which XS simply cites as 
“blog en ligne”; the url is https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/identifying-russells-petite-fille-aux-cerises/ 

In the transcription of the signature, Russell’s long s (ſ) has been incorrectly rendered as a capital 
S. 

The work was reported at the time of its admission in Le Temps (20 juillet 1869) as by Lawrence, 
of Lord John Russell when a child, leading to a vigorous response from the editor of the The Art 
Journal in an article entitled  “The sole British picture in the Louvre”. 

 

Among the works omitted from the bibliographie is Maurice Tourneux’s earlier (GBA, 1897, p. 
449) note in which he described the work shrewdly as “la joie et aussi le pain quotidien des 
copistes”. According to the system in the Dictionary, of the numerous copies listed the two I have 
called “versions” rather than “copies” are because I have seen no images, and cannot therefore 
assess their status. It does not follow (on the contrary it is improbable) that they are “de 
meilleure qualité”. 

p.264: XS suggests that Russell was unique in providing written instructions for conservation 
pasted to the back: he was not (see §iv.19 “Artists’ conservation instructions”, Prolegomena). 

128. Russell Bartolozzi 
J.64.114. “J W S Tomkins” was Peltro’s grandson, Jocelyn William Smith Tomkins (1841–1920), 
a fine art dealer. “Ingamels” [sic] is misspelled here and on p. 341 (once, but correctly 
immediately below). The pastel was shown at the Russell exhibition in the Imperial Institute in 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/identifying-russells-petite-fille-aux-cerises/
http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Prolegomena.pdf
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1894, but the frame (which I questioned in my post on The Frame Blog) is not the one in which it 
was then exhibited. 

129. “Russell” lady 
J.64.006. “Russells” monogrammed with initials in red chalk are rarely if ever genuine. The frame 
is French. The provenance before 1967 is also curiously unsatisfactory. If reliable, it would be 
easy enough to find ladies of the family of the right age – for example Anne, Lady Jocelyn’s 
daughter-in-law, Frances Theodosia Bligh (1760–1802), who would have been a plausible age in 
1792. “Claneboye” is a viscountcy, not a barony. But this is irrelevant: the rather bland face (left) 
in my view is derived from a genuine Russell pastel (right) of Mrs Ralph Leeke, née Honor 
Frances Harvey Thursby (1769–1843): 

  

Commissioned for 15 guineas in 1792, Mrs Leeke descended in the family and is known only 
from a letter in Country Life in 1962, five years before the Louvre pastel appeared on the French 
art market for the first time. Russell pastiches of similarly high quality are not unknown: a recent 
example is “Mrs King” J.64.1956. Doubts are not allayed by the internal construction: the pastel 
is mounted on a châssis à clefs, of a kind Russell did not use (and which were very rarely used in 
the 18th century for strainers of this size), and the canvas shows no sign of the tension found in 
Russell pastels where the paper is pasted wet; there are no rust stains on the canvas from the 
tacks; and the canvas appears to have been painted on the reverse. 

130. Russell Jeans family 
J.64.1863. The biographical details I established and XS acknowledges were provided again in 
another post on my blog: https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2017/12/19/identifying-russells-other-child-with-cherries/ Readers may be 
baffled how to find this when the only reference given is “blog, 19 décembre 2017”. Even 
neiljeffares.wordpress.com would be better. I can update the biographical details with the elder 
son’s year of death, 1806: he was buried at St Mary’s, Ashford on 30 May, aged 13. 

The picture must have been in the possession of Duveen Brothers by c.1911 when it was 
included in their London exhibition of ten pastels by John Russell. My research in the Duveen 
and Seligmann archives (respectively at the Getty and Smithsonian) has now established that the 
pastel was indeed with Duveen Brothers, stock no. 2044, by 1911. It was then with Jacques 
Seligmann, Paris, stock no. 7166, who sold it to Mme Démogé on 9 April 1919. Further research 
in an unpublished archive reveals that the picture was sold by the Jeans family to Charles 
Wertheimer in 1907. It also passed through the hands of Leopold Hirsch before Seligmann 
acquired it by 1917. 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/russell-jf-1792-louvre-rf41292/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/russell-honor-frances-leake/
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2017/12/19/identifying-russells-other-child-with-cherries/
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131/132/133. Anon. a/r Schmidt Victor Amédée/Maria Antonia Fernanda 
J.9.2882/J.9.2229/J.9.2231. The bibliographies for 131/132 omit Reiset 1869, nos. 1408/1409. 

XS credits Jean-Jacques Petit (presumably an unpublished private communication) with the 
identification of these sitters. But I first published these (in 2010, after a private communication 
from another source) as an anonymous copy of a portrait of Victor-Amédée and his wife on the 
basis of another version in oil of Victor-Amédée in Versailles (MV 3964 – the one XS 
reproduces as fig. 75 but without the MV inv. no.). XS notes the visit of Johann Heinrich 
Schmidt to Turin and his (lost) portrait of the king which I mention in my Schmidt article, but 
goes on to infer “pour des raisons stylistiques” that MV 3964 is by Schmidt. Unfortunately to my 
eye there is nothing in common with the fairly extensive œuvre of Schmidt established in my 
Dictionary, and I think MV 3964 should remain anonymous (like all other royal figures, Victor 
Amadeus was painted by many different artists). The Louvre pastels are frankly of execrable 
quality, and below the standard I should expect from the “copistes de cour chargés de multiplier 
les versions…” as XS suggests. 

134. Stanisław Vierge et Enfant 

This is recorded in the Louvre inv. 1824, no. 49. 

135. Stanisław Cyprien 

This is recorded in the Louvre inv. 1824, no. 50, as of saint François. 

136/137. Valade Lacroix couple 
J.74.239/J.74.24. It might be interesting to comment on the miniature on Mme Lacroix’s wrist, 
which is derived from the pendant, but shows her husband in a red rather than a blue coat. XS 
notes the curious size of the daughter, Suzanne-Félicité, but the greater curiosity is her age; XS 
gives her birth as “après 1766” in the headline of no. 137, but she is in fact older than the son 
born that year, and was the twin of the eldest son: she was born in Paris on 2 juillet 1760, as in 
the Dictionary. (XS knows this, as he reveals on p. 273, right hand column, 4 lines from the 
bottom, that she was born in 1760.) 

138. Vigée Mme des Radrets 
J.758.305. The identification of Monnier’s “Mlle d’Estraret” as Mme Louis-Grégoire Mirleau de 
Neuville des Radrets, née Anne Racine (1731–1805), fille de Louis Racine, petite-fille du poète 
was first published by me in 2006 in the print edition of the Dictionary. This is unacknowledged; 
indeed the claim that the old identification was believed “jusqu’à présent” is repeated in XS’s 
Louvre lecture (YouTube, at 19m45s). 

141/142. Vigée Le Brun Duc d’Orléans, Mme de Montesson 
J.76.318 & J.76.306. These were my discoveries in 2013 and published online in early 2014. My 
research was acknowledged by name in the 23 March 2014 sale catalogue. When XS published a 
short article with an incomplete provenance I provided a key link which XS initially dismissed in 
private correspondence but has now published as correct on the basis of the detailed proof I 
established. I believe the discovery of the invoice for the versions was due to Geneviève 
Haroche. 

Louis-Philippe, duc d’Orléans should not be headlined “Le duc Louis-Philippe d’Orléans”. 

143. Vigée Le Brun Jules de Polignac 
J.76.33. The bibliographie omits Prat 2017, fig. 251. I note an oil copy which XS does not report. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXCjt_TmkqE&feature=youtu.be
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144. Vigée Le Brun Inconnu “comte de Fries” 
J.76.195. The identity in Monnier was questioned by me in 2006 (“?comte de Fries”), and 
subsequently rejected (“??comte de Fries”) in the online Dictionary – and of course by others too 
(notably Joseph Baillio, probably the first to do so), but not in earlier publications that I know. 
XS however retained the identification, as recently as in Salmon 2014b, p. 14; he has however 
omitted this work from the present bibliographie. 

145. Attr. Voiriot homme 
J.773.152. Monnier’s attribution has never seemed convincing, and I have [?attr.] in the Dictionary 
indicating that I do not really believe it, but have no better suggestion. While I agree with the 
parallels between Hazon and the Pasadena man (J.773.12 and J.773.15), I don’t think either helps 
lift the Louvre pastel out of anonymity. But the step from there to suggesting that the sitter be 
Jean Voiriot (1672–1740) is too far for me: the Louvre pastel appears to date from the mid-
eighteenth century and the sitter to me looks 40–50 years of age. 

p. 290ff. I cannot understand sequence of the anonymes. Is there a difference between “École 
française du xviiie siècle” and “Anonyme français du xviiie siècle” or is this just carelessness? 
146. Anon. xviiie femme 
J.9.514. Possibly a later pastiche, but in my view French, not “anonyme étranger”. 

147. Éc. fr. xviiie Richelieu 
J.9.26034. XS is no doubt correct in rejecting the attribution of the principal version to Carle 
Van Loo (I’m not sure why he doesn’t cite the sale, New York, Sotheby’s, 25.i.2007, Lot 90), but 
it seems eccentric to describe the attribution as “sans raison aucune” without mentioning that it 
it appears as an autograph work in Louis Réau’s Van Loo catalogue (1938), and it was 
accordingly under Van Loo copies that I listed a number of pastels in earlier editions of the 
Dictionary (they will now all be found under Éc. fr., from J.9.2603 on). Unfortunately XS has 
conflated two oval copies: the one discussed in Trope is from the Lavedan collection (J.9.26031), 
while that in the Madame Geoffrin exhibition is different (J.9.2603). There are indeed many 
more related pictures than the two XS lists, including the copy in oil (Versailles MV 2968, on 
loan to the palais de l’Institut) signed by the mysterious abbé d’Haine, whom we know to have worked 
also in pastel, making him at least a possible suspect for the Louvre pastel, or for some of the 
four oval pastels. I doubt if they are all by the same hand (one cannot rule out that one might be 
by the chevalier de Boufflers, about whose skill in pastel Voltaire wrote to Richelieu); but the 
multiplicity of these copies leaved no doubt about the sitter’s identity, even if the eye colour 
varies considerably. Nor can it be said that Richelieu’s eyes are chestnut in all his other portraits: 
a pastel in the Confrérie des Pénitents Bleus, Montpellier, reasonably attributed to Vialy 
(J.7566.14), shows light blue eyes. 

It should also be noted that although XS suggests that the pastel was acquired after 1827, there is 
a cryptic entry in the Louvre inventaire of 1824, no. 36, for an anonymous pastel “portrait du 
comte de Noailles”; it is unclear which work this relates to, and tempting to suggest it is an early 
record of the present work – but if so any clue to the sitter’s identity is itself unclear. 

148. Éc. fr. xviiie Enfant aux cartes 
J.9.5136. The discussion of the possible identity is too inchoate for inclusion here. 

149. Éc. fr. xviiie Femme en robe blanche 
J.9.5142. XS again suggests Frey, but I am unconvinced. 

http://www.pastellists.com/Articles/Haine.pdf
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150. Éc. fr. xviiie Nicole Ricard 
 

J.103.126. On the attribution to Lenoir or Allais see my exhibition review. 
Among the more curious oeuvres en rapport (if that is the right term) 
one should note that the pastel was reproduced on a French postage 
stamp in 1951, as after La Tour. As far as I am aware a Chardin self-
portrait was the only other Louvre pastel so to appear until Mme de 
Pompadour in 2014. 

153. Éc. fr. xviiie Bacchanale 
J.9.8262. The tentative attribution to Caresme was my suggestion, before 
2011. XS notes the parallel with my J.197.119, but suggests that he 

knows only one such example while my Caresme article lists four more in his preferred coloured 
chalk medium. I also have a signed conventional pastel. 

In his lecture, in a passage on frames and cadres d’origine, XS suggests that the frame is based on 
an Oppenord design from c.1700. But the frame itself appears to be in composition and quite 
probably later than the pastel. 

154. Éc. fr. xviiie duchesse de Civrac 
J.9.1381. The identification of the “duchesse de Civrac” as Anne-Marie de La Faurie de 
Monbadon is mine (Jeffares 2006, p. 580). 

155. Éc. fr. xviiie Paulian 
J.9.2394. I relegated this to the anonymes in 2006 (p. 587). I see nothing to connect the pastel, 
which is of very modest achievement, with Alexis Loir, whose magisterial pastel (cat. 101) cannot 
be much earlier and which demonstrates a vastly more sophisticated modelling etc. The analogy 
between the use of preparation on a copper support and on a paper one is too tenuous to 
supplant connoisseurship. 

The unusual technique in the pastel may reflect the Italian connections of the sitter: Chaperon 
(§323) attributed its use to several pastellists in Rome (although of course it was developed by 
Reiffenstein in Germany, used by Liotard etc.). 

Let us take the opportunity to note that Marie-Auguste-Albert-Marcel Simon (although omitted 
from Les Donateurs du Louvre), born 1856, was an officier de la Légion d’honneur and conseiller à 
la cour d’appel de Paris. XS, who reports only his death, provides a detailed genealogy of the 
donor up to his great-grandmother, “Marie-Lucrèce de Paulian” [sic], but failed to identify the 
latter’s father, the donor’s “trisaïeul” and thus the sitter. He was (according to information kindly 
located by M. Louis Lapierre in the archives du Ministère des affaires étrangères) François 
Paulian, whose wife was Marie-Anne Bontory. (Not to be confused with François Paulian (1761–
1822), maire de Nice, whose features are known from another pastel, by Henri, J.3856.051.) The 
“marquis” and even the “de” are simply wrong, and the search for a marquesal seigneurie 
pointless. I could find no record in the online registers of the marriage of their daughter Marie-
Lucrèce Paulian to Innocent Rey (1755–1835) in Marseille (20 juillet 1800) as XS states (a pedant 
would note that the pastel of her father did not enter the family on that marriage): they had 
already married, in Genoa on 9 October 1798 (archives MAF), and the birth of their eldest son 
was registered in Marseille (Midi) on 29 June 1800 (when the parents already described as 
“époux”). Rey was a commis in the Levant trade, and acting consul for Cyprus etc. His father, 
Pierre Rey (who married Rose-Catherine Sardou in 1753), was a painter in Marseille, of whose 
work nothing is known: there is nothing to identify him as the pastellist. 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/
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MNR section 
This section of the book is not presented as an appendix or annex, but as a full part, although 
the works do not belong to the Louvre. The “comme de” formula for all the MNR items seems 
inappropriate in a catalogue raisonné, and a distinctly unhelpful basis for alphabetisation. (I don’t 
have a copy of the English translation of XS, but a glimpse of some pages suggests this phrase 
has been rendered as “ascribed to”, while elsewhere “attributed” is used with its common 
meaning. That seems no clearer to me without explicit definition: the term is used quite 
differently by various auction houses, sometimes with the implication that the ascription is 
incorrect, sometimes the opposite.) The url for the Rose Valland site is correctly printed. I note 
that XS does cite the Dictionary in the bibliographies for these works (unlike for the Louvre’s own 
property); this may be connected with the fact that I am included in the bibliographies for these 
pastels on the Rose Valland site. 

REC 10 Bernard Femme en bleu 
J.147.251. I provided the full names and dates in the provenance from the fragments on the 
label, unacknowledged. 

REC 3 Coypel marquise de Beuvron 
J.2472.125. A second version of this is now known (J.2472.127, recently spotted in an old 
photograph by Ólafur Þorvaldsson), adding support to my identification. It is unclear which is 
referred to by the duc d’Harcourt in his 1793 letter asking Phipps to rescue the portrait 
(J.2472.126), surely an important part of the story. 

REC 9 Allais Dame 
J.103.186. I first reattributed this work to Allais, which had traditionally been attributed to 
Heinsius. I inserted a cross-reference from Heinsius to Allais in the Heinsius article. But XS cites 
the cross reference but not the entry in the Allais article, making it appear that I retain the 
Heinsius attribution. 

As for Allais, the pastellist was misidentified in all sources (including by XS in a 2008 
publication) as Pierre Allais until my researches c.2010 when I reidentified him as Jacques-
Charles Allais and discovered the dates which XS now quotes on p. 308 (a cross-reference to the 
acknowledgement on p. 294 would help). 

REC 166 Labille-Guiard Mme Clodion 
J.44.16. Bibliographie omits e.g. Labat 1909. 

I am correctly cited in the Bibliographie as in the 2017 online edition, although of course it is in 
the 2006 print edition of the Dictionary (p. 270) that I list the work as autograph notwithstanding 
Mme Passez’s rejection; the 2006 edition predates the 2008 and 2009 publications cited. The 
Dictionary incorrectly stated that the work was restituted, although in fact that has now happened 
(28 June 2018). 

The discussion in XS reports (somewhat unclearly) Mme Passez’s confusion of the original with 
a copy in the family signed and dated “Melle B./1785”. XS’s text states that Mme Passez 
confirmed this was “sans doute de la main de Mlle Bocquet”, while n.10 is more measured: in fact 
the note she wrote at the time says “il ne serait pas impossible qu’il soit de Melle Bocquet.” 
Whoever it was who made the copy of Flore Pajou in 1785, we can be quite sure it was not 
Rosalie Bocquet, as she had been Mme Filleul since 1777. (It is more likely to be by one of 
Labille-Guiard’s pupils, Jeanne Bernard, who became Mme Dabos in 1788. Although no other 
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pastel has survived, her autograph initials are known from an 1820 notarial document which 
might confirm or contradict the suggestion if the pastel or an image can be located.) 

It seems probable that REC 166 and Mlle B’s copy were the “deux portraits de Mlle F. Pajou 
(Pastels)” recorded in the posthumous inventory (12.iv.1878) of Flore’s nephew Augustin-Désiré 
Pajou, grandfather of Mme de Saint-Germain, the owner in the earliest sighting (1908) given in 
XS. 

The biography of Flore given by XS is extremely brief: at the very least one should note that 
after her divorce from Clodion she married Louis-Pierre Martin, but after some years she 
divorced again for the second time. She is usually referred to as “Mme Clodion”, although since 
Clodion is not a family name this is more useful that strictly accurate. But it is misleading to 
headline her “Catherine Flore, née Pajou” suggesting Flore is her husband’s family name. 

REC 7 ?La Tour Albespierre 
J.46.1214. I first sorted out the confusion in the photographs in Monnier in which this was 
swapped with Rozeville. This has now been restituted (May 2018), so it surprising to see that XS 
expresses the opinion (for a work that is no longer in the Louvre’s charge) that “Stylistiquement, 
l’œuvre ne peut être rattachée au corpus de Maurice-Quentin de La Tour” without analysis. I 
don’t share this conviction that this is not by La Tour (although the handling is unusual, to me it 
shows remarkable parallels with J.46.1829, including the unusual bold strokes over the coat). 

REC 8 Anon. Carlin 
J.758.138. I first published this as not by La Tour (2006, p. 578). XS cites my La Tour chapter 
where there is only a cross-reference to the proper entry among the anonymes, making it look as 
though I think the work is by La Tour (see my exhibition review n.2). In 2006 I published the work 
as éc. fr., noting the possibility of Vigée which has remained online in that form (as J.9.1147 until 
now). I now think that more likely than not, and attribute it to La Tour. The iconography of 
Carlin is far more extensive than the wretched print XS cites, and includes another (rather earlier) 
pastel by Vigée. 

REC 128 ??Liotard jeune femme 
J.9.515. The bibliography omits Roethlisberger & Loche 2008, no. R75, and the confused 
reference to the Dictionary seems misleadingly to suggest that I consider it to be by Liotard which 
of course I do not. According to the Rose Valland site, this pastel is “comme d’après Jean 
Étienne Liotard” rather than “comme de Jean Étienne Liotard”. 

More recently (September 2018, private communication) Alastair Laing has suggested (and, 
notwithstanding the absence of other securely attributed pastels, I concur) an attribution to 
Françoise Duparc, the genre painter from Marseille. 

REC 4 & REC 5 Perronneau Michel de Grilleau couple 
J.582.1594 & J.582.1593. There has been much discussion of the identification of this couple. 
D’Arnoult made a specific choice which I question and I am pleased to see that XS follows me 
in regarding the matter as undecidable. 

REC 6 Perronneau Floret 
J.582.1342. I have extended the provenance back to Humphrey Ward, the London art critic and 
dealer from whom Kleinberger bought the picture in 1904; whether it was bought in in 1907, or 
bought back from Marais, it was Kleinberger who sold the pastel to Schultz in 1912. 

Pastels deposés hors du musée 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/
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Catalogue numbers would have been helpful. It is not immediately clear why some of these get 
numbered entries in the main sequence but it appears that those which XS has previously 
catalogued in Versailles are not discussed (even when he has revised his attributions, or when 
new scholarship has been published since 1997, so that the bibliographies are now substantially 
out of date – only a few of the omissions are noted below; further Salmon 1997 was largely 
illustrated only in black and white). These however are given different information on different 
pages: e.g. Ducreux, Marie-Élisabeth d’Autriche is given the Louvre inv. 19179 on p. 327 (but no 
MV number), but also reproduced on p. 118 as fig. 18, given as Versailles (neither inv. number, 
but the full title of “Versailles, musée national des châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon” which is 
repeated for each – but not on pp. 327ff, where they are also reproduced); the MV number only 
appears on p. 119. My concordance may help. 

As Boze, L.-H.-J. de Bourbon, inv. 35116/J.9.1193. This now appears as by Boze, following an 
appearance in Boze 2004 as attributed to Boze, which did not convince. Salmon 1997 (anon.) is 
preferred. 

Bréa, Laromiguière, inv. 25045, J.179.104: this is signed and dated 1813 (which is not stated in 
XS p. 326), and so does not belong in the book. 

D’après Carriera, Löwendal, inv. 35113/MV 4466/J.21.0718: this is not a copy of a known 
Carriera pastel, but a pastiche after Carriera’s pastel of Ambrose Philips (J.21.0854), a version of 
which was erroneously described as of “Philipps Dashwood” in Salmon 1997. The opportunity 
should have been taken to correct the entry. 

As Ducreux, Marie Christine, inv. 35422/J.285.5691: Salmon 1997 was “attr.”, a qualification 
that has disappeared. This remains a problem picture, with several unreported related versions. 

As Ducreux, Choderlos de Laclos, inv. 27625/J.285.261: Salmon 1997 was “attr.”, a qualification 
that has (correctly in my view) disappeared. 

Morel, inv. RF 1187/J.5448.101: In 1997 XS mentioned only Jean-Paul Morel, following Ratouis 
de Limay 1946. My researches identified the artist reçu in 1759 as just “Jean Morel”, which XS 
now follows (unacknowledged). 

Suzanne Roslin, Dumont, inv. 32737/J.63.112: recent bibliographie adds Stein 1997, fig. 58; 
Vallayer-Coster 2002, p. 78; Renard 2003, p. 113 repr. 

Schmidt, Choiseul & Jarente (inv. 35108/J.662.118; 35107/J.662.16): the signature which was 
difficult to read on the latter has now been (correctly) deciphered (neither I nor XS in 1997 had 
been able to do so), but the reattribution of these since 1997 is not explained on p. 332; a cross 
reference to p. 270 would help but even there the explanation is incomplete. The Dictionary lists a 
number of related items. 

Voïart, Rouget de Lisle inv. 35277/J.7724.101. This work was done in 1835 and has no place in 
the catalogue. 

Éc. fr. Alary: the correct inv. no. is 35159, not 35149. I agree that the pastel belongs among the 
anonymes. 

Éc. fr. prince de Condé: J.1162.101. Bernd Pappe has attributed this in his 2015 catalogue 
raisonné of Augustin. 

Éc. italienne, Don Philippe, inv. 35482/J.94.1025. Add Malinverni 2010, fig. 2 to bibliographie. 

Omissions 

http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Louvre_Concordance.docx
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I could find no reference to the following pastels although they have Louvre inventory numbers 
and are included in the Inventaire informatisé: 

Lambert, Homme Louvre inv. RF 41186; dep.: Gray, musée Baron Martin J.445.102 

Vivien, un abbé Louvre inv. RF 41187; dep.: Tours, mBA J.77.349 

École française xviiie, Menou Louvre RF 2004; dep.: Versailles, MV 5343 

Fouquet, Brissot Louvre RF 16680; dep.: Versailles, MV 6091 

Table de Concordance 
In addition to the above entries, the table omits cat. 115. The numerical sequence is not followed 
correctly (e.g. RF 1697), and errors such as the Chardin inventory number are repeated. Inv. 
34982 is a duplication of 34892. It also omits the pastels déposés unless they happen to be in 
Châteauroux. 

It would have been useful to tabulate accession dates and to include earlier catalogues such as 
Reiset (Reiset numbers are omitted for anumber of entries). You can find these in my concordance. 

Expositions 
p. 338: Salzbourg 2017. The name of the curator of the exhibition was not Xavier Salmon (a 
contributor and the author of the relevant notice), but Regina Kaltenbrunner. 
Bibliographie 
It appears that far from being comprehensive (and while there are many references to general 
books that reproduce Louvre pastels), the bibliographies are a compilation of indirect secondary 
references. I have not looked into this systematically, but consider for example Lothar Brieger’s 
important early pastel survey. It was published without a year on the title page, but is generally 
reported as 1921. It may have been reprinted in 1923 (and other years) but as far as I know all 
the reprintings are identical and a single reference is all that should appear; XS prints the two side 
by side. “Brieger 1923” is the style in Arnoult 2014 where it is cited for cat. no. 113 (Mlle 
Huquier) but not for 117 (Cars). The only citations of Brieger I could find in XS were to no. 104 
(as 1921; the Lundberg Boucher) and to 113 (as 1923), although there are at least nine more 
Louvre pastels reproduced in Brieger which are not cited in XS (nos. 27, 33, 42, 43, 44, 49, 90, 
96, 117; inv. 27039). 

There are of course numerous other omissions, particularly of non-French sources, and curiously 
of more recent ones. Listing would be an endless task; here are a few examples. Adrian Bury’s 
1971 study of La Tour may not be much missed, but the omission of Burns 2007 (full details of 
these omitted short form references are in the Dictionary bibliography) is more surprising. It 
seems that the only citations of Zolotov’s monographs on La Tour (1960) and French 
portraiture (1968) are the handful Monnier included, although many other Louvre pastels (La 
Tour and Perronneau) were reproduced. I published two of the Louvre pastels in the Liotard 
exhibition catalogue (2015): also overlooked. Among the surveys of French eighteenth century 
art in which Louvre pastels make an occasional appearance, the omissions are aleatory: Bailey 
2002, Chastel 1995 (with a Chardin pastel on the cover), etc. 

“Levey et von Kalnein” [sic] is included, although Wend Graf Kalnein’s name precedes Michael 
Levey’s on the title page (the later edition by Levey solo is better illustrated, but not mentioned). 
Bizardel’s first name was Yvon, not Yves. Guiffrey & Marcel is by “Jean Guiffrey”, not Jean-
Jules (his full names were Georges-Henri-Jean; his father’s, Jules-Marie-Joseph). 

http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Louvre_Concordance.docx
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III. The pastels the Louvre rejected 

 

Among the Archives des musées nationaux is a section dealing with pictures offered to the 
Cabinet des dessins over the years. Many of these were no doubt croûtes that have no place in the 
Louvre; but among the dry records listed in these files are some whose rejection may today be 
regretted. (In consulting these older records you have to remember that almost any pastel is 
likely to come with an attribution to La Tour.) 

Foremost among these no doubt is the famous La Tour pastel of the président de Rieux, offered 
by Wildenstein to the French state in 1919, at a time when it could simply not be afforded. It was 
sold instead to a Greek shipowner for £48,000 (equivalent to an inflation-adjusted £2.4 million 
in 2015 money). But he went bust before the cheque cleared, so instead it became a Rothschild 
picture. The Louvre had another chance in 1994, but could not match the Getty’s (undisclosed) 
offer, so it is now in California: see my essay. 

Of course the Louvre can hold its head high with La Tour’s full-
length pastel of Mme de Pompadour whom casual visitors will 
assume has always been the property of the French state (or 
crown). Not so: she was offered to what was then the Museum 
central des arts by Auguste-Louis-César-Hyppolite-Théodore de 
Lespinasse de Langeac, comte d’Arlet in 1797, but rejected; then 
auctioned six years later and acquired the following year. Another 
important example that succeeded on the second attempt was the 
splendid René Frémin. 

But there were other La Tours whose history these files can 
supplement. The excellent abbé Nollet in Munich, for example 
(right), is no doubt the “abbé Mollet” rejected in 1866. It 
subsequently belonged to princesse Mathilde before being acquired 
by a German bank who have it on permanent loan to the Alte Pinakothek in Munich. 

Among other artists there are a few references to Mme Vigée Le Brun. There is for example a 
pastel of the “comte de Hagen enfant” which, despite the huge industry (and several websites) 
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associated with her name, has gone unreported until now. It is evidently a portrait of the young 
Wilhelm Adelbert Hermann Leo Graf von Hagen (1798–1876), son of Christoph Friedrich 
Wilhelm Graf v. Hagen, königlich preußischer Finanzrat and, from 1790, Ehrenmitglied der 
preußischen Akademie der Künste, Berlin – as of course was Vigée Le Brun herself, from 1801. 
Vigée Le Brun is one of the most saleable artists, and a picture by her of a child would attract 
great interest today. 

Another curiosity is the letter dated 27 avril 1841 in which “La Marquise de Roncherolles certifie 
l’authenticité du portrait de la Comtesse de Montesson”: this must refer to the pastel by Vigée Le 
Brun which I identified in 2013 before it was acquired by the Louvre (see report) 173 years after this 
first offer. The pastel, with its pendant of the duc d’Orléans, was given to the duc’s premier 
gentilhomme, M. de Roncherolles, and passed to his daughter-in-law, Delphine de Lévis-
Mirepoix, marquise de Roncherolles; the pendants hung in the château de Léran until the 1980s 
(where they can be seen in a 1950s photo, below), with pastels by Perronneau and Pougin de 
Saint-Aubin (for the former, see Dominique d’Arnoult’s monograph, where the photo was 
reproduced, and, for the story of the latter and of the family, my essay). I am happy to have 
contributed both to the discovery of these works (although they are only secondary versions) and 
to establishing their provenance. 

 

Just one more example: the striking self-portrait of Suzanne Roslin copying La Tour’s self-
portrait (shown at the top of this post: it is still owned privately). This is a work that ticks all the 
boxes for museum acquisitions today (apart from the fact that it is a pastel): not just a self-
portrait, but a double, almost a triple one – Gidean self-referentiality, if not strictly mise en abyme; 
an instruction in pastel technique (including the curiously important question of which direction 
to sharpen your crayons, dealt with in a number of technical treatises); and – I hope this doesn’t 
sound like Sir Tim Hunt – a female artist (but one whose talent speaks for itself). The 
provenance of the pastel, last seen in public at the 2004 La Tour exhibition, was reported in that 
catalogue simply as having remained in the artist’s family until 1913. But the Archives file reveals 
that it belonged to a Mme Oudot when it was offered to (and rejected by) the Louvre in 1847. 
She was Adèle-Pauline-Suzanne Martineau (1789–1873), the artist’s granddaughter. By the time 
of the 1913 sale, the family were more conscious of the value of the picture, and the price paid 
was 75,000 francs (equivalent to some £300,000 in today’s money). At some stage in its history 
the pastel has suffered, and it seems a particular shame that it was not kept in museum 
conditions from the earliest opportunity. 

http://www.thearttribune.com/Two-Pastels-by-Vigee-Le-Brun-Pre.html
http://www.pastellists.com/Essays/Pougin_SaulxTavannes.pdf
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Postscript 
One could of course add further examples to those listed above. See for example the discussion 
in my review of the Louvre show (in particular of cat. no. 80, René Frémin), and also this passage 
from Pierre Rosenberg in his Dictionnaire amoureux du Louvre, 2007 (pp. 667f) where he deplored 
the failure of the Louvre to enrich its holdings in recent years: 

La collection de pastels du Louvre ne s’est guère enrichie, hélas, ces dernières années, sinon, en 
1982, d’un beau pastel de Liotard (Portrait de Madame Tronchin, née Anne de Molesnes). 

On the other hand some caution is always necessary. It is unclear if the versions of the duc et 
duchesse de Belle-Isle belonging to a descendant of Louis Patiot, the duc’s secrétaire, and 
offered to the Louvre 1868 were the magnificent versions later in the Doucet collection. Louis 
Gonse, writing in 1910 about the acquisition of the La Tour pastel of d’Alembert, lamented the 
Louvre’s failure to buy the self-portrait now in Amiens (justly), as well as the loss to Pierre 
Decourcelle (now in an Australian museum) of a version of the abbé Pommier which is relegated 
to copy status in the Dictionary.  

Henry Winterfeld offered his collection to the Louvre in 1928, shortly after he had bought a 
rather doubtful “La Tour” of Mme de La Poulinière. 

IV. Framing the Louvre’s pastels 
Neil Jeffares, author of the Dictionary of Pastellists before 1800, considers frames in the recent exhibition, 

17th and 18th century pastels in the Louvre (June-September 2018).  He discusses, amongst other things, the 
survival of original settings; reframings and stylistic collisions; works stamped by the 
framemakers; the evidence of inventories and early photographs. The introductory essay is 
followed by comments on individual  works by catalogue number. 

 

 One of the delights of collecting eighteenth century pastels is the feeling that you have before 
you a work that in many cases is exactly as it left the artist’s studio: they haven’t had to be 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/06/10/pastels-at-the-louvre/
http://www.pastellists.com/index.htm
https://www.louvre.fr/en/expositions/society17th-and-18th-century-pastels-louvre
https://www.louvre.fr/en/expositions/society17th-and-18th-century-pastels-louvre
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revarnished every generation, like oil paintings, and the hazards of removing them from their 
frames means that many are still in their original frames – their cadres d’origine. At least that is the 
received wisdom. But with experience the collector notices that big-name works – the La Tours, 
Rosalbas, Perronneaus and Russells – which were highly sought after a hundred years ago were 
in many cases reframed in something more elaborate, to suit the demands made on the dealers 
by extremely wealthy collectors who would not have been satisfied with the (often rather 
modest) original frames. Conversely, later on, when pastels went out of fashion, many good 
period frames were hijacked for reuse on oils or drawings that were more saleable. Still, you 
might think, we can find original frames in the great museums and their historic collections? 

 

Jean-Siméon Chardin (1699-1779), Self-portrait with eyeshade; The artist’s wife, Musée du Louvre 

Up to a point. And there is no doubt that the recent pastel show at the Louvre (which 
coincidentally overlapped with the Louvre’s own, first ever, exhibition of picture frames – still 
open until 5 November) displayed some magnificent examples which merit our attention. 
Inevitably, however, an exhibition of frames will concentrate on the most glorious [2]: frames for 
pastels are often quieter, as befits their contents (a good frame, it has been said, should be as 
inconspicuous as an English gentleman’s suit). While the pastels are no longer on view, Xavier 
Salmon’s catalogue (which I have reviewed elsewhere[3]; there is also a detailed commentary with 
supplementary information on my blog) offers a useful framework for our discussion, even though 
the information on frames is very limited (only a dozen Louvre frames are reproduced, out of 
195 entries – as we shall see, there may be good reasons for so restricted a choice) and the 
descriptions, when given at all, are not always easy to find. Still less obvious is information on 
glass, or the strainers on which the works are mounted. 

Elaborate picture frames were of course widely used in the Baroque and Rococo eras [4]. In 
France in particular they achieved an extraordinary level of sophistication and beauty. For the 
most part framemakers remain anonymous. In eighteenth century Paris, marks by some two 

dozen makers – maîtres menuisiers or ébénistes – have been recorded [5]. They are however seldom 
identifiable: most frames are unstamped, and documents rarely survive identifying the framers. 
Few posthumous inventaires or financial accounts are known from which to identify clients or 
payments [6]. The rare exceptions include some commissions handled by the Bâtiments du roi, 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn2
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn3
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn4
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn5
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn6
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including frames for portraits of the royal family which we might expect to find in the Louvre [7]. 

 

Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Portrait du Président de Rieux, 1741 Salon, pastel & 
gouache on paper, J. Paul Getty Museum 

Among pastel frames few reached the ambition of that for the great La Tour now in the Getty: 
no document identifies the maker [8] of the spectacular frame for the Président de Rieux: as one 
critic noted, 

‘…ce Tableau sera toujours un chef-d’œuvre en son espéce; et pour vous doner une idée de son 
Prix, on prétend que la Glace et le Cadre coutent seuls cinquante loüis.’ [9] 

‘…this painting will always be a masterpiece of its kind ; and to give you an idea of its value, it is 
claimed that the glass and frame alone cost fifty louis.’ 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn7
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/878/maurice-quentin-de-la-tour-portrait-of-gabriel-bernard-de-rieux-french-1739-1741/
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn8
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn9
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Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Jeanne-Antoinette Lenormant d’Etiolles, marquise de 
Pompadour, 1752-55, pastel, Musée du Louvre 

Already therefore pastel, frame and glass were each seen as inherently valuable, forming a trinity 
of independent craftsmanship indissolubly linked, a view reinforced by Gautier-Dagoty’s little 
known critique of the 1755 salon [10], which includes an interesting discussion of the effect of 
glass on La Tour’s pastel of Mme de Pompadour: 

‘L’harmonie de ce Portrait surpasse les compositions en huile de ceux de M. Michel Vanloo & de 
M. Tocqué: c’est, dit-on, la glace qui a cet avantage; elle met tout d’accord, & laisse une unité que 
l’on perdroit entiérement, si le Tableau étoit à nud. Des demi-Connoisseurs qui ont déjà écrit sur 
le Salon, ont prétendu au contraire que la glace étoit noire, & qu’elle gâtoit le Tableau. On voit 
bien que ces Auteurs n’ont pas vû comme moi le Tableau sur le chevalet. Le Pastel & la Peinture 
en caustique sont des Peintures froides & sèches que l’on ne peut vernir; la glace seule peut 
adoucir ces Peintures féminines, & leur donner une certaine chaleur suave que l’huile porte 
naturellement en lui-même; les yeux mâles sentent la beauté de cette composition; le beau sexe 
seul peut s’accommoder du Pastel & de l’ancoustique.’ 

(The harmony of this portrait surpasses that of oil paintings by M. Michel van Loo and M. 
Tocqué : it is, so to speak, the glass which gives this advantage; it harmonizes the whole, and 
gives it a unity which would be entirely lost were the painting to be unglazed. Those would-be 
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connoisseurs who have already reviewed the Salon have claimed, on the contrary, that the glass is 
dark, and that it ruins the painting. It is easy to see that these critics haven’t experienced – as I 
have – this painting on the easel. Pastels and encaustic paintings are cool and dry in texture, and 
cannot be varnished ; it is only glazing that can soften these ‘feminine’ paintings, and give them 
some of the warmth and mellowness that is innate to oil paint; the male eye perceives the beauty 
of such compositions; the fair sex alone can adapt to both pastel and encaustic painting.) 

In the 11 July 1803 sale catalogue where the pastel was offered for sale (Lot 335), Paillet and 
Delaroche were careful to note that: 

‘ce morceau … est recouvert par une belle glace blanche fait exprès à Saint Gobin.’ (…this piece 
is glazed with a handsome pane of transparent glass, made especially for it by Saint Gobin.) 

The portrait is famously now part of the Louvre collection, and of course dominated the recent 
exhibition (just as it has done from the old days of the Grande salle de pastels on the first floor, 
Northern block of the Cour carrée): but how many people today are aware that the work has 
been denuded both of its original frame (the replacement is of uncertain date, but visually has the 
neo-classical austerity of Louis XVI rather than the opulence of his grandfather’s reign) and of its 
original glass (following the development of synaeresis, a phenomenon in which glass changes its 
physical phase state, the original glass had to be changed at some stage after 1942)? We have no 
idea what either looked like. 

But what we can see, putting its replacement side by side with the Getty pastel, is what a huge 
difference the frame makes. These pastels were made just 14 years apart: visually they are 
separated by aeons. 

The trend away from plutocratic excess set in earlier than we may think – well before Louis XVI 
ascended the throne. By 1753 the abbé Le Blanc felt the need to attack the prevailing fashion for 
ostentatious expenditure on elaborate gilt decorations surrounding third-rate pictures: a 
‘contraste ridicule’ which resulted from a reluctance to pay more for the picture than for the 
‘cartouche bizarre qui lui sert de bordure’ – ‘the bizarre cartouche which frames it’ [11]. Molièreian 
ridicule was a great threat to the psyches of the arriviste financiers who were among the most 
avid commissioners of pastels, and NeoClassical sobriety is evident throughout the Louvre 
frames. No one today would call the portrait of the président de Rieux a third-rate picture, 
although there might be some scope for wondering if the frame were not mildly over-the-top. 
But for the most part pastel frames, being domestic and of smaller scale, were less prone to 
excess than larger history paintings. 

In France a fairly standard rectangular ‘pastel frame’ was widely used throughout the reign of 
Louis XV (although neither the phrase ‘bordure à pastel’ nor ‘cadre à pastel’ was employed at the 
time): it usually had an ogee moulding, with cabochon back-edge, gadrooned top-edge, sanded 
frieze and leaf sight. That on the Maréchal de Saxe (cat. no. 87 below) is a perfect example (but see 
that entry). 

https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms11817
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Maurice-Quentin de La Tour, Portrait de Mme Restout en coiffure, 1738, pastel, Musée des Beaux-
Arts, Orléans 

Another is on Mme Restout, recently acquired by Orléans from the family of the sitter; it is just the 
sort of frame one wants to find on a La Tour. A wider range of mouldings appeared in the 
1760s, and an increasing number of them were oval. But none of these was exclusively used for 
pastels, and the practice of artists such as Vigée Le Brun who supplied her clients with framed 
works in both media was to use the same frames (see cat. nos 141/142 below) [12]. 

Some readers may wonder whether any of this matters. Obviously some frames are nicer than 
others, so – if you have a good picture – put it in the best frame you can find. And that may well 
have been the prevailing thinking in many museums – particularly those with enough money to 
afford ‘enhancements’ (so paradoxically pastels in family collections may have been better served 
by inattention). Today, however, the importance of authentic frames is more widely understood 
– even if it feels as though we’re thirty years behind the early music movement: we want Rameau 
on an original Ruckers harpsichord, not Wanda Landowska’s machine. There remain pockets of 
resistance, where framers prefer to rely on aesthetic response rather than strict accuracy: 
something which is entirely understandable when we come across the extremely primitive frames 
supplied, for example, for Perronneau in Bordeaux in 1758 [13]. 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn12
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Extract from Edmond & Jules de Goncourt, Art du XVIIIe siècle, 1867, Paris 

Let us remember too how the Goncourts chose to open their 1867 monograph on La Tour – 
with an account of the simple black frames for his préparations, a fact confirmed by the repeated 
references to black frames – ‘cadres noirs’ – in his brother’s 1806 will – although they have not 
survived.6 

We also have the testimony of the anonymous reviewer (in a Lettre sur l’Exposition des ouvrages de 
peinture et de sculpture au Sallon du Louvre, 1769) of the four pastels La Tour sent to the 1769 Salon: 

‘Vous ne les trouverés pas entourés de superbes bordures; mais ils n’en ont pas besoin: c’est une 
belle femme qui dédoigne les ajustemens.’ (You will not find them surrounded by superb frames; 
but they have no need of them: the beautiful woman despises titivation.) 

There is another accidental function of the frame in museums, beyond the proper aesthetic 
matching and integrity of endeavour: many of us were taught as children to recognise furniture 
periods by basic shape – curved is Louis XV, straight Louis XVI and so on. So there is a simple 
heuristic benefit in making sure portraits are in the ‘right’ frames, and it can be quite 
disconcerting to find a mid-18th century portrait in a Directoire frame. The recent Louvre 
exhibition compounded this by omitting dates from the labels. 

Particularly with pastels, where there are so few opportunities to see them, the Louvre has a 
special responsibility in that its presentations normalize the expectations of the public. It is 
assumed that they set the standard – and where irreversible past choices have made that 
impossible, there is a need for disclosure and explanation. Fortunately the Louvre tends to keep 
old frames (several thousand, from which those in the current frame show have been drawn), so it is not 
inconceivable that a proper study could reunite some that 19th or 20th century taste have put 
asunder. 

 
6 Thus when the royal collections of the musée now known as the Louvre were inventoried in 1824, the “cadre ovale en bois noirci” containing 
Mme Filleul’s duc d’Angoulême (now deposited in Versailles, then in the Chalcographie royale) J.316.106 was explicitly noted, the others all being 
presumed to be giltwood. (This appears in the working draft, Archives des musées nationaux, 1DD66; the final version (1DD78) omits the 
comment on the frame. In both cases the pastel was catalogued as anonymous.) 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/08/29/the-exhibition-regards-sur-les-cadres-and-the-frame-collection-of-the-louvre/
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Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, (1749-1803), Augustin Pajou modelling the bust of Lemoyne the Younger, 1782, 
diploma painting, Musée du Louvre 

We know too that amongst the finest pictures in the Louvre are the fabled morceaux de réception, or 
diploma paintings, presented by artists on admission to the Académie. The Procès-verbaux 
record, for example, on 25 September 1728, the young Jean-Siméon Chardin offering a group of 
his still life paintings (oils of course): the Académie kept two of them, requiring him to have 
them framed, at his expense. When Jullienne died (in 1766), he left self-portraits by Rigaud and 
Largillierre to the Académie, stipulating that each be given ‘une bordure digne des tableaux et de 
l’Académie’ (‘a frame worthy of the paintings and of the Académie’), the costs of which would 
be met out of his estate (de Montullé undertook the necessary arrangements). So it was long 
established that pictures for the collection must be appropriately framed. 

We will see too that a number of mouldings appear in the collection which I presume are Louvre 
standard patterns, albeit they have less of the livery appearance than, say, the famous Dresden 
frames. One can find in the Archives des musées nationaux documents such as a ‘rapport de M. 
Landon sur les bordures de tableaux à changer ou à restaurer’ (15 November 1821; ‘report by M. 
Landon on picture frames to be changed or restored’) suggesting a systematic campaign of 
reframing pictures from which it seems pastels did not entirely escape. Rather more recently (in 
the 1960s and later), many pastel frames were altered during what are now regarded as 
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misconceived conservation campaigns, such as the fitting of Lepeltier boxes (an L-shaped 
wooden moulding which incorporates the spacer with an outer wrap for the strainer) which 
involved enlarging, and thus weakening, the rebates in original frames. 

 

Anthony Van Dyck (1599-1641), La chasse, 1638, o/c, Musée du Louvre 

Pastels were, however, less prone to other indignities: as recently as last year, the Louvre was 
prepared to lend their wonderful Van Dyck (Le Roi à la chasse) to the Royal Academy’s Charles I 
exhibition – but not its frame [14] (considered too fragile to travel). (Perhaps they wondered how 
many Londoners or tourists to Burlington House would notice.) 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn14
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John Russell (1745-1806), Mary Hall, future wife of Joseph Paice Vickery, Musée de Louvre 

I have said nothing either about the (mostly) 19th century labels on many Louvre frames 
(thankfully few on the pastels, but the Russell Mary Hall is a victim, with its misspelled ‘Vikery’): 
obtrusive visually, lettered at a time when typography was at a nadir, they frequently give as 
much attention to donors as to artists or sitters. Of course every museum uses labels of some 
kind; the tradition at the Louvre goes back to a directive from the Minister of the Interior, of 19 
January 1796, requiring that there be ‘placé sur chaque bordure un cartouche avec le nom du 
peintre et le sujet’ (‘fixed to every frame, a tablet with the title and artist’s name’). 

Let us now move from the general to the particular. I don’t have space to comment on each 
frame in the exhibition, and I will try not merely to repeat what you can find in Xavier Salmon’s 
catalogue (‘XS’ in what follows) or what you can see for yourself in the many photographs of the 
exhibition available on social media. Numbers and titles in bold refer to the catalogue (there were 
no exhibit numbers in the exhibition). If you don’t have the catalogue to hand, I have also cited 
the J numbers which you can find in my online Dictionary of pastellists – just type the J numbers 
into the search box to be taken to the pdf where the work is reproduced (without frame, I’m 
afraid) and discussed, often with information not in the catalogue. (You can also find the 
Dictionary entries from the catalogue numbers by searching ‘Salmon 2018, no. x’ where x is the 
catalogue number). There’s a concordance of catalogue and J numbers here. 

I should add that I am not a frame or furniture specialist; I have not examined the frames in 
studio conditions, have not inspected the backs and haven’t read all the conservation files. I 

http://www.pastellists.com/
http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/Louvre_Concordance.docx
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would be most grateful if readers who have been able to do so can add or correct any of my 
observations. 

 

Grande salle des pastels, Musée du Louvre, early 20th century 

I have however consulted a number of historical documents (many overlooked or not included 
in XS) which can shed light on the frames; and of these the most important is an early 
photograph of pastels hanging in the Louvre, published in 1919 [15]. 

Comments by catalogue number 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn15
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3 Charles Le Brun (1619-90), Louis XIV, c.1668, pastel, Musée du Louvre 
J.468.11. This portrait illustrates the problem for this discussion: it’s in a nice Louis XIV frame 
with fleur de lys corners, of a model sometimes even called Le Brun. But how can we tell if it was 
original to this pastel? The glass however is modern (probably Mirogard, to judge from the green 
hue of reflected spotlights). 
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9 Robert Nanteuil (c.1623-78), Jean Dorieu, 1660, RF2812, Musée du Louvre 

J.552.173. As is well known this pastel was stolen from the Louvre on 10 July 1994: less well 
known is that, as noted laconically in the inventaire informatisé: 

 ‘reste le cadre, non localisé à ce jour’ (‘the frame was left, but has not, to date, been located’). 

Michel Laclotte appealed to the thief to take great care of the work in the press immediately 
afterwards. The report in L’Humanité suggests that the pastel may have been unscrewed from the 
frame with the glass attached in a ‘montage paquet’, in which case there is a far better chance of 
survival than with a traditional assembly. 
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15 Joseph Vivien (1657-1734), Portrait de l’artiste (1657-1734), 1698, pastel, Musée de Louvre 

J.77.338. In a completely unsuitable Louis XVI/ Directoire frame, perhaps a century later than 
the pastel (1698), elaborated from the model widely used in the Louvre (see cat. no. 32 below). 

 

16–18 Joseph Vivien (1657-1734), trois princes 
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Louis, duc de Bourgogne (1682-1712), father of Louis XV 
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Charles, duc de Berry (1686-1714) 
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Philippe, duc d’Anjou (1683-1746), later Philip V of Spain 

J.77.182/J.77.196/J.77.158. The three identical mouldings look like simple adaptations of cat. 
nos 20/21 (Vivien’s portraits of Girardon and Robert de Cotte, below), although in fact they are 
closer to the highly decorated trophy frame of their father sent to Munich (Börsch-Supan 1963, 
fig. 9), surmounted by the Grand Dauphin’s arms: 
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Joseph Vivien(1657-1734), Louis de France: le Grand Dauphin, 129 x 97 cm., Schleißheim, Neues 
Schloß, Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen, inv. 2306 (ex-collection of the elector Max 
Emanuel of Bavaria, below) 

In XS’s Louvre lecture (YouTube, at 46 minutes 10 secs in) it is stated that the frame for cat. no. 19 
(Maximilien Emanuel, duc et électeur de Bavière, see below) was made by Vivien’s brother: as far as I 
am aware the only relevant document is the payment to Jacques Vivien of 174 livres on 7 
November 1700 by the Bâtiments du roi for the frames on these three portraits of the royal 
princes. The versions of the paintings at Schleißheim, which are signed and may arguably be the 
primary works, are in quite different mouldings. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXCjt_TmkqE&feature=youtu.be
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19 Joseph Vivien (1657-1734), Maximilien Emanuel, duc et électeur de Bavière, & detail, Musée du 
Louvre 
J.77.278. (See also the entry to cat. nos 16–18, above). By far the most exciting of the Vivien 
frames, enhanced also by the presence of the original glass (whose charm however is offset by 
the bizarre decision to install secondary glazing between the pastel and the old glass). 
Unsurprisingly it bears the Wittelsbach arms, more specifically with the charge of Arch-Steward 
of the Holy Roman Empire (the orb in the central shield, not a Carolingian crown as required 
from 1706 to 1714), appropriate for the duke of Bavaria until 1706. We know how extensively 
Max Emanuel used French craftsmen for his programme of artistic display, but it is not clear (to 
me at least) whether this was executed in Paris or Brussels. Börsch-Supan deduced, from the 
absence of any payment for the work, that it was a gift to Louis XIV or the Grand Dauphin 
from the sitter (whose sister had married the Grand Dauphin). 
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20 Joseph Vivien (1657-1734), Robert de Cotte, 1698, Musée du Louvre 
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21 Joseph Vivien (1657-1734), François Girardon, 1698, Musée du Louvre 

 

Joseph Vivien (1657-1734), Abbé Lalouette, 82 x 65 cm., Nationalmuseum, Stockholm 
J.77.188/J.77.206. Both Vivien’s reception pieces are still in frames of the same model as that of 
the Vivien Abbé Lalouette, acquired in March 2018 by the Nationalmuseum. They may be 
assumed to be the cadres d’origine, which are nevertheless somewhat weighty for modern taste. 
Neither has its original glass. 

 
Nicolas Guérin, ‘Plan et elevation de la salle ou se tiennent ordinnairement les Assemblées’ 
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Guérin’s Description de l’Académie (Paris, 1715) provides an exact layout of the Académie’s 
portraits, showing Vivien’s Girardon opposite Antoine Coypel’s 1715 self-portrait (no. 17 in the 
diagram, circled in red), placed in an alcove between two large Rigauds in the Salle d’assemblée 
(now the salle de Diane). 

 

Jean-Baptiste Martin (1659-1735), Une assemblée ordinaire de l’Académie royale de Peinture et de Sculpture 
au Louvre, o/c, 30 x 24 cm., Musée du Louvre 

Although the recess (to the left) is partly obscured by two sculptures in Martin’s Assemblée, it 
appears that both works are also partly hidden by Santerre’s Suzanne et les vieillards in the middle, 
which is annoyingly tilting forward. 

The pastel of Robert de Cotte by Vivien is again in a recess in the outer, first room: see the 
further discussion under cat. no. 38 (Rosalba Carriera’s Nymphe d’Apollon) below. 

http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=car_not_frame&idNotice=5730
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25 Claude Bornet (1733-1804), Jacques Gosseaume, Musée du Louvre 

 

26 Claude Bornet (1733-1804), Mme Jean-Charles Louis Gosseaume, mother of Jacques Gosseaume, 
Musée du Louvre 
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J.171.105 & J.171.107. At first sight these appear to be matching pendant classic pastel frames. 
On closer inspection we can see that the mouldings are not precisely the same. And while an 
excellent job has been done to restore cat. no. 26, a fairly recent RMN photograph (metadata 
suggest 2013, but these are not always reliable) shows that it had suffered extensive losses of 
gilding, particularly to the top edge (all four sides). A similar chip to the lower right corner, top 
edge, of her son, seems to have been more summarily repaired with shell gold. But one wonders 
if it is a replacement for a matching frame which might have suffered more heavily. And one 
notes that damage to frames requiring the pastel to be unframed is one of the greatest hazards 
they encounter: is the condition of his face the result of abrasion from such an adventure? 

 

31 Joseph Boze (1745-1826), Self-portrait, c.1782, Musée du Louvre 
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32 Joseph Boze (1745-1826), Mme Madeleine Françoise Boze, post-1770, & detail, Musée du Louvre 
J.177.101/J.177.177. Both presumably reframed. The late Louis XVI model for Mme Boze is a 
Louvre favourite: a piastre top edge, a plain hollow scoop, a pearl row, a flat frieze as wide as the 
scoop, and a narrow rais-de-coeur sight edge (see also cat. no. 86). The self-portrait was finished in 
1782 at a time when Boze consistently used a different style (see cat. nos 33–35 below): the 
current frame has slightly overemphatic leaf decoration. 
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33–35 Joseph Boze (1745-1826), The comtesse de Provence and her nephews 
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33 Joseph Boze (1745-1826), Marie Joséphine Louise de Savoie, comtesse de Provence, 1785-87, Musée 
de Louvre 
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34 Joseph Boze (1745-1826), Charles Ferdinand, duc de Berry, 1785, Musée du Louvre 

  

35 Joseph Boze (1745-1826), Louis Antoine, duc d’Angoulême, 1785, & detail, Musée du Louvre 
J.177.115/J.177.156/J.177.313. These three are surely in their cadres d’origine, a moulding that 
matches those supplied to non-royal sitters. XS notes the artist’s account books which have 
survived for a few years including this period. But in addition to the entries for the portraits 
Boze sold, the accounts also contain the name of the framemaker he used regularly – ‘M. Joly 
Doreur et Peintre de Paris’ (Dulac also appears, for a far smaller amount). In 1786 alone Boze 
spent 2236 livres in ten separate transactions with Joly. Although not on Harden’s list, my research 
suggests that he was Louis-Quentin Joly (Saint-Quentin 1744 – Paris post 1793), maître sculpteur, 
doreur et peintre, rue Saint-Honoré, à côté de l’Opéra, member of the Académie de Saint-Luc, reçu 
1770; by 1793 he was living at 19 quai de Gesvres. He had moved to Paris in 1759. (His father 
and brother, both called Nicolas-Quentin Joly, were maîtres-menuisiers, not peintres-doreurs.) 

https://www.npg.org.uk/research/programmes/the-art-of-the-picture-frame/framemakers-paris
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36  Rosalba Carriera (1673-1757), Buste de jeune fille, Musée du Louvre 

 
37 Rosalba Carriera (1673-1757), Portrait présumé de la gouvernante de Crozat, Musée du Louvre 
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J.21.2378/J.21.0442. These two heads are effectively drawings (indeed they raise questions as to 
whether they are within the scope of the exhibition). Cat. no. 36 is close-framed, but the 
discolouration of the paper reveals that it has had other presentations. Cat. no. 37, however, has 
a modern drawing mount of a good deep blue to relieve its austerity, but without the decoration 
Mariette would have added to make it less institutional. But the mount is then placed in a 
baguette/fronton frame of the wrong proportions. The disappointment is enhanced when one 
finds the same moulding on two Chardins (cat. nos 42, 45 – q.v.) and a Nattier (cat. no. 110). It 
was presumably a standard Louvre frame still in use in the 1960s. It may of course be that one is 
original, and the others copied from it.  

 
38 Rosalba Carriera (1673-1757),  Nymphe de la suite d’Apollon, 1721, Musée du Louvre 
J.21.1727. The recesses in the Académie’s rooms discussed above (cat. nos 20/21, Vivien’s 
Girardon & Robert de Cotte) may have been chosen to minimise light exposure, but, as the piece by 
the Amateur de Province makes clear [17], the Académie’s location of the Carriera Nymphe de la 
suite d’Apollon, which it received seven years after Guérin was published, was less than ideal (other 
than in respect of the name of the gallery). 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn17
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41  Rosalba Carriera (1673-1757), Anne Henry, Mme Languet de Gergy, Musée du Louvre 
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42 Rosalba Carriera (1673-1757), Mlle Antoinette Barbonne Thérèse Languet de Gergy, Musée du 
Louvre 
J.21.054/J.21.0575. Inappropriate Louis XVI frames. 

 

  
42 Jean-Siméon Chardin (1699-1779), Self-portrait with spectacles, 1771, & detail, Musée du 
Louvre 
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43 Jean-Siméon Chardin (1699-1779), Self-portrait with eyeshade & glasses, Salon 1775, Musée du 

Louvre 

  
44 Jean-Siméon Chardin (1699-1779), Françoise Marguerite Pouget, Chardin’s second wife, Musée du 

Louvre 
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45 Jean-Siméon Chardin (1699-1779), Self-portait at the easel, Musée du Louvre 

J.219.103/J.219.115/J.219.136/J.219.13. This extraordinary group of pastels has drawn the most 
lavish praise from all eras. The classic simplicity of the frames for the pendants 43 and 44, of 
Chardin and his wife, are exactly right. Those for 42 and 45 are a little fussy; that they have 
matching decorations suggests they were made together (although their dimensions differ), 
making it all the stranger that the Self-portrait with spectacles (no. 42) has a border at the bottom, 
suggesting that the frame is neither original nor made for the pastel – although it was no. 42 
which entered the collection of the Louvre first, some 130 years before no. 44. Presumably both 
frames postdate the second acquisition (1966) – a theory reinforced when one notices the same 
moulding on cat. nos. 37 (Rosalba Carriera, La gouverante de Crozat) and 110. 
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 Philippe Rousseau(1816-87), Chardin et ses modèles, 1867, inv. RF 1983-97, & detail, Musée d’Orsay 
 There is a further source that may illuminate this: the extraordinary 1867 canvas by Philippe 
Rousseau entitled Chardin et ses modèles in the Musée d’Orsay. One cannot be certain if this was 
the real frame which cat. no.42 carried in 1867: the extraordinary fronton, if not purely 

http://www.acbx41.com/tag/musee%20d%27orsay/4
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Rousseau’s fantasy, would have been vulnerable to damage, thus explaining why it might have 
been changed (although the mount suggests that it too was a later addition). But whatever the 
documentary value, the painting, by treating both the self-portrait and its frame as the objects of 
a still life, beautifully reinforces the message of this essay. 

 
46 Charles Antoine Coypel (1694-1752), France thanking heaven for the recovery of Louis XV at Metz, 

Musée du Louvre 
J.2472.333. Lovely swept Rococo frame – but not for this pastel. It doesn’t fit, and the slip is 
nasty in finish and shape. 
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51 Joseph Ducreux (1735-1802), Self-portrait with long hair, post-1796, Musée du Louvre 
J.285.151. Although the frame looks right, the pastel is now mounted on an expensive, elaborate 
and surely later châssis à clés, standing in contrast to the very loose weave of the original canvas. 
As the strainer cannot, I think, be original, we cannot be certain whether the frame is. 
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73 Alexandre Kucharski (1741-1819) Mme Jacques-Luc Barbier-Walbonne, 1808-10, Musée du 
Louvre 
J.438.104. This type of oval scotia frame was widely used in the 1790s on by artists including 
Vigée Le Brun – and Kucharski. An example is the Princesse de Montléar (Toulouse, Fondation 
Bemberg). Another is the Kucharski pastel of Louis XVII which belonged to the impératrice 
Eugénie when it was displayed in the Petit Trianon https://www.akg-images.fr/archive/-2UMDHUS9T5MX.html , and which 
XS assumed was the 19th century copy presented to Versailles after her death (in his 1997 
catalogue, one of the few Versailles pastels which do not belong to the Louvre), and which is in a 
quite different frame stamped by Létonné. The reproduction I have found of the original 
frame [19] doesn’t allow us to say for certain if the Versailles pastel was the same or a substitute – 
the enigma is reminiscent of the legend of the dauphin’s imposters. 

https://www.akg-images.fr/archive/-2UMDHUS9T5MX.html
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn19
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76 Adélaïde Labille-Guiard, (1749-1803), Augustin Pajou modelling the bust of Lemoyne the Younger, 
1782, Musée du Louvre 
J.44.232. An interesting case is Labille-Guiard’s portrait of Pajou, later her morceau de reception at 
the Académie (and now in the Louvre). XS reproduces the frame but not the stamp: 

 

The pastel is signed and dated 1782, but the frame is stamped by Claude Pépin who died on 13 
January in that year. An elaborate fronton with sitter’s name sits on a standard sized (‘toile de 20’) 
frame. It invites us to consider (or, in the absence of evidence, speculate) just how pastellists 
worked with their framemakers. Assuming that the work was supplied to clients already framed 
(Rosalba’s sending her reception piece to the Académie unframed was very rare: the hazards of 
transporting an unframed work were considerable, as she was to discover on other occasions), 
did the pastellist buy the frame first (or even keep a stock of them), or did he or she complete 
the pastel first? Where was the glazing and fitting carried out? There is some evidence that 
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pastellists kept frames ready for use: in 1786, when the contents of La Tour’s logement in the 
Louvre were auctioned off, they included 

‘Pastels, Ustensiles de peintre, bordures dorées et cartes géographiques, le tout provenant du 
cabinet de M. de La Tour, peintre du Roi.’ 

(‘Pastels, painting equipment, gilt frames and maps; all from the studio of M. de La Tour, painter 
to the King.’) 

 

78 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Self-portrait laughing and pointing, Musée du Louvre 
J.46.1009. A skilful repair has restored the ribbon surmounting this Louis XVI trophy frame 
(almost the whole of the part extending above the main rail had been broken off). One cannot 
but wonder whether La Tour en Démocrite would have wanted to appear with laurel festoons and 
ribbons (the outer decoration is acanthus leaf, the sight edge rais-de-cœur, or lamb’s tongue), but I 
suppose by 1776 anything was possible. 
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79 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Marie-Louise Gabrielle de La Fontaine Solare de La 
Boissière, 1737–38, Musée du Louvre 
J.46.2926. At first glance this splendid frame looks like a later addition; in 1737 when this pastel 
was commissioned one would have expected something closer to the standard pastel frame still 
found on Mme Restout (above). 
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Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Mme de Rieux en habit de Bal, tenant un masque, 1742, 
Musée Cognacq-Jay 

On second thoughts one finds a very similar pattern of frame on the portrait of her aunt, La 
présidente de Rieux (both pastels, with the Getty portrait of the president, descended together at 
the château de Glisolles until the First World War): there are minor differences where the smaller 
frame of cat. 79 doesn’t have room for the full elaboration in the Cognacq-Jay example. La 
présidente (1742) was auctioned in 1923, and bought soon after by Ernest Cognacq; it was certainly 
in its present frame by 1923, when, very unusually, it was reproduced with its ‘très beau cadre 
ancien Louis XV’ in the sale catalogue (it also appeared in a photograph of an exhibition at the 
Samaritaine two years later). Mlle Marie-Louise, however, was acquired directly by Arthur Veil-
Picard from the owners in 1918, before the auction. (Le président was acquired similarly, but by 
Wildenstein.) There doesn’t seem a simple solution that would explain which frame was copied 
from which. 

 

80 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88),  René Frémin, Salon 1743, Musée du Louvre 
J.46.1819.  The splendid Louis XV swept frame appears to be a later addition, perhaps having 
required the quite elaborate extension to one side of the pastel (with the addition of a one inch 
batten). XS states that this occurred at an uncertain date. The new frame was in place by 1919, 
and it is tempting to assume that the alterations took place c.1852, the date appearing on some 
newspapers used to line the back of the picture. But after examining a series of documents in the 
Archives des musées nationaux from which I have been able to construct a detailed account of 
the provenance (see my blog post at cat. no. 80), and the report on the condition of the frame when it 
was still with the descendants in 1852, I came to a different view: the proportions and aspect 
ratio of the work is confirmed by the 1747 engraving, and the dimensions have not changed 
since 1852. The frame apparently was in poor condition, and may well have been replaced or 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Maurice_Quentin_de_La_Tour%2C_ritratto_di_madame_la_presidente_de_rieux_in_abito_da_ballo_con_una_maschera%2C_1742%2C_01.JPG
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Maurice_Quentin_de_La_Tour%2C_ritratto_di_madame_la_presidente_de_rieux_in_abito_da_ballo_con_una_maschera%2C_1742%2C_01.JPG
https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/
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repaired (hence the new lining paper), but the radical addition had been made before 1747. Thus 
La Tour seems to have behaved like Liotard, with the extension probably added for visual 
reasons. 

 

 

83 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Philibert Orry, comte de Vignory, Musée du Louvre 
J.46.2431. While the best frames were carved and gilded, there were some surprisingly early (but 
excellent) examples of stuc doré, or composition frames. Several frames, including this one, bear a 
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stamp, ‘Ornements de composition D.L’. XS vouchsafes no suggestion for the maker; but it 
seems likely to be (as Bruno Hochart suggests) the ‘Sieur De Launay, quai de Gesvres’, 
recommended by Petit de Bachaumont for his composition frames at this time. The question is 
discussed Pons 1987 p. 42, of which there is an illustrated translation here. 

 

86 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Jean-Baptiste Lemoyne, 1763, Musée du Louvre 
J.46.2015. The standard model, widely repeated in the Louvre, and found, for example, on cat. 
no. 32 (Mme Boze). However, it is not scaled down directly: the top edge with the running piastres 
is wider and the flat frieze narrower than in the frame of Mme Boze. 

https://theframeblog.com/2017/07/12/18th-century-french-frames-and-their-ornamentation/
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87 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Hermann Maurice de Saxe, maréchal de France, 1747-
48, Musée du Louvre 
It is difficult to imagine a more quintessential ‘pastel frame’ than this, and the immediate 
assumption is that it must be the cadre d’origine. But the 1919 photograph shows it in a different 
frame – or at least one with an elaborate fronton, similar to the Lundbergs, cat. nos 103/104 (it 
is possible that the fronton was detached, but there is no evidence of its removal, albeit the 
pastel was hung too high for close inspection). This is a pity in view of the gap in the early 
provenance of the pastel. 
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88-94 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), the Royal family 
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88 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Louis XV, Salon 1748, & detail, Musée du Louvre 
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89 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Marie Leszczyńska, 1748, & detail, Musée du 

Louvre 
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82 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Louis le dauphin, & detail, 1744-45, & detail, Musée 
du Louvre 
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94 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), La Dauphine Marie-Josèphe de Saxe, 1756-60, & 
detail, Musée du Louvre 
J.46.2089/J.46.2269/J.46.2126/J.46.2242. In XS’s Louvre lecture (YouTube, at 46 mins 30 secs in) it 
is stated that the frames for the king and queen were made by Louis Maurisan, and his receipt for 
frames for pastels of these subjects is mentioned on p.164 of the catalogue. But according to 
Bruno Pons [20], only that of the queen could correspond with the works in the Louvre: the 1748 
invoice covered works by La Tour and Nattier, ‘dont un par M. La Tour’ [my emphasis] (‘of 
which one is by M. La Tour’). Indeed the entremilieux of the frames [i.e. the reposes between 
centres & corners] for the king and dauphin were ‘d’un losange et entrelas et de bandes très 
délicatement travaillé’ ( ‘very delicately worked with diapering, interlace and strapwork’), which 
are not found on the Louvre frames. The intricacies of these royal commissions, and how the 
records tie up with the surviving pastels, would occupy a far longer post than this. For example, 
we know[21] that in 1749 Louis Maurisan delivered a ‘bordure en tilleul’ (‘a limewood frame’) for 
La Tour’s portrait of Marie-Josèphe de Saxe, dauphine. That might well be the earlier model now 
in Dresden [and in a Dresden gallery frame]. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXCjt_TmkqE
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn20
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn21
https://deskgram.net/p/1513356949923419404_1548670732
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Illustration from Louis-Jacques Durameau, Inventaire des tableaux du Cabinet du Roi, placés à la 
Surintendance de Sa Majesté à Versailles, 1784 

In Louis-Jacques Durameau’s inventory of works at Versailles, only nine pastels are included in 
the rooms the displays of which are illustrated: they are all by La Tour, and all of the royal family. 
One notes that Durameau’s drawing fairly carefully indicates a gradation in the sizes of the 
frames of the La Tour pastels along the lowest tier. From this it does not seem that all four of 
the present Louvre pastels can correspond. 

There is a confusion about some of the versions of the pendants of Louis XV and Marie 
Leszczyńska which I have discussed elsewhere. Suffice it to say that there appear to be two 
further sets of both pastels, presumably studio copies, supplied in identical frames – each with a 
pendant in a frame that doesn’t match. The trouble taken to copy each of the two different 
frames seems significant. One speculates if they might even be among the copies recorded by 
Durameau in the magazin at Versailles in 1784. 
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The more important of these are those supplied (presumably as diplomatic gifts) to Graf Brühl – 
apparently the one photographed in Schloß Seifersdorf in 1904 (above). Given Brühl’s 
importance in the Saxon court, this and its pendant have some interest: all the more so because 
the frame, which is just barely visible in the photo (and which I originally mistook for a Dresden 
frame), appears also to copy the Louvre frame for Marie Leszczyńska . 
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90 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Jeanne-Antoinette Lenormant d’Etiolles, marquise de 
Pompadour, 1752-55, pastel, Musée du Louvre 
J.46.2541. For the present frame, see the introduction to this article. 

Posthumous inventories are often of limited value in describing portraits de famille: they are 
included only ‘pour mémoire’. But usually the medium of pastel is mentioned, or can be inferred 
from the fact that frame and glazing are normally recorded. In this case XS speculates (p. 182, 
repeating exactly Monnier’s text, drawn from Cordey’s 1939 transcription and his question) that 
this may be the 

‘tableau peint sous glace, représentant la dite Dame de Pompadour, sans bordure’ (‘glazed 
painting, depicting the said Mme de Pompadour, without a frame’) 

in Mme de Pompadour’s posthumous inventory, but with necessary reservations – it is inherently 
unlikely in view of the weight of the original sheet (evidently present in 1755 and 1803 on, until 
c.1942) that this pastel could be under glass without a frame. 
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Extract from the posthumous inventory of Mme de Pompadour’s estate, 17 June 1764-17 July 
1765 

However, XS should have consulted the original manuscript rather than relying on Cordey. 
Although the (exhausted) notary has carelessly omitted the word ‘dans’, the next word is clearly 
‘sa’, not ‘sans’: I think that item 283 includes 

‘un Tableau peint sous glace representant la ditte dame de Pompadour [dans] sa bordure’ (‘….the 
said Mme de Pompadour [in] its frame’). 

This removes the obstacle to recognising this jewel in the collection of the Louvre as having 
belonged to the marquise herself. 
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92  Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Jean Le Rond d’Alembert, 1748, & detail, Musée du 
Louvre 
J.46.1218. When d’Alembert died in the Louvre in 1783, the legal proceedings recorded, 
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‘dans l’appartement où est décédé ledit sieur d’Alembert, le portrait du deffunt sieur d’Alembert 
dans son cadre doré’ (‘… in the apartment where the said Sieur d’Alembert died, the portrait of 
the late Sieur d’Alembert in its giltwood frame’). 

Thus the frame itself is part of history. One knows this pastel so well that it is difficult to see it in 
any other frame than the sparely elegant Louis XV swept frame which is so appropriate. But it 
was not the frame it had in 1919, when it was photographed shortly after its acquisition from the 
descendants of the marquis de Condorcet. 

 

95  Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Jean-Siméon Chardin, Musée du Louvre 
J.46.1436. The curious blank plaque is unexplained, and rather too heavy. It seems unlikely it was 
exhibited thus in 1761 (Saint-Aubin’s sketch does not show the fronton, although his borders are 
probably not attempts to represent frames); but such a presentation frame might have been 
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appropriate when it was given to the Académie in 1774 and hung in the Académie six months 
later (procès-verbaux, reported in XS) – to which we can add that Dezallier d’Argenville (1781, p. 
46) recorded it hanging in the salle des portraits. 

 
96  Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Louis Stanislas Xavier, comte de Provence (the future 

Louis XVIII), 1762, Musée du Louvre 
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Illustration from Louis-Jacques Durameau, Inventaire des tableaux du Cabinet du Roi, placés à la 
Surintendance de Sa Majesté à Versailles, 1784, & detail 

J.46.2624. No doubt the oval on the left in Durameau’s image. See also cat. no. 138 (Louis 
Vigée’s Anne Racine) below. 
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97 Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Le Chanoine Claude Charles Deschamps, Musée du 
Louvre 
J.46.162. Curiously XS makes no mention of the recent long and fascinating report by Pascal 
Labreuche on his inspection of the work (unpublished; Louvre documentation), which analyses 
in detail the strainer, canvas etc. – made from inferior materials – but not unfortunately the 
frame, which is of similarly modest appearance, the gilding a little too bright for my eye. 
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98 Simon Bernard Lenoir (1729-99), The actor Henri Louis Caïn, called Lekain, in the rôle of 
Orosmane in Voltaire’s ‘Zaïre’, Musée du Louvre 
J.478.182. An imposing fronton frame, nicely restored by the Louvre (opened mitres, extensive 
gilt losses on acquisition). The various versions of the pastel itself present curious questions of 
dating. In the 1779 oil (now in the Comédie-Française), a rather larger version is given a much 
thinner baguette. I think I’d prefer something in between for the pastel, and the boldness of the 
fronton seems to conflict with the rather twee roses that emerge from it, almost heedless of the 
plot of Voltaire’s play and of Lekain’s best attempt at anger. 
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99 Jean Etienne Liotard (1702-80), Mme Jean Tronchin, Musée du Louvre 
J.49.234. The magnificent frame is surely original, as it is one of a number of similar frames made 
for Liotard in Geneva, and discussed previously in a review of the Liotard exhibition at the Royal Academy 
(2016). 

https://theframeblog.com/2016/01/09/liotard-a-review-of-the-ra-exhibition-with-a-general-note-on-his-frames/
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It is clearly visible in this photograph of the Liotard exhibition in the palais de l’Athénée in 
Geneva in 1886, along with some other examples. Somewhat amusingly, you may spot an 
interloper – the version of La Tour’s autoportrait (quite a bit earlier than the Louvre’s Neilson 
version, cat. no. 78) was then thought to be by Liotard. You can see it hanging in a plain 
baguette, on the left in the upper tier. 

 

Maurice-Quentin de La Tour (1704-88), Self-portrait laughing and pointing, Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, 
Geneva 
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It has of course subsequently been reframed, as this more recent image shows. 

 

103 Gustaf Lundberg (1695-1786), Charles Natoire, Musée du Louvre 
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104 Gustaf Lundberg (1695-1786), François Boucher, Musée du Louvre 

 

Grande salle des pastels, Musée du Louvre, early 20th century 

J.503.1518/J.503.1091. No doubt the original frames with their frontons for the Académie, 
visible in the 1919 photograph (in the far corner of the left-hand wall, in the upper tier). 
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106 Gustaf Lundberg (1695-1786), Charles Gravier de Vergennes, Musée du Louvre 
J.503.172. Rather an impressive fronton frame which, as XS points out, was made in Sweden 
c.1770. There is an exactly matching frame on Greve Mattias von Hermansson (J.503.1353), the main 
difference being in the higher level of burnishing normally seen in Swedish frames. 
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Gustaf Lundberg (1695-1786), Count Mattias von Hermansson, 69 x 51 cm., Bukowskis Auctions, 15 June 2011 

This would have been thought tasteless in France, and the Vergennes frame may have been toned 
down. More recently there has been an excellent repair to the broken C-scrolls and rose stem 
projecting perilously out from the top of the latter. 

https://www.bukowskis.com/en/auctions/562/338-gustaf-lundberg-greve-mattias-von-hermansson-1716-1789
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113 Jean-Baptiste Perronneau (c.1715-83), Mlle Marie-Anne Huquier, 1749, 47 x 38 cm., Musée 
du Louvre 
J.582.1393. The recent intervention with Perronneau’s Mlle Huquier raised some tricky questions. 
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Perronneau, Mlle Marie-Anne Huquier, in present frame with added shaped inlay 

It formerly had an elaborate spandrel with curved corners which neatly concealed the tear in the 
lower left corner. That has now been removed and replaced by a bright straight-edged slip which 
serves only to reveal that the frame never fitted. 

 

Perronneau, Mlle Marie-Anne Huquier, as framed in 1919 
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Nor is it the one visible in the photograph of the salle des pastels of 1919 – although I doubt 
very much if that was the original either. The tear, and cosmetic spandrels, were evidently 
introduced before 1971 when Virgina and Lee Adair reproduced the clipped format. This is a 
case for reframing completely if we want to see the whole pastel and enjoy it as Perronneau 
originally intended. 

 

Perronneau, Mlle Marie-Anne Huquier, c.1750, 49.5 x 38.5 cm., Staatliche Kunsthalle, Karlsruhe 

I don’t think the frame on the version sent soon after to Karlsruhe is quite right either (too late), 
but its simplicity is appealing. 
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115 Jean-Baptiste Perronneau (c.1715-83), Pierre Bouguer, 1753, & detail, Musée du Louvre 
This 1753 pastel is shown today in an excellent Louis XV frame, with undercut corners and 
queues-de-cochon decoration, all looking just right. 

 

However, the 1919 photograph shows it in a completely different frame, matching that of the 
Maréchal de Saxe (cat. no. 87). It invites one to speculate that the 1919 frames for neither cat. no. 

87 nor cat. no. 114 was original. 
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 117 Jean-Baptiste Perronneau (c.1715-83), Laurent Cars, Salon 1759, & detail, Musée du 
Louvre 

 

Grande salle des pastels, Musée du Louvre, early 20th century 

Once again the 1919 photograph shows it in a completely different frame, possibly original and 
certainly far simpler than the elaborate frame it now occupies: an asymmetric rocaille frame laden 
with C-scrolls and vaguelettes. Lovely in its way, it feels somewhat wrong for the engraver with whose 
family Perronneau was close; one feels something more austere would have been appropriate. 

   

118 Jean-Baptiste Perronneau (c.1715-83), Prosper Augustin Tassin de La Renardière, s & d 1765, 
& detail, Musée du Louvre 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2017/03/06/another-side-of-perronneau-mme-supiot-and-her-doctors/
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Gorgeous frame, but is it original? Two additions to the sides, only one of which is autograph, 
confirm that it is not. And it looks like a ‘dealer’s frame’. But the story is a little more 
complicated. There is a gap in the provenance between 1910 (when last seen with the family, as 
published by Louis Paraf) and 1927 (first noted with Mme Orosdi). The Perronneau (1765) has a 
pendant, last seen in New York in 2011 (my recollection is that the frame, of which I don’t have 
an image, is a match) but known to have been with Galerie Wildenstein in 1924. (Louis Paraf was 
Georges Wildenstein’s brother-in-law.) But the frame is an almost exact match with the frame on 
a Greuze painting, Citoyen Bernard Dubard (dated 1799, thirty-four years and a Revolution later 
than the Perronneau) supplied to the Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco in 1935 by 
Wildenstein, who had had the picture since 1913: the frame is reproduced, as probably original 
for the painting, in Mitchell & Roberts, Frameworks, 1996, fig. 225. 

  

114 Jean-Baptiste Perronneau (c.1715-83), Portrait of a man in velvet, otherwise known as Le 
comte de Bastard, 1747, Musée du Louvre 
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119 Jean-Baptiste Perronneau (c.1715-83), Abraham van Robais, Musée du Louvre 
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 Photograph of the interior of Jacques Doucet’s house 
 Magnificent frames (particularly that of Van Robais), both visible in the lower tier of portraits in 
the photograph of Doucet’s hôtel in the rue Spontini between 1909 and 1912, but unlikely to be 
original. 
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125 Nicolas François Regnault (1738-99), Maximilien Léopold Philippe Joseph Gardel, Musée du 
Louvre 
The Empire frame sitting on a pastel dated 1765, a model much favoured in the Louvre, is a 
variant of the model for Mme Boze (cat. no. 32), adapted like the Vivien artiste (cat. no. 15), but 
with alternating palmette and honeysuckle ornament confirming an early 19th century date. 
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126 Suzanne Giroust, Mme Roslin (1734-72), The sculptor Jean-Baptiste Pigalle, c.1770, Musée du 
Louvre 
J.63.142. Valérie Luquet has kindly pointed out [23] that the frame bears the stamp ‘E L 
INFROIT’ with that of the jurande des menuisiers-ébénistes, ‘JME’, the committee of guild members 
who assured quality. It is curious that of all two dozen known framemakers, Infroit’s and 
Levert’s stamps appear far more frequently than those of the others [24]. Étienne-Louis Infroit’s 
case is particularly interesting, as he was ‘interdit pour cause de faiblesse d’esprit en 1771’ 
(‘interdicted for feeble-mindedness in 1771’): the charges brought by his wife involved 
drunkenness and violence against her rather than imbecility, but sadly the inventaire taken at the 
time (which would have been an invaluable insight into the mechanics of the business) has been 
mislaid in the Minutier central (2018). 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn23
https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn24
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Marie-Gabrielle Capet (1761-1818), Homme en redingote, 1781, private collection 

However, we know that the firm (carried on by his wife and sons) was still using his stamp ten 
years later – for example, on a pastel by Mlle Capet in an identical moulding. 

A third example, again identical, was in the Georges Bac collection (Le Cadre et le bois doré à travers 
les siècles, 1991, p. 100): unlike Levert, who produced a wide variety of frames, Infroit seems to 
have specialised in this moulding. However, the rather odd trophy frame for the unattributable 
oil portrait en pied of the maréchal-duc de Richelieu, reproduced in XS (fig. 77) as stamped 
‘Infroit’, is elsewhere reported as stamped ‘C. E. Infroit’, perhaps for Claude, one of Étienne-
Louis Infroit’s sons, or another member of this extended dynasty of menuisiers [25]. 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/10/10/framing-the-louvres-pastels/#_ftn25
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127  John Russell (1745-1806), Mary Hall, future wife of Joseph Vickery, Musée du Louvre 
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 130  John Russell (1745-1806), Mrs Jeans & her sons Thomas and John Locke, Musée du Louvre 
 J.64.172/J.64.1863. Both in absolutely typical Russell ‘Maratta’ frames, surely original; Mrs Jeans 
particularly splendid. 
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128  John Russell (1745-1806), Francesco Bartolozzi, Musée du Louvre 
J.64.114. I don’t know why the Bartolozzi is in a ‘Kent’ frame, a style that went out of fashion in 
England when Russell was born (perhaps this is less obvious to a French audience). 
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129  (?)John Russell (1745-1806), Portrait of a female [Mrs Leake], Musée du Louvre 
J.64.006. Here, the French fronton frame is a clue to the unsatisfactory provenance for this 
pastel, the authenticity of which I question, for the reasons set out in my blog. 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/
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134 Stanisław Leszczyński (Stanislaw I, King of Poland; 1677-1766), Vierge et l’Enfant, 43 33 
cm., Musée du Louvre 
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 135 Stanisław Leszczyński (Stanislaw I, King of Poland;1677-1766),  Le père Jean-Marie Cyprien, 
50 x 36 cm., Musée du Louvre 

J.6924.139/J.6924.117.  XS argues that the giltwood frame of the Virgin & Child is 
the cadre d’origine (the ‘cadre doré’ in the posthumous inventory of the artist’s daughter) because 
the right hand edge of the paper (where Stanisław had tested his crayons) has been folded over 
to fit into the frame; perhaps it is thought unlikely that such a border would have been retained 
had the work been reframed later. In any case the moulding seems of the period. It contrasts 
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with the rather plain, ungilded frame of a monk, also from the queen’s collection. 

  
138 Louis Vigée (1715-1767), Anne Racine, later Mme des Radrets, 1745, Musée du Louvre 
J.758.305. It is rare to see Vigée working in oval. This example, from 1745, perhaps explains 
why. Louis XIV ‘ovals’ were somewhat fatter than the geometrical conic section, but when the 
shape returned to favour, an exact oval was sought, and presumably guided more precisely than 
the craftsman who gave Racine’s granddaughter this rather irregular bordure. La Tour’s Comte de 
Provence, made in 1762 (cat. no. 96), is the next earliest oval in the exhibition, the others all dating 
from the 1780s or later: a surprise perhaps, and a disappointment, given the exquisite refinement 
of the French Rococo oval frame, its prevalence and the difficulties of manufacture, all of which 
demonstrate the pressure of the aesthetic which demanded them. 
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141  Elisabeth Louise Vigée Le Brun (1755-1842), Louis-Philippe, duc d’Orléans, Musée du Louvre 
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142 Elisabeth Louise Vigée Le Brun (1755-1842), Mme la marquise de Montesson, Musée du 
Louvre 
J.76.318 & J.76.306. I have discussed the provenance of these in my blog and in my essay on Vigée Le Brun’s 

pastel frames for The Frame Blog.   A brief recap: a key link in my research was the candle marks that 
had burnt the frames in a specific spot (still visible when the works appeared for auction in 
2014), and were just visible in an old photograph of the château de Léran. They have now been 
beautifully restored in the Louvre, but it would be nice to document the evidence. It illustrates 
once again the contribution images of frames can make to forensic art history, and how 
restrictive museum policies of reproducing pictures without frames can be. 

The invoice for this pair, the two originals and the other three copies discovered by Geneviève 
Haroche-Bouzinac is discussed in XS and in the Vigée Le Brun exhibition catalogue, and is of 
considerable interest, although tantalizingly it offers no clue as to the framemaker whom Vigée 
Le Brun employed (the model is similar to the Boze and Kucharski examples above). The frames 
were charged at 84 livres each with glass, 78 without; the primary versions were described as 

https://neiljeffares.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/the-louvre-pastels-catalogue-errata-and-observations/
https://theframeblog.com/2016/05/21/elisabeth-louise-vigee-le-brun-part-ii-her-pastel-frames-1772-1789/
https://theframeblog.com/2016/05/21/elisabeth-louise-vigee-le-brun-part-ii-her-pastel-frames-1772-1789/
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‘ovales de 4 pouces a trois ornements’ (‘oval frames, c.four inches across the rail width, with 
three orders of ornament’), 

although the ‘idem’ in the description may mean that the others were the same. 

 

153 French school, 18th century, Young man and a bacchante, child, and a faun playing pan pipes, 
Musée du Louvre 
J.9.8262. In his lecture, in a passage on frames and cadres d’origine, XS suggests that the frame is 
based on an Oppenord design from c.1700.But the awkward card slip suggests that this is not 
original for this pastel. 

**************************************** 

With grateful thanks to Louise Delbarre for the photographs of the pastel exhibition, nearly all of which 
she generously provided. 

https://theframeblog.com/2018/08/29/the-exhibition-regards-sur-les-cadres-and-the-frame-collection-of-the-louvre/
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[2] In the article on ‘cadres’ in his ever-delightful Dictionnaire amoureux du Louvre, 2007, pp. 169 f, 
Pierre Rosenberg nominates those for the Carraccci pendants La Pêche and La Chasse (both 
discussed in a review of the Louvre frame exhibtion), with Rigaud’s Louis XIV the runner-up. He bemoans, of cadres 
d’origines in the paintings department at the Louvre, that ‘il y en a fort peu. Le temps, les 
changements de goût les ont fait disparaître’ (‘…there are very few of them. Time and changes in 
taste have caused their disappearance’). He notes too that in the past frames were cut down or 
adapted; standards today are different. 

[3] In the September 2018 issue of Apollo.  I reviewed the exhibition itself in an earlier post on my 
blog. 

[4] The literature on historic picture frames is vast, and well-known to readers of The Frame Blog. 
For specific reference to pastel frames, and much of the material summarized here, see my 
‘Prolegomena’, especially §iv.16. 

[5] To the 22 listed in Harden 1998 may be added Jean-Baptiste Detroulleau (1737–1780) and Louis 
Boussard (Bruno Hochart, private communication, 8 March 2018). 

[6] This may be because the businesses were not sufficiently profitable, and estates were 
renounced to avoid the assumption of debts. 

[7] Such accounts as survive often provide very limited detail. We know for example that 
François-Charles Buteux (1722–1802) was owed arrears of 44,349 livres 2s. 11d. by the 
Bâtiments du roi in 1791 – but with no breakdown of the orders involved. 

[8] Original spelling preserved. René Gimpel suggested it might be to a design by Caffiéri. The 
original glass survived until the 1970s when it was broken while being moved at the château de 
Pregny; it is said to have been signed by the glass maker, but no record of that name seems to 
have survived. 

[9] Anon., Lettre à Monsieur de Poiresson-Chamarande, lieutenant général au baillage et siège présidial de 
Chaumont en Bassigny, au sujet des tableaux exposés au Salon du Louvre, s.l., s.d. [1741]. 

[10] Observations sur l’histoire naturelle, sur la physique et sur la peinture, Paris, xiii, 1755, p. 58f; see ‘exhibitions 

1751-75’  for the full text. The document was overlooked in the Collection Deloynes, McWilliam & 
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al. 1991, B&W and Arnoult 2014, and first republished in the Dictionary in 2015 ; but it is not in 
XS. 

[11] Anon. [abbé Jean-Bernard le blanc], Observations sur les ouvrages de MM. de l’Académie de peinture et 
de sculpture, exposés au Salon du Louvre en l’année 1753 et sur quelques écrits qui ont rapport à la peinture, à 
M. le président de B***, s.l., 1753, p. 155f. The passage is discussed in Bruno Pons, ‘Les cadres 
français du xviiie siècle et leurs ornements’, Revue de l’art, 76, 1987, pp. 41–50, at p. 43 and n.18; 
also see translation here. 

[12] There is perhaps an irony in that the Louvre’s great pastel of Mme de Pompadour is in an 
architrave frame, while the National Gallery’s oil of her is now in a pastel frame. The Drouais came 
from the Earl of Rosebery in what appears to have been a Maratta-style moulding of far too 
narrow a section; this was replaced with a NeoClassical fluted frame which was not much better. 
The decision was taken c. 2010 to reframe this magnificent tutorial in Rococo furniture in a 
‘pastel frame’ which can never have been intended for a work in the medium: see Peter Schade’s 
note in The National Gallery Review of the Year 2009–2010, pp. 23ff,   which reproduces the 
immediately previous frame but does not however mention the Mentmore Towers frame in 
which the painting arrived in 1977. 

 

Curiously when the National Gallery embarked on its ‘Grand Tour’ – exhibiting replicas of some 
30 of its paintings in unexpected places in London – Mme de Pompadour was again fitted into a 
fairly similar reproduction frame. 
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[13] Examples in Perronneau’s œuvre include original frames on two Bordeaux pastels, Gorsse 
(J.582.1364) and Mme Molles (J.582.1626), both extremely simple baguettes. The original frame on 
the much earlier J.582.1041 (1746) is visible in the background of the photograph of Marius 
Paulme in his sale catalogue. 

[14] A magnificent Louis XIV example, perhaps for Mme de Verrue who certainly owned the 
Louvre picture. The earlier provenance is uncertain: instead of it coming from Charles I’s 
collection, as assumed in the exhibition, I think it possible that Van Dyck may have sold it to his 
great patron Alessandro Scaglia. Mme de Verrue was married to Scaglia’s great-great-nephew. 
She was also the half-sister of the prince de Grimberghen responsible for acquiring much French 
art, including pictures and frames, for Max Emanuel (see cat. no. 19 below and my article in The 
Court Historian in 2012; there’s an expanded online version). 

[15] Arsène Alexandre, ‘Pour que le Louvre soit parfait’, La Renaissance de l’art français…, .i.1919, p. 
239. 

[17] ‘Lettre d’un amateur de Province sur le secret de fixer le pastel’, Journal œconomique, .ii.1758, pp. 
63–65, in Treatises. 

[18] On the effects of this, see my essay. 

[19] Published by Elizabeth Champney in 1891. 

[20] 1987 Pons article cited above (n.11), p. 48 

[21] AN O1 1922A, cited Pons, ibid., p. 48. 

[23] Twitter, 1 September 2018; it is not reported in XS. 

[24] For Antoine Levert, see my recent post. 

[25] New York, Sotheby’s, 25 January 2007, Lot 90, with bibliography. The date on the fronton 
which now appears as 1767 was formerly 1784; the full name of the framer was given in the 
catalogue Exposition rétrospective des colonies francaises de l’Amérique du Nord, Paris, 1929, cat. no. 30. 
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